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ABSTRACT

Weaving Modern Forms: Fiber Design in the United States, 1939 – 1959

by
Sarah V. Mills

Advisor: Dr. Rosemarie Haag Bletter
This dissertation traces the emergence and development of modern weaving in the United States.
In a series of case studies, it follows the paths of three weavers: Anni Albers, Marianne
Strengell and Dorothy Liebes, who make inroads in the field of American textile design from the
late 1930s to the late 1950s through their teaching, writing and weaving practices. In the 1930s,
these women, alongside other professional weavers in the United States, retooled hand weaving
in a practice of prototype designing for power loom (machine) production. In adapting their
skills to the design of machine-loomed textiles, their artistic agency expands. Their woven
fabrics, designed mainly for furnishings, reveal textural emphases, which exploit the materiality
and structures of weaving, forming the basis of a new period in American textile design. This
dissertation recognizes and contextualizes this new period, while arguing that during it
perceptions of weaving shift: instead of being seen as a flat object with a ground plane, the
woven textile becomes understood as a three-dimensional sculptural form, wherein texture is
visualized as a material and structural quality rather than as a byproduct of pattern. At
midcentury, this is further evidenced in exhibitions at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the
Museum of Modern Art and the Brooklyn Museum, which celebrate for the first time the textile
not as an article of clothing or furnishing fabric, but as a unique material form itself.
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Introduction
For the 1939 Golden Gate International Exposition in San Francisco, Dorothy Liebes, the
Director of Division of Decorative Arts, included two tapestries designed by the artists Jean
Lurçat and Joan Miró. In the exposition’s catalogue, she praised the works as “amazing cartoons
by masters of art,” but concluded that “we should regard tapestry as a bona fide textile
expression, not as a painting.”1 Her suggestion seemed straightforward: tapestry was different
than painting and therefore viewers should recognize the difference between the skills and
artistic expression of the weaver who made the tapestry and those of the painter who designed
the cartoon (the tapestry’s image), evaluating them on their own terms. Since the Renaissance, it
was common for tapestries to be designed from the cartoons of painters, with the weaver acting
as a medium translator, turning the pictorial design into a fiber object. So common was this
practice and so unrecognized was the weaver within it that one, in 1939, could have read
Liebes’s statement as something of an attack—a criticism of tradition and society’s undervaluing
of the artisan. In retrospect, one could also interpret Liebes’s statement as inciting change in the
very design of tapestry. For only twenty years later, the idea that a weaver – the person who
knows how to make a textile – was best suited to elicit a “bona fide textile expression” would
prove fundamental to rise of the fiber art movement. Liebes’s suggestion-cum-criticism would
indeed continue to echo in the sentiments of other weavers and curators over the next several
decades in the United States and come to define the discourse of modern American weaving.
In 1969, Mildred Constantine and Jack Lenor Larsen, curators of the Museum of Modern
Art’s Wall Hangings exhibition, offered similar thoughts about expression in fiber art. Pointing
to 1959 as a turning point, they wrote that over the last ten years “developments in weaving have

Dorothy Wright Liebes, “Modern Textiles” in Liebes et al., Decorative Arts, official catalogue of the Golden Gate
International Exposition (San Francisco: San Francisco Bay Exposition Company, 1939), 92.
1
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caused us to revise our concepts of this craft and to view the work within the context of
twentieth-century art.”2 Years later, for the exhibition Beyond Craft: The Art Fabric (1972),
Constantine and Larsen attempted once again to situate fiber art (non-utilitarian objects made
through weaving and interlacing techniques) within the context of fine art. Using the term “art
fabric” – later to become known as “fiber art”— they wrote that “it can be claimed with
assurance that these are works of art.”3 To further stake their claim, they characterize fiber art as
something unique through the means by which it was made:
“both [fiber art and modern tapestry] relate to modern painting, however differently. The modern
tapestry is the result of methods and attitudes following a tradition of centuries, produced by
artisans working from the cartoons of others. The brilliant colors and simple composition of the
modern painter are merely substituted for the woven pictures of pageantry, allegory, and history of
the past. The Art Fabric is a construction…”4

In distinguishing textiles on the grounds of practice (those made in the service of painting –
traditional tapestry – and those designed by the artisan him/herself – the “Art Fabric”),
Constantine and Larsen reiterated Liebes sentiments from 1939. The difference between Liebes
and Constantine and Larsen remains strong, however. Liebes wrote and curated, thinking about
the decorative arts and design, that is, thinking about furnishing textiles, such as carpets,
upholstery and drapery, whereas Constantine and Larsen had their eyes on objects that served no
immediate utilitarian ends. Yet, the shared premise of their criticism – that expressionism
remained most possible in the process of construction, in the making of the object – suggests a
new wave of thinking about art that began as early as the late 1930s in the design of furnishing
fabrics. Using, then, as place markers the year 1939 (the date of Liebes’s earliest criticism) and
the year 1959 (when Constantine and Larsen note the emergence of fiber art) this dissertation

2

Mildred Constantine and Jack Lenor Larsen, Wall Hangings, (New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 1969), 1-2.
Mildred Constantine and Jack Lenor Larsen, Beyond Craft: The Art Fabric (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold
Company, 1972), 7.
4
Ibid.
3
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brackets a two-decade period in American weaving, in which the theory, practice, form and
perception of weaving shift.
This dissertation is precisely about those shifts. It examines them through analyzing the
writings, teaching and practice of four important weavers, Mary Meigs Atwater, Anni Albers,
Marianne Strengell and Dorothy Liebes—the latter three who I consider modern weavers and
whose work features most prominently in this dissertation—whose work acts as case studies of
larger concerns within the art and design world that operate in conjunction with developments in
weaving.5 Through close analysis of their work in the United States, I illustrate how a new
thinking concerning the making of weaving emerges, giving rise to a modern form in woven
materials characterized by greater textural emphasis, which, in turn, generates a shift in the
perception of textiles as three-dimensional, sculptural objects instead of flat, two-dimensional
forms with “surface” designs.
Beginning in the late 1930s, weavers in the United States gained increasing control over
the aesthetic decisions made in the design of woven fabrics. This happened largely as a result of
changes in the production of weaving, brought on namely by the ubiquitous use of power looms
and plastic or synthetic (man-made) fibers by textile manufacturers across the country. These
developments necessitated the intervention of professional weavers, who could problem-solve in
the areas of fabric construction, testing new fibers and experimenting with weave structures to
build a textile that could withstand power loom production. For many manufacturers, prototype
designing became a crucial stage in the development of novel fabrics. Thus, while a weaver’s

5

Mary Meigs Atwater is the outlier in this group of four, as she is a generation older than Albers, Strengell and
Liebes and I do not consider her a modern weaver. However, I do expand on her work and writing in important ways
and contextualize it in relationship to the work of modern weavers, therefore, she remains an important figure in this
story, even though she is not given a whole chapter or mentioned in the abstract.
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control of a fabric’s form was recognized as the practice of making fine (fiber) art in the 1960s, it
began much earlier in the field of craft that operated within industry.
Though American industry would boom in the postwar period, glimmers of its
advancement could be found shortly before, in the years following the Great Depression, in
which mass production advanced at new speeds through manufacturers’ acquisition of better
technology. This two-decade period, from 1939 to 1959, also saw the emergence of design, with
the designer acting as an aesthetic interventionist – usually, also at the stage of prototyping –
helping businesses develop attractive products through bringing to bear on an object knowledge
of aesthetics, usage and processes of mass production. Unlike most recognized American
designers at the time, such as Raymond Loewy, Norman Bel Geddes and Frank Lloyd Wright,
the weaver continued to shape the design of the fabric through hand weaving, making it with
her/his own hands; knowing not only the materials but the construction.
Thus, the modern weaver proved vastly unique, in that s/he straddled the field of craft,
knowing materials, tools and construction processes, and the field of industrial design, cognizant
of and willing to develop a textile using the latest means of technology in mass production. One
of the two legs of this argument, then, is that modern weavers effectively retool techniques of
hand weaving, using them to develop processes of prototype designing for machine reproduction.
As they do so, their understanding of weaving shifts. They begin to pay closer attention to the
relationship between fibers in the textile. Indeed, an emphasis on construction in the design of
prototypes causes weavers to take greater notice of weave structure and the texture resulting
from the combination of different fibers. Although the weavers I discuss here mostly design
furnishing textiles – curtains, drapery, upholstery, carpets – it is not the textile object itself,
rather, it is the design of the fabric that concerns me. Upon articulating the second leg of my
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argument – that industry-oriented practices in prototype designing lead to greater studies of
texture and structure in weaving – I reach the body of the main thesis, to show how textiles
become perceived as three-dimensional, sculptural forms instead of as flat, two-dimensional
objects with figure-ground perspective. Before beginning to tell the story of modern American
weaving from its initiation in the 1930s, one needs to understand the prehistory of the U.S.
textile industry and its relationship to art and craft.

Background: The Industrialization of Weaving
The emergence of modern weaving is tied to shifts in processes of production. Those
processes and changes are nestled in the history of the U.S. textile industry. The way that
historians analyzed the textile industry over the course of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries reflects the changes in the textile industry itself and shows how the individual weaver’s
labor becomes increasingly significant. By midcentury, the weaver-as-designer features as the
central subject of an industrial design discourse.
In the late nineteenth century and in the first two decades of the twentieth century, the
history of the textile industry in the English-speaking world was synonymous with an
encyclopedic chronicling of tool inventions. As such, these histories double as mini-biographies
of famous male inventors or businessmen who implemented new technologies, the vast majority
of whom possessed mechanical acumen and made a living off the textile industry. A good
example is William R. Bagnall’s The Textile Industries of the United States, which was written
in 1893 and outlines a succession of men in the trade and the types of machines and materials
their mills owned and used.6 Bagnall’s inclusion of production costs and other financial details

6

William R. Bagnall. The Textile Industries of the United States (New York: Augustus M. Kelley, 1893).
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corroborates his narrative’s conclusion that the growth of the textile industry resulted from a
series of ever-greater technological advancements.
Although earlier than William S. Murphy’s The Textile Industries (1910), Bagnall’s book
most likely followed the methodology used by British historians such as Murphy, whose history
traces not only the technological developments and patents, but the class and quality of fibers.7
In defining the work of mechanical devices, Murphy offers insight into the labor of the weaver in
a heavily automated environment. Speaking of power loom advancements, he deduces that the
machine “leaves little to chance and small margin for individual ability to work upon.”8
Comments such as these acknowledge the lack of human agency in mass production. They also
explain why historians at the time found it less relevant to document weavers’ work within an
industrial setting.
In 1925, the historian Perry Walton broadened the picture of the textile industry, using
economics as a method to understand the industry’s historical and financial development. In his
book The Story of Textiles, Walton boasts writing an entirely unknown story, claiming no prior
history really existed.9 Whether Walton knew about William R. Bagnall’s scholarship is difficult
to say, but perhaps Walton advances his claim of “first” because he introduces comparative data.
For example, he cites statistics of the total value of the U.S. textile industry in different years and
draws comparisons between the United States and other countries in a competitive spirit. In other
instances, he compares how much a good hand loom weaver could produce per week versus a
power loom weaver (or rather, power loom operator).

The history of England’s textile industry was older than America’s, making it a likely model for U.S. historians.
William S. Murphy, The Textile Industries: A Practical Guide to Fibres, Yarns, and Fabrics in Every Branch of
Textile Manufacture (London: The Gresham Publishing Company, 1910), 156.
9
Perry Walton. The Story of Textiles: A Bird’s Eye View of the History of the Beginning and the Growth of the
Industry by which Mankind is Clothed (New York: Tudor Publishing, 1925).
7
8
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The Great Depression further encouraged historians’ approach to writing an economic
history of the textile industry. In 1938, H.E. Michl, employed by the U.S. Department of Industry
and backed by the Wharton School of Finance and Commerce devoted a series of books
historicizing, while defining, the textile industry with a strong financial angle. The books include
a breakdown of management, costs, marketing, and the general monetary analysis of the industry
in general. Chapters such as “The Demand for Textiles and How It Is Satisfied” and “The
Changing Problems of Textile Manufacturing” indicate a move away from biographies or litanies
of technological innovations and, although still tied to economic interests, discuss issues that
acknowledge an awareness of consumer desires. In these particular chapters, Michl also
expresses concern for an inadequacy of prior historical analyses.10
In painstakingly recording the business of weaving through personal, technological, and
financial history, Bagnall, Murphy, Walton, and Michl circumvent the subject matter of form and
function of textiles altogether. Also, nowhere do these histories reveal the type and amount of
textiles produced or mention their appearance. What of these facts and where did they reside?
Longer answers to this question lead to a discussion of trade catalogs and pattern books, such as
the John Landes manuscript or the swatch books of the Joseph Downs Collection (Figs. 0.1 and
0.2). The John Landes book holds pages of exquisite grid drawings on paper made for, and
ostensibly used by, weavers and industrialists in the nineteenth century (Fig. 0.3).11 Pattern
books and trade catalogs from earlier centuries are extremely rare and deserve far more study

10

H.E. Michl, The Textile Industries: An Economic Analysis (Washington: The Textile Foundation, 1938), 50-65, 112.
11
See for example Mary Atwater’s writing on the topic in The Shuttle-Craft Book of American Hand-Weaving. This
book was first published in 1928 and it appears as if it was republished in three editions from 1937, 1951, and 1966.
My reference source does not mention editions. Mary Meigs Atwater, The Shuttle-Craft Book on American HandWeaving, (Worcestershire: Read Books Ltd. 2013), 360.
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than this dissertation can provide.12 The short answer, then, is that a discussion of aesthetics was
simply not integral to historical analyses of the textile industry, nor was it written about by
weavers themselves until the early twentieth century.13 These concerns existed in the histories of
art, primarily the decorative arts, until sometime around the 1930s and 1940s when aesthetics
became a design thinking integrated in a fundamentally different way by weavers who worked in
a variety of new roles, as stylists, prototype designers, advisors for the textile industry. That
weavers in the United States between the 1920s and 1960s felt compelled to compile histories of
weaving, integrating not only knowledge of tools and processes but also discussions of
appearance and approaches to weaving, suggests the very notion that prior histories of weaving
had been fractured, with tools and inventors chronicled on the “industrial side” and
artists/craftsmen on the other. It is also indicative of the emergence of the weaver-as-artist with a
new power of expression previously unknown to the textile industry.
By the late 1930s, the power loom was a standard machine in factories across the United
States. According to the economic historian William Mass, in 1914, around half of all looms in
the South were automatic compared with a third in New England. In 1937, 70 percent of all
looms in the United States were automatic, and by 1955, Mass writes “virtually all looms in
[factories in] the United States were automatic.”14 The rapid expansion of the automatic loom by
midcentury corresponded with that of the application of synthetic fibers by manufacturers.
Textile companies all across the United States began experimenting with these innovative plastic

12

The few pattern books and trade catalogs that I was able to learn about come from the Winterthur Museum and the
Philadelphia Museum of Art. Some can be found on the PMA’s online collection:
http://www.philamuseum.org/collections/permanent/108223.html?mulR=987463990|1#.
13
See for example Helen Louise Allen’s American and European Hand Weaving (Madison: University of
Wisconsin, 1939) and Atwater’s The Shuttle Craft Book of American Hand-Weaving, published first in 1928.
14
William Mass, “Technological Change and Industrial Relations: The Diffusion of Automatic Weaving in the
United States and Britain,” The Journal of Economic History, Vol. 45, No. 2 (June., 1985); 458-460.
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threads by the late 1930s.15 The fibers themselves were first made within the scientific
laboratories funded by the chemical (and soon-to-be textile) company, DuPont. As a result of
both these technological advancements and an increasing market analysis of the textile industry,
as illustrated in Michl’s survey, manufacturers began to rethink production.
In 1938, George Haven’s analysis of the industry reflects these production changes: “the
increased efficiency of laboratory methods in determining the physical properties of textile
materials has caused a keen demand for data and information in textile research.”16 As the
science of synthetics grew, the textile industry realigned itself, merging closely with a new
plastics industry. Haven characterized the prioritization of research in the production process as a
carefully controlled experimental or “laboratory” stage.17 Sometime in the 1950s, Dorothy
Liebes confirmed the extent of research in the textile industry, saying, “about 75 percent of a mill
man’s energy, interest and budget today is devoted to scientific advancement.”18 Ultimately, a
growing need for research catalyzed the formation of an industrial design field.
In 1940, Harold Van Doren set out to define the recent emergence of the industrial
designer, in a book reputed to be one of the first to formally codify the field. In Industrial
Design: A Practical Guide he describes the industrial design field as “half aesthetic and half
technological.”19 The emphasis he places on explaining the relationship between the aesthetic
and the technical sides throughout the entire book speaks to the development of industrial design
as something previously unknown and not well understood. To assist in his explanations, Van
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Doren is keen to draw connections between the craftsperson and the industrial designer, while
describing the difference in the practices of the latter’s role: “every product of the craftsman
bears the maker’s personal mark. The products of industry bear only the impress of the
designer’s mind.”20 Here, Van Doren makes clear the role of automation in the object’s
appearance. Yet in his comparison, it is as if he also wants to say that the craftsman has become
the mind behind the design, with his craft remaining in the design of the prototype.
Surprisingly, histories of industrial design written up until today rarely, if at all, take into
account textile production. Even at the time in which the field formed, Albers acknowledged
hand weaving was “not in general admitted to the officialdom of industrial production.”21 On the
one hand, textiles have a much longer history of industrialization than other objects, utilizing
advanced machines in the mass reproduction of images as early as the eighteenth century.
Perhaps because of that, significant changes in the automation of weaving cannot be so easily
pinned to the emergence of an industrial design in the 1930s and 1940s.22
On the other hand, prototyping in industrial weaving contrasts remarkably with other
means of prototyping, which was the hallmark feature in methods of production that
characterized industrial design. In most cases, the design of a mass-produced object requires the
maker to produce a model using skills and materials that differ from those used in the final
development of the object. A good example is the design of an automobile, in which case the
prototype stage requires drafting (drawing or computer skills) and modeling (using clay or other
malleable material) before a final assembly of metal parts by machines and engineers (not
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designers). The same process is true for architecture. However, for a mass-produced woven
fabric, the skills and material required to produce the prototype are the same ones used in the
development of the final mechanized version of the fabric. The power loom merely accelerates
what the hand does on a hand- or foot-powered loom. For these reasons, it is likely that weaving
has failed to become more integrated into a history of industrial design.
In the 1930s, interest in better educating weavers appeared to result from increased
industrialization. Already in 1912, Murphy predicted the future dilemma in textile education by
describing its current state: “technical schools and colleges are restricted and limited by many
conditions…[they are] mostly devoted to teaching those branches of the textile industry
prevalent in the locality in which they are situated…. They are able neither to accommodate one
tithe of the operatives engaged in the industry nor to extend the curriculum to suit the needs of
the average worker.”23 In 1939, the textile professor Helen Louise Allen was one of the first
American teachers to reckon with the hindrances in textile education. In a book, composed to
provide supplemental materials for students who were interested in going beyond the standard
coursework of learning traditional patterns, Allen provides knowledge of how to weave
creatively, exploring new possibilities with the loom and threads.24 The timing of her publication
was likely not a coincidence, and was in keeping with efforts of other forward-looking
pedagogues at the time, particularly those discussed in the first two chapters of this dissertation.
Responding to the growing importance and demand for weaving skills in the textile
industry in the 1930s, weaving communities formed inside and outside institutional settings.
Weaving departments in many design schools flourished in the late 1930s and 1940s, for
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example at Black Mountain College, Penland School of Crafts, New Bauhaus/Institute of
Design, Cranbrook Academy of Art, and the University of California, Berkeley.25 These
programs stressed innovative approaches to weaving, aiding the textile industry (the subject of
the first two chapters). Outside the educational setting, weavers started journals, many of which
focused specifically on hand weaving and a whole host of issues related to the construction,
function, tools, and materials for making a woven fabric. Interestingly, the timeframe of
publications dates of journals, such as Handweaving News, Handweaver and Craftsman, The
Tie-Up, The Weaver, The Weaver’s Quarterly, Warp and Weft, and Master Weaver correspond
with changes to the structure and appearance of textiles that occur between the 1930s and the
1950s.
Terminology
The confusion around the word “tapestry,” which persists today, peaked in the first half
of the twentieth century and is evidence of the changes in modern weaving practices. One of the
central problems with the term is its generality and its synonymy with terms that describe a
specific technique, such as “needlework,” “canvaswork,” and “fancy weaving.”26 Historically,
tapestry refers to a technique with lots of variations. In tapestry weaving, weavers intertwine
bobbins of different colored weft threads in piece-meal sections along a frame of warp threads or
warp ribs.27 In most tapestry weaving, the warp threads are entirely covered and invisible by the
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time the tapestry is complete. The majority of work in tapestry weaving is typically spent in the
careful placing and altering of colored threads so as to literally build up an image, which
accurately reflects a drawing or painting. In a way, it is comparable with tracing an image,
especially as it was common for tapestry weavers to use mirrors and cartoons placed directly
underneath warped looms to create exact accuracy between their work and that of a drawing,
print or painting.
By the early twentieth century, tapestry had become associated with the representation of
patterns or pictorial images. Additionally, it is more linked with antique and fine art luxury,
rather than acting as a utilitarian object, such as a coverlet, rug, or tablecloth.28 Because of these
associations, modern weavers began to abandon the expression and adopt terms such as “wall
hanging,” “pictorial weaving,” and simply “weaving.”29 These terms describe textiles made by
weavers who either utilized tapestry techniques but represented non-objective, abstract forms
instead of pictures or patterns or abandoned the tapestry technique altogether but continued to
create abstract designs for fabrics intended as wall-hangings. In other words, tapestry could mean
a technique or a fabric representing a picture. The generality of its definition likely was the
reasons for its disuse, yet not its irrelevance. Modern weaving, as this dissertation will argue in
the following two chapters, consisted of the synthesis of tapestry-like practices and cloth or plain
weaving.
Cloth weaving, usually woven in plain or twill weave, is typically characterized as the
opposite of tapestry weaving.30 In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, plain weaving was
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easiest to mechanize because it involved the simple cross over of warp and weft fibers. Because
of the simplicity of its set-up on the loom and its ease of construction, plain weaving is
traditionally devoid of imagery and made by a machine alone. Modern weavers, however,
developed unique approaches to plain weaving by manipulating and adding fibers, as they would
have done in tapestry weaving. Through initiating strategies that fused two traditionally different
methods of weaving, these weavers brought about an entirely unique way of working.
At the same time that tapestry became more obsolete as a categorical expression, the term
“hand loomed” arose alongside the more common term “hand woven.” The former term
describes a type of fabric made by a fly shuttle loom, invented by John Kay in 1733. A weaver
operates a fly shuttle loom by moving the shuttle across the warp with a single tug of a rope
instead of throwing it herself from one hand to another. Although Kay invented the mechanism
in the eighteenth century, Mary Atwater points out that the term “hand-loomed textile” was only
popularized in the United States in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. She describes
it as a “misleading term” used as a marketing ploy so that fabrics made with it could still be
advertised as hand woven. This phenomenon, and her need to mention it in a book published in
1923, suggests the increasing value given to literal hands-on processes during the acceleration of
automation.
Another term in need of clarifying in this dissertation is “industry.” In trying to be as
accurate as possible with terminology, there are times when using “industry” is simply the most
concise, albeit generalized way, to describe a whole host of processes and ideas. I use industry
when I want to describe both thinking processes geared toward mass production and strategies
used to mass-produce textiles. I think about industry in opposition to the mindset and approach
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of weavers who focus on constructing a single, unique textile without intentions to make copies
of it.
Lastly, I use the word “craft” profusely throughout this dissertation. In the first two
chapters, I attempt to limit its use to describing a practice, which I understand in weaving as the
development of greater autonomy (of course, not complete autonomy) and the role and labor of a
weaver whose practice entails structural and aesthetic decision making. In chapters three and
four, I look at the making of ideas in the use of the word craft and how these related to cultural
constructs or ideologies emerging in relationship to weaving.

Literature, Chapter Outline, Limitations, and Scope
Textile and design historians have largely accounted for the emergence of modern
weaving in the United States by pointing to the influence of European ideas and European
émigrés in the United States. For example, the textile historian Mary Schoeser has attributed a
sustained affinity for Mission Style furniture—made by groups of Americans who adopted the
principles of the British Arts and Crafts movement—to interests in a streamlined modern style or
“rustic modern” in woven fabrics. She also identified firms, such as Donald Brothers, Edinburgh
Weavers, Helios, and the Welsh mills, that retained the appearance of neutral colors and the
textured surface of hand-spun yarns and hand-woven effects (in machine-woven fabrics) because
of their interest in British commodities. In a later publication, Schoeser more avidly attributes not
just British but European modernism and the indigenous Americas as the reason for shifts in
weavers’ design emphasis “from surface imagery to fibers and construction,” explaining that
before the Depression, “the foremost concern among makers of textiles was surface imagery,”
after which, upon the immigration of German and Scandinavian émigrés, “architecture replaced
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art as the muse for textiles.”31 The last statement underlines the functional aspects of modern
weaving that became a concern around midcentury and suggests that European weavers, better
adept in understanding those issues, influenced both the style and design process. Although
explaining the appearance of modern weaving through the influence of British styles, Schoeser
also concedes that the absence of figurative patterns became “a salient feature of the modern
trends for weavers in both Britain and the United States.” In stating this, she suggests a style that
stems from design issues related to the manufacturing process, which she calls “avant-garde.”32
In Women Designer’s in the US, Pat Kirkham expands the “weaver’s tale” to include
Americans, such as Dorothy Liebes, as central to a modern turning point in weaving.33 She elides
discussions of appearances, focusing predominantly on issues of production, which supports her
claims that Europeans, who were better equipped with knowledge of industrial weaving, such as
Maria Kipp, played a dominant role in directing the path of textile design in the United States.
More recently, Jamie Suzanne Aron’s master thesis, which examines the success of Knoll’s
Textile Division, continues to suggest the indebtedness of U.S. textile design to Europeans. At
the same time, Aron’s analysis of photography’s emphasis in weavers’ designs at Knoll moves
away from pinning style ideas to a geopolitical origin and toward analyzing relationships
between new technologies, such as the camera and power loom weaving.34
The impact European weavers and European designers had on modern weaving in the
United States before and around the mid-twentieth century cannot be understated. That two of
the four main subjects in this dissertation hail from Germany and Finland is a testament to the
Mary Schoeser, “Textiles: Surface, Structure, and Serial Production,” in Craft in the Machine Age: The History of
Twentieth-Century American Craft 1920-1945 (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1995), 114.
32
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34
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profound influence of European ideas. Yet, focusing on a transatlantic import of ideas has
obfuscated how technology and internal cultural shifts have impacted modern weaving. For
scholarship on the history of technology, tools, skills, and labor, I turn to scholarship on craft and
industry.
The topic of this dissertation emerges from the recent formation of a craft discourse with
roots in both postmodern art historical thought and developing design history scholarship. A
salient aspect of that discourse is the way scholars have wrangled with specific constructs of
craft—for example, skill sets, a mode of working, and/or materials—in quasi-methodological
analyses of a context or framework in which objects come to signify particular ideas. The art
historians T’ai Smith and Elissa Auther have both examined weaving in this way. Auther’s
String, Felt, Thread, for instance, examines the emergence of three different groups of artists—
fiber artists, post-/minimalists, and feminist-oriented artists—all of whom deploy the traditional
craft material fiber and some of the materials’ construction means, such as weaving, in art works.
Yet, as Auther discusses, each group’s acceptance by the art world varies.35 Auther conclusively
illustrates a hierarchy within a 1960s and 1970s art world, which championed artists whose work
identified less with craft, symbolically, historically, and in practice.
Where Auther moves beyond a utilitarian association in the definition of craft, Smith
recovers it. In Bauhaus Weaving Theory: From Feminine Craft to Mode of Design, she tackles
issues of textile design that came out of the Bauhaus’s efforts to teach the interrelatedness of fine
art, applied arts and architecture practices in one school.36 Over the course of the school’s
existence from 1919 to 1932, Smith examines how weavers at first shape their practice around
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theories in fine art, later to discover they share more of a language with architecture. This occurs
as the school’s philosophy shifts and its directors and instructors move toward applying their
knowledge to the country’s growing interest in industrialization. Although Smith sees
developments in the Bauhaus weaving department as culminating in weavers’ desires to specify
the exact uniqueness of their craft/medium in light of media and medium-specific concepts
percolating in other departments at the school, industrial issues and the increasing importance in
utilitarian design, all related to the general design politics of Germany at the time, likely had an
equal if not greater impact on the direction of the Bauhaus weavers’ work.
Smith’s scholarship comes closest to thinking about weaving in the realms of both art and
design in ways that monographs and exhibitions on the most noteworthy Bauhaus weaver Anni
Albers have entirely bypassed. Her work, like that of Auther and other art historians, has been
instructive in calling attention to and opening up a narrow canon that has favored traditional fineart mediums of painting and sculpture. They have exposed the tendentiousness of object
frameworks and pushed back conventional thinking. Nevertheless, this kind of scholarship
harnesses definitions of craft to fit the purposes of studies that have largely presupposed objects
as art (as in the case of Auther’s book) or situated objects in relationship to art-historical terms
(as in the case of Smith’s book). The meaning of craft itself and the making of craft as a concept,
practice, or set of skills has been taken for granted and warrants better explanation. For instance,
the subtitle of Smith’s book, “From Feminine Craft to Mode of Design,” suggests dualistic
qualities between “craft” and “design” and “feminine” and an implied “masculine” that are not
necessarily explained or shown in the book.
The consideration of craft as a construct or many constructs is taken up by the art and
design historian Glenn Adamson, whose work inspired my approach to examining craft
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production in this dissertation. In The Invention of Craft, Adamson surveys a wide spectrum of
objects and the contexts in which they are created, elucidating how the growth of certain ideas
and practices serve, over time, to legitimate the denotations and connotations of craft.37 His
thesis is straightforward: craft is a modern invention, arising in parallel but contradistinction to
processes of industrialization, as “industry’s opposite number, or ‘other’.”38
What Adamson offers at large, in a methodology that analyzes the constructedness of
craft over the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, this dissertation concentrates on a threedecade-period in the United States. It analyzes the changes in the practice and appearance of
weaving alongside advancements in the industrialization of weaving, zeroing in on the 1930s,
1940s, and 1950s when the use of machine looms and the invention of synthetic fibers altered
approaches to weaving and its education. The first half of the dissertation outlines the
negotiations between weavers and new technologies, which affected their working practices. I
position industrial changes as the catalyst for the development of a new type of hand weaver,
essentially a unique position that differs from the way weavers worked in the past. The second
half of the dissertation explores the commercialization and historicization of the woven object,
examining how this new type of hand weaver and her work become normalized in society and
“authenticated” as craft and craft-like. In sum, the two-part structure of this project, which
revolves around case studies of weavers working in discrete realms of society, attempts to show
the manifestation of craft in weaving as characterized by both a change in the practice and form
of the woven object and the result of ideological qualities in modern weaving’s reception.
The first chapter, “Toward a Theory and Practice of Modern Weaving,” draws on the
background of industrial weaving laid out in the introduction, using it as a central context in
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which to stage debates (literal and indirect) between Mary Meigs Atwater and Anni Albers, two
widely-read hand weavers working and teaching in the United States in the 1930s and 1940s. By
comparing these two weavers’ philosophies of weaving and method of instruction, this chapter
provides a historical and theoretical groundwork, upon which future developments in weaving
build.
Chapter Two, “Modern Weaving in Practice,” of the dissertation expands upon the
conceptualization of modern weaving as outlined in the first chapter by looking at the practical
developments of ideas in a series of projects that take place around the Cranbrook Academy of
Art. It uses the educational setting of the academy, located in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, the
work and teachings of Marianne Strengell, and theses of master’s students at the school to
demonstrate how new theories of modern weaving are put into practice. Cranbrook was one of
the first schools in the United States to purchase a power loom for the classroom, and Strengell
readily taught prototyping as an approach to industrial weaving. Her own work for the
surrounding Detroit auto industry and her students’ thesis projects reveal how modern
architecture and mass production impact the design of textiles, which respond, more specifically
to their context through means of color and texture.
Chapter Three, “Texture is Modern,” is a case study of Dorothy Liebes and her work for
the textile manufacturers DuPont and Dobeckmun. It examines how Liebes’s commercial work
pushes her to develop novel fabrics that vary most in their textures. While Liebes mostly held the
aesthetic reigns in designing textiles for textile companies, she was also involved in the
commercial marketing of her fabrics, making her a style icon and key collaborator in the creation
of new fabric styles. Therefore, this chapter deals with Liebes’ designs in addition to the media
images produced by companies she works for. Her untraditional role as a stylist and “fabric-
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engineer” contributes to the way, for example, DuPont and Liebes herself develop the idea
behind craft as a style.
Chapter Four, “New Dimensions: Exhibiting American Textiles in the Art Museum,”
turns toward the institutionalization of weaving in the art museum. Looking at three near backto-back exhibitions – American Textiles ’48 (1948) at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Designer
Craftsman, U.S.A. (1953) and Textiles U.S.A. (1956) at the Museum of Modern Art – I
demonstrate how American society champions the U.S. textile industry, recognizing new
developments in weaving, modern fabric styles and, at times, individual weavers involved in the
creative side of the production process. The chapter addresses curatorial inclusions, exhibition
layouts and statements made in conjunction with each exhibition. Using these ideological tools, I
also show how significant attention is given to the textile itself (not the textile object, such as the
upholstered chair or office curtain), its sculptural form and to the weaver, who is increasingly
remarked upon as a craftsman through his/her work in the visual and formal shaping of the
fabric.
The arguments of this dissertation define both its scope and limitations. The tremors of
change that begin with increased usages of machine looms and the application of a whole host of
new synthetic fibers in the 1930s and 1940s result into the design-quake of the 1950s—a time in
which the U.S. economy is again roaring and an eagerness for growth promotes incredible
consumerism. While the mid-1930s sees the initial spread of new technologies in schools and the
commercial sphere, the late 1950s marks the culmination of their socialization and the
integration of modern machine-woven fabrics into spaces reserved for cultural and historic
keepsakes.
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The geopolitical context of the United States from the 1930s to the 1950s is unlike any
other in westernized countries at the time. The country’s cityscapes escaped the destruction of
World Wars I and II, and its ability to quickly remobilize economically and culturally by the
1950s has been documented numerous times by historians. The not-quite global aspects of its
methods of production (such as we see today in the way physical locations of corporations are
spread out over the world, with headquarters in one country and factories in others) work to
restrict the focus of this study to the United States.
A second confining aspect of this dissertation concerns the material objects themselves.
While weavers undoubtedly produced fabrics for clothing, garments and the fashion industry are
avoided as they involve additional layers of design thinking not related to the immediate process
of weaving or the work of weavers. The main subject of this dissertation, the modern weaver,
excels in the creation of fabrics spreading over broad and skeletal surfaces, such as floors, walls,
furniture frames, window panes, and mattresses.
The broadening of a craft discourse, the development of design history and the thriving
scholarship around fiber art(s) have all propelled the study of everyday objects and labors outside
the traditional studio or workshop setting. Shifts in the practice and form of weaving, however,
have not been studied over a long time span, and the twists and turns of their development in the
face of new machines, materials and cultural networks remain lesser known. Modern and
contemporary art historians have adamantly and profusely unpacked the moments when
technologies, such as cameras and computers, altered the visualization of images. Along the
same line, architecture historians have narrated architectural history around key moments in the
inventions of steel and the widespread uses of concrete and glass. Though the production and
cultural history of plastic has been well-studied, design and craft histories still have some
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catching up to do in terms of understanding how new technologies and processes of production
have shaped how we use and view objects.39 This dissertation not only traces the moments when
technology and aesthetic shifts occur in modern weaving, but it also considers the ideological
meanings the craft-industry practice inherits as these events take place.
While I do not focus on an argument that ties the decades of the 1940s and ’50s to the
changes taking place in the 1960s and ’70s around the development of the fiber art movement, I
make the case for shifts in the theory, education and practice of weaving within a craft-industry
context that I see as heavily influencing that movement. Though not the thesis, one point of this
dissertation is to muddy the waters of modern art history, showing that the fields of art, craft and
design are far more porous than the discourse has imagined. To that end, it seeks to define a new
art history along the lines of craft and the making of objects, overturning the stylistic formula
which has guided the writing of an art history of the past. In doing so, we might better prioritize
the experience of touch and feel, seeing it as significant as, and very much intertwined with, that
of vision.

I am thinking mainly of Jeffrey Meikle’s American Plastic: A Cultural History, (New Brunswick: Rutgers
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Chapter 1
Toward A Theory and Practice of Modern Weaving: From Mary Meigs Atwater’s
“Recipes” to Anni Albers’ “Free-Forming”
Introduction
In 1941, after roughly seven years of teaching at Black Mountain College, Anni Albers published
an article in The Weaver titled “Handweaving Today: Textile Work at Black Mountain
College.” The cover page for the article showing three woven drapes above the caption “Models
for Industrial Production” conveys the tenor of Albers’ article, fleshed out in a single statement
in the introduction paragraph: “if conceived of as a preparatory step to machine production it
[hand weaving] will be more than the revival of a lost skill and will take a responsible part in a
new development” (Fig. 1.1).40 Mary Meigs Atwater, a well-known weaver and editor of the
journal The Weaver responded to Albers’ “much discussed article” in a publication several
months later titled “It’s Pretty – But Is It Art?” Atwater staunchly disagreed with Albers ideas
about hand weaving being part of an industrial process, stating that “we weave because we like
to do it… [hand weaving] gives us the pleasure of creating, the artist’s pleasure, the good
craftsman’s pleasure,” a statement that is followed a few paragraphs later by an exclamatory
remark “[the] making of ‘models’ for industry – I fancy industry would consider this a big
joke!”41
In the 1940s, Mary Meigs Atwater and Anni Albers were two of the better-known
weavers in the United States, who had received formal fine art and design training.42 Their
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notoriety had much to do with their extensive teaching experience and publications on weaving.
Both women wrote about the origins of weaving, their weaving philosophies (it’s meaning and
purpose), and provided instructions on how to weave. Their publications accelerated over the
1930s and 40s, and by the 1950s both had published what could be considered the first modern
history books on weaving, which explained traditions as they sought to account for their current
directions in weaving. The commonalities of their career make their disagreement over the
purpose of weaving that much more compelling. This chapter uses their differences to lay out the
groundwork that explains the transitions in the early years (the 1920s, 30s, and early 40s) of
modern weaving. Although I focus on these two weavers as individuals, I see them as
embodying the two dominant sides of a broader controversy initiated as new approaches to
weaving form, particularly in the 1940s.
On the surface, the controversy between Albers and Atwater appears clear enough.
Albers, on the one side, advocates weavers collaborate with manufactures in the design of
sample fabrics or prototypes for machine reproduction. On the other side, Atwater does not
believe hand weaving is appropriate for industry, which she thinks would diminish the pleasure
in weaving. That their disagreement seems to be a question of whether or not a weaver should
work with textile manufactures and, by extension, machine technology, causes it to map onto the
craftsman-designer schism emerging out of the Industrial Revolution. The craftsman side of the
debate appealed to those who believed that quality and individual integrity were best preserved
through maintaining more hand-oriented practices, whereas those advancing the designer side of
the debate pushed for the democratization of quality through making objects more affordable
using mass production.43 Yet, delving further into Atwater’s and Albers’ writing, clear
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categorizations become muddied quickly. Atwater, for one, praised advanced technology, while
Albers, at times, sharply criticized the textile industry and discussed the possibilities of weaving
as an art form.44 In the end, definitions such as “craftsman” and “designer” too easily obscure the
reality of both women’s practices and ideas now, as they did then.
Upon a careful rereading of the exchange of ideas in The Weaver between Albers and
Atwater, one deductive question emerges: is the “good craftsman’s pleasure” indeed
incompatible with making “models for industrial production?” While Atwater would seem to
concur, one wonders if she would have designed for industry, were she not to believe that it
considered hand weavers “a big joke?” A similar question could be asked about Albers: had she
not already successfully collaborated with manufactures as a prototype designer (which she had),
would she have been so willing to advocate the vitality of hand weaving for industry?45 What I
am suggesting is that Atwater’s and Albers’ politics are symptomatic of two very different
moments in the history of the textile industry. Their stances on weaving’s utility reflects the
shifts occurring within that industry, despite their relative outsiderness – unlike Marianne
Strengell and Dorothy Liebes, around which the following two chapters evolve, Atwater and
Albers were never hired on a consistent basis by a manufacturer. Born in 1878, Atwater, who
was a generation older than Albers, came of age before and during the Great Depression, unlike

Muthesius, the key spokesman for the Deutscher Werkbund and industrialists of England steadily countered the Arts
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in The Culture of Craft (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1997), 20-66.
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Mary Meigs Atwater, The Shuttle-Craft Book on American Hand-Weaving, (Worcestershire: Read Books Ltd.
2013), 24-25.
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Albers, who was born in 1899 and began to teach in the United States during the re-stabilization
of the economy, in which textile development started to boom.
This chapter builds upon the background of the textile industry laid out in the
introduction of the dissertation. It uses it as a way to explain and account for the changes in
weaving practices of Mary Atwater and Anni Albers. The chapter contends that modern
weaving, as a specific practice in working with twentieth-century technological advancements,
was envisioned and theorized in the writing of Albers. Yet, it also claims that it was through
Atwater’s work that creative and aesthetic limitations caused by U.S. labor conditions are
exposed, and consequently, enabling Albers to argue for reform.

Atwater and The Revival of Colonial Patterns
Although bound up in tradition, Mary Meigs Atwater’s approach to weaving broke with
the past in many ways. Firstly, because it centered around the education of weaving more so than
around her own interests in becoming a prolific, professional weaver. Secondly, because it
sought to expand the creative margins narrowed by increased industrialization of textiles.
Atwater found it her mission to spread the knowledge of long-lost or unknown Colonial patterns
for the sake of aesthetic variety and to empower individuals. Romantic as these notions were,
they represented the first attempts by a weaver to democratize design, outside the textile factory,
for the lay person. Toward the end of the nineteenth-century, textile factories in the United States
had mostly replaced the professional cottage- or home-weavers. In doing so, they also narrowed
the aesthetic possibilities once understood by hand weavers and afforded to the communities
around them. Women were often the first to lose employment in this process. Atwater, who was
not a Marxist, as she states in her autobiography, sympathized with the British Fabian Society, a
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democratic socialist organization, which formed in 1884 and is still alive today. The
organization’s aim is to promote “greater quality of power, wealth, and opportunity,”
“sustainable development,” and “the value of collective action and public service.”46 Indirectly,
Atwater’s career path reckons with the socioeconomic and cultural limitations imposed upon
society by heavy industrialization, ones that pertain to people’s ability to practice traditions and
share heritage forms. At times, her thinking appears defiantly preservationist, however, that is
not where it began. Rather it starts with her Fabian Society interests in building an arts
community and putting women back to work.
Atwater began studying weaving in 1916 in Basin, Montana. She ascribes the
circumstances of her immediate surrounding as playing a large part in her reasons for taking up
the medium: “I began my study of handweaving, not only to find an outlet for my own artistic
impulses, but also to provide social service… I had wanted to start something for the women of
the community—a potential business.”47 Atwater was also in need of a job as she had recently
moved to Basin with her husband, Maxwell, who was a civil engineer and had relocated the
family there because of his work. In the same year she discovered weaving, she formed a
community called the “Shuttle-Craft Guild and Weaving Shop.” The Guild and Shop offered a
weaving studio with a loom and free lessons by a weaving instructor to anyone in the
surrounding area. Atwater’s knowledge of local hand weaving communities in Berea, Kentucky
and other areas in the South may have encouraged her to implement her own cottage industry in
Montana.48 Whatever the case, her thinking was in line with national economic realities.
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In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, the growth of U.S. hand weaving
communities outside factories occurred primarily out of economic and need-based interests.
They were especially popular with women. In the 1840s, most all the weaving done for bedding
was performed by men in factories.49 Hand weaving continued to exist through the practices of
women, particularly those living in the mountains of Kentucky and Tennessee, who lived in
isolated rural communities and who could not acquire factory-made textiles, according to the
historian Edward Worst.50 Around the turn of the century, a boom in industrial textile production
increased availability and affordability of industry fabrics in the country, which the textile
historian Alice Waagen describes “nearly obliterated knowledge of the basic weaving
techniques.”51 While large-scale manufacturing may have eliminated areas where hand weaving
had survived out of basic necessity or because of its economic viability, weaving communities
slowly began to re-form in the early twentieth century through the philanthropic support of
individuals, such as Atwater, who sought to re-skill lower classes (mainly women) through
providing tools, supplies, and instruction in workshop settings.
Similar to Atwater’s initiatives in Basin, Montana, Frances Goodrich set up a handweaving community operation in Asheville, North Carolina between 1897 and 1908, with dual
interest in economically empowering women and preserving traditional textiles. The success of
Goodrich’s venture, which she called Allanstand Cottage Industries paved the way for her work
with others to found the Southern Highland Handicraft Guild in 1928.52 Earlier than both
Atwater’s and Goodrich’s initiatives is that of the Boston Society of Arts and Crafts, which was
Judith Reiter Weissman and Wendy Lavitt, Labors of Love: America’s Textiles and Needlework, 1650-1930
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established around the turn of the century and modeled after the Art and Crafts societies in
Europe. These examples represent the rise of weaving communities established to create new or
alternative opportunities in the face of artistic deficit and labor usurpations caused by large-scale
industry. They parallel other efforts by organizations, such as the National Society of Craftsmen,
formed in New York in 1906, which, as the art historian Sandra Jenkins explains, sought to bring
craftspeople and craft societies together “to form a more cohesive craft community, to provide
training for burgeoning craftspeople, and to educate the public on the breadth and commercial
value of handicraft.”53
While financially incentivizing women and the under-employed in rural areas initially
played a large role in Atwater’s interests in developing the Shuttle-Craft Guild (and later
correspondence courses in which she would teach weaving through mailed instruction), she also
became attracted to the idea of recovering patterns that were no longer taught or commonly
found in textiles. In 1922, she published a small booklet titled Shuttle-Craft Courses in Weaving,
which outlined her weaving philosophy and gave an overview of different courses she could
offer through the mail or onsite. In the first section of the booklet, Atwater explains the reasons
for teaching Colonial weaves as a desire to balance the “canon:”
The Colonial weaves, though often plainly of Scandinavian origin, have a character all their own.
They constitute a real American national art. To us Americans this gives them a sentimental as
well as an intrinsic value. I have therefore laid particular stress in my course on the Colonial
weaves. This is the more necessary as the majority of instructors in weaving being Scandinavian
women, the Swedish types of weaving rather than our own Colonial weaves are at present being
taught.54
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Colonial weaves refer to weave structures and patterns designed in the Colonial period.
Because colonialists and later settlers came from different European countries, many Colonial
patterns are associated with those found in other countries, particularly, Britain and Germany.55
Colonial weaves (i.e. patterns) are not connected to specific tools, such as a four- or eightharness loom; nor to a hands versus machine approach, as they could be woven with a variety of
looms, including the “mechanized” Jacquard loom; nor does they apply to a specific form, such
as drapery or upholstery, although they tend to be most found in conjunction with the making of
coverlets or bedspreads.56 In theory, a fabric woven in a Colonial pattern could have a variety of
functions and be used in different contexts, although there are likely specific traditions related to
certain uses and contexts were Colonial-patterned textiles were found.57
The appearance of Colonial weaves is one of the primary ways in which it is defined. 58
For the most part, the myriad patterns are similar in their portrayal of stylized, geo-abstract
shapes. Colonial textiles also have an even, mono-textured surface, which enhances the visibility
of intricate linear patterns. Atwater’s Shuttle Craft Courses in Weaving and The Shuttle-Craft
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Book of American Handweaving, which Atwater published in 1928, are filled with images of
Colonial patterns. Each pattern has a colloquial name, such as “Wheel of Fortune,” “Lover’s
Knot,” and “Lace and Compass” (Figs. 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4). All three have a grid-like series of
interconnected circles with diamond, square, and cross patterns within the circles. The mosaiclike quality, found in their repeating and interconnected geometries endows them with a sense of
ancientness as much as it links them to a future time of early computer graphics.
There are two primary structures for Colonial weaving, the overshot and double-weave.
To weave these two structures, the weaver must constantly follow instructions and read a pattern,
in the preparation of the loom and in the building of the fabric. Of particular importance are
skills in “translating” or reading a pattern notation, often referred to as a draft notation, or
simply, draft. Similar to sheet music which make clear to the piano player which notes to play
and when to play them, draft instructions inform the weaver which threads to lift and when, as
well as how to set them up in a loom. Draft instructions typically include three parts; threading,
tie-up, and treadling or peddling. Both The Shuttle Craft Courses in Weaving and The ShuttleCraft Book in American Hand-Weaving make no assumptions about the weaver’s knowledge.
The Shuttle-Craft Book of American Hand-Weaving closely explains how to set up a loom by
providing threading grids, which teach the weaver how to thread heddles in a harness and
treadeling charts, which indicate the sequences of peddles to press on a floor loom (Fig. 1.5). For
every pattern, a different set-up of the threads and thread lifting in the loom occurs, and for more
ornate patterns, such as ones found in Colonial fabrics, or for any woven fabric that has a
pictorial image, the threading and lifting of threads is far more complex.59
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Together these step-by-step instructions made by Atwater assisted the weaver in the
process of weaving a specific pattern, chosen by her through observing stylized sketches of
patterns in the book. These graphic elements not only visualized a pattern for the weaver, but
also provided instruction or “recipes,” as Atwater later called them.60 They attempt to make easy
and straightforward the technical side of weaving. She viewed her ability to share patterns and
increase aesthetic variety as a means to popularize weaving: “At the time, many handweavers
were handicapped in their work by the lack of patterns, because few understood the art of draft
writing. My work was intended to make available as many of the historic patterns as possible in
correct technical form for the increasing number of handweavers.”61
After the formation of the Shuttle-Craft Guild and Weaving Workshop, Atwater began to
offer correspondence courses in the 1920s, further disseminating basic to advanced information
about weaving to anyone in the country. The correspondence course consisted of teaching
through the exchange of mailed blueprints, instructions, weaving samples, and feedback with a
final critique of a students’ work. Her correspondence course, much like online classes offered
today, helped advance and widely circulate the knowledge of hand weaving. As the
correspondence course generated interests in hand weaving skills, which had been lost or
circumscribed by increasing factory production, it also opened up possibilities for financial
reward, through the sale of wares. While Atwater taught weavers who she perceived to work
outside the textile industry and who she thought could find reward – personal and/or financial –
in pattern weaving, her teaching practices and ideas of what weaving should be were not unlike
those found in the textile industry. In fact, her approach to weaving, as the making of a specific,
utilitarian object, and her concept of quality mirrored the goals of large factories.
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Atwater and A Traditional Weaving Process
The Shuttle-Craft Guild, the title which Atwater gave her 1916 weaving community is
telling of how she perceives relationships between people as defined by their labor. The term
“guild,” incorporated in her title, harkens back to the Middle Ages, when groups of craftsman
came together to make and sell their wares collectively. The term also denotes a hierarchy of
skilled laborers – master, journeyman, apprentice – with those at the top having expert,
professional knowledge and those at the bottom having little or less knowledge of the guild’s
craft.62 In the twelfth century, a schism in the guild system occurred, dividing those who
designed utilitarian objects, such as goldsmiths and enamellers, from those who created
figurative art, such as painters and sculptors.63
On the one hand, Atwater, may have adopted the term “guild,” in a similar way that the
English, and later American variant, of the Arts and Crafts movement adopted it, to symbolize
the rejoining of the fine arts with the traditional crafts and to elevate the status of utilitarian
design to that of fine art. Just before the turn of the twentieth century, the English Arts and Crafts
movement made a significant impact upon thinkers and craftsmen in the United States. Although
Atwater doesn’t explicitly reference Arts and Crafts guilds, her training in the fine arts and
weaving may have permitted her to understand her practice as a great synthesis of the arts and
understand the idea of the guild as related to her own mission.
On the other hand, Atwater likely interpreted her project as based on a guild structure,
with a master, journeyman, and apprentice. In The Shuttle-Craft Guild Bulletin from June 1925
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Albers writes about “The Idea of a Guild,” in which she laments the exclusivity of the Middle
Age guilds and their refusal to share information about their practices. She then praises the craft
guilds for their “setting up a high standard of workmanship,” which depends on years of
“apprenticeship.”64 Her Guild, then, would merge her initiatives to democratize patterns by using
the guild structure of the past so as to ensure quality. Upon closer observation, her teaching style
indicates her perception of a hierarchical structure, which is also not wholly unlike the
breakdown of labor found in the modern factory.
In describing Atwater to the contemporary reader, the art historian Elissa Auther alluded
to her guild-master status, characterizing her as “the leading spokesperson for the
nonprofessional weaver in the United States.”65 Although it’s difficult to say what exactly
professional weaving would have been at the time, especially in the United States, where homeweavers focused most of their energy on the making of coverlets (what Atwater and her
followers made) and all other weaving practices took place in the factory, Auther most likely
intended to underscore Atwater’s teaching to novices, and weavers who may or may not have
had inclinations to turn their practice into a small business or career.66 For these people, Atwater
acted as chief “curator” of historic patterns and a teacher of traditions, much like a guild master,
who trained apprentices and mentored journeymen. This guild-master careerism comes across
most in her manner of instruction.
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In weaving guilds, the person in charge of determining a design was usually a draftsman,
adept at drawing, who produced a cartoon. The guild master person was typically someone
presumed to know more about aesthetics, or tastes. In this way, she was not unlike the person in
charge of deciding what was woven in the modern factory.67 In one sense, Atwater’s knowledge
and education in fine art – first in the School of Design at the Chicago Art Institute and later in
the Julian Academy schools in Paris – already predisposed her to assume the role of professional
or master weaver. In these settings, she received training in drawing and familiarized herself with
trends of beauty. 68 Reflecting on her involvement in the Shuttle-Craft Gild, she later described
her role as an aesthetician:
“My own work with the project was, from the first, chiefly in design. I made trips to Boston, New
York, and Philadelphia, searching in museums, libraries, and in private collections for patterns and
forgotten weaves…. At the time, many handweavers were handicapped in their work by the lack
of patterns, because few understood the art of draft writing… My work was intended to make
available as many of the historic patterns as possible …. my thorough training in mechanical
drawing, decorative design, and freehand drawing were invaluable.”69

In the decision to democratize design through drawing and sharing pattern instructions, Atwater
represents the epitome of a guild master or style advisor to a manufacturer.
Atwater’s core belief in weaving’s utilitarian role was another feature that related her
work to the traditional guild and modern industry. Although Atwater encouraged the use of new
and different patterns, she understood these as decorations of a functional textile. In the first
paragraph of her 1922 course booklet she introduces weaving as instinctual to humans who
desire to have “shelter and covering” and proof of their existence, “without this instinct [to
interlace twigs and grasses for shelter] he might never have been a man at all.” Her perspective
that weaving has an essential purpose likely prompted her frustrated reply to Anni Albers ideas
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of weaving as a “free-forming” practice, which she discussed in her article “It’s Pretty—But Is It
Art.” “Free-forming,” she viewed as incomprehensible on the basis that it severed weaving from
function, thus, manifesting a “discredited principle of ‘Art for Art’s Sake,” which she understood
Albers to advocate. In Atwater’s mind, weaving was not art for the simple reason that it must
function: “While to divorce a fabric from usefulness deprives it of one of its main charms, and
also of all its reason for existing.” Not only was utility a core value in Atwater’s philosophy of
weaving, but it also determined what she taught—the design of everyday household objects, such
as rugs and coverlets, not tapestry or wall hangings.
Atwater’s belief in functional weaving determined not just what she taught but how she
taught it. The Shuttle-Craft correspondence courses consisted of three sections (Four Harness
“Overshot” Pattern Weaving, Draft Writing and Various Weaves) and eight lessons total. For the
purposes of an example, I refer to her third lesson. In the third lesson, she taught the design of a
rug, and provides the student with two means of construction, a plain weave with borders and an
overshot weave that follows the “Wreath Rose” pattern. The lesson comes with specific
instruction on technique, threading and treadling charts, and an accompanying stylized image of
the end-result. The student’s goal upon completion of the lesson, as explained by Atwater, was to
“send in for criticism two rugs—one in plain weave with borders and the other in pattern
weave.”70 In evaluating them, Atwater’s would have inevitably drawn upon her own method of
learning – through copying patterns she researched in museums and private collections and
repeating them until she could produce accurate facsimiles. In surveying her students work, she
likely made comparisons between their work and the model she had provided them, critiquing
students, in part, on their ability to imitate an exemplar. While aesthetic differences would not
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have necessarily been a problem, structural differences could have affected issues of durability
and flexibility, thus prompting Atwater to oversee the precision of students’ work.
By the 1940s, she found herself in defense of her teaching style. In her 1941 article for
The Weaver Anni Albers indirectly attacked weavers, such as Atwater, who drew upon historic
patterns as sources of inspiration, admonishing the notion of “approved repetitions” in weaving –
referring to the copying and following a pattern’s draft. It suggested a lack of independent
thinking in the process of weaving. Responding, Atwater explained, “But there are tremendous
values in ‘approved repetition.” To support this idea, she provides an analogy: “Suppose in
music every musician were to play only his own compositions: the result, I fear, would be very
distressing to the ear in most cases, and we should long for ‘approved repetitions’ from Bach or
Beethoven or Strauss or Wagner.” The comparison suggests that weavers, like musicians, work
with basic cords or patterns, and then improvise upon them, but not to the degree of discrediting
them or throwing them out altogether. The analogy does well to elucidate that patterns in
weaving, like harmony in music, depend upon an underlying structure. The analogy also
elucidates what Atwater perceives as quality in weaving, which is, the exact replication of a
universal, standard ideal. The textile industry supported a similar conception of quality and,
unsurprisingly, a comparable method of “approved repetition.”
In a short section in The Textile Industries of the United States William R. Bagnall
surveys the landscape of the textile mill and discusses the type of labor performed there. He
provides information on the division of specific tasks related to different stages of preparation,
production, and maintenance in weaving. Each subdivision – the card room, spinning room,
dressing room, weaving room, and machine shop – incorporated around half a dozen jobs or
more. In the weaving room, for example, jobs were divided up based on types of material used
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and types of products made. A factory’s weaving room might contain a weaver for wool, cloth,
muslin, haircloth, stockings, shag rugs, serge, linen, ribbon, and lace among other types.71 The
difference in these tasks is mostly specified by material. Wool weavers, for instance, worked
only with wool, whereas cloth or linen weavers, focused on designing with cotton or linen. Tasks
are also divided by the type of object a weaver produced, such as “shag rugs” or “stockings.”
Teaching a weaver how to weave a specific object mirrors Atwater’s approach, one which taught
weaving as a means to an end and to the design of a preconceived final object. This style of
weaving necessarily determined the various actions in the process – the warping, threading,
passing of the shuttle, and the beating of the shed – as perfunctory. The materials, too, become
subservient to the overall design as textile mills. This was especially the case in the United
States, where, prior to the 1930s, factories operated primarily with four types of fibers, cotton,
silk, wool, and rayon.
In weaving to make a specific object, with a specific material, the definition of quality is
more or less straightforward. Take for example a linen weaver in the weaving room of a factory.
To understand the goal of her job, the weaver would become familiar with different linen fibers
and learn which were better than others in being able to maintain a desired form and texture of a
particular object. Quality for that same weaver would likely involve accuracy tests, discerning
how well copies of objects produced in the mill replicated a model. The mill weaver’s ultimate
achievement, then, lie in “approved repetitions,” where success of a woven fabric is judged upon
the range of fiber quality and its verisimilitude to a standard of perfection.
These understandings of quality in weaving both inside and outside the mill cannot be
separated from an economic reality. When it came to profit, Atwater’s advice for the hand
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weaver was indistinguishable from those found within the factory. Because of her philanthropic
leaning and comments on weaving as “a true national popular art,” one might assume she would
encourage the weaver to create an expressive fabric with personal style, but she does not.72
Instead, in a section on “Weaving for Profit” in her 1922 booklet, she makes practical
suggestions, advising the weaver to focus on one type of product (rugs or “light-weight all-wool
dress materials,” for example) or to produce a set of fabrics, such as “draperies for a Colonial
room.” Thus, Atwater’s teaching of weaving derives in part from her perception of the economic
viability in certain design strategies, and in this way, indirectly follows the course laid in factory
production. However, in the 1940s, that course began to change and textile factories no longer
focused on the production of one type of object or the design of a set of textiles.73
An emphasis on the economic viability of hand weaving, found in her earlier publications
disappears, and in its place is her prioritizing of weaving as an art form or leisure craft. In the
introduction to the 1951 republication of The Shuttle-Craft Book, Atwater registers this change:
“Women of intelligence whose household duties are not exigent and who find it hard to cheat
boredom with bridge and the movies can open for themselves this door into the world of art –
where there is much refreshment for the spirit. Professional people whose work is all with
abstractions find great comfort in co-ordinating mind and body for the making of a thing
of…beauty.”74

The quote addresses women of moderate wealth, who have time on their hands to take up a
hobby. It also focuses on weaving’s therapeutic potential. The difference in the intended
audience of this quote and her publications from the late 1910s and 20s indicates her move away
from her initial pursuit in helping unemployed women find a trade and means of materially
accommodating their families.
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In the same 1951 edition, Atwater continues to ascribe an art status to weaving, demoting
those who weave for anything besides pleasure. She remarks, “It is, I think, to those who weave
for personal satisfaction rather than those who weave for money-profit that we owe the
interesting modern developments in hand-weaving, and it is to this group that we may look for
further developments in the future.”75 This disdain for weaving-for-profit is also detected as early
as her 1941 essay for The Weaver. In this essay, Atwater views Albers as stressing the economic
value of hand weaving, citing her promotion of weaving as “for profit in money.” In her writing,
Atwater affirms that there are no financial incentives for hand weavers within the industry,
arguing that “if making money is the main object, most people would make more money, with
less hard work, at some occupation other than hand weaving. I am very certain I should.”
Rejecting weaving as a financially rewarding trade, Atwater, in the same pages, suggests that
weaving is purely about self-actualizing: “essentially we weave because we like to do it, and in a
secondary way, because we like to have our own beautiful textiles, made with our own hands, for
the greater comfort and seemliness of our lives.”76 Such sentiments stand in stark contrast to the
very reason Atwater claimed to have begun her correspondence course and The Shuttle-Craft
Guild nearly two and a half decades earlier: then, she had thought weavers could make a profit
in a “home-industry” and weaving could be “a paying business…built up with a very small
outlay of capital.”77 The contrast in her thinking suggests that Atwater had come to understand
the industry of weaving much better. The discrepancy in her motivations also suggests that the
place of hand weaving within society had changed as well, or, rather, the type of hand weaving
Atwater championed – coverlet weaving – had lost its exchange value.
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Introducing Anni Albers
Though arguably coincidental, Anni Albers move in the United States in 1933 could not have
been more impeccably timed. Her arrival coincided with the country’s enthusiasm for machine
technology and automation, a period which the design historian Sigfried Gideon characterized as
“the time of full mechanization.” What Gideon understood as defining this period was the
palpability of industrialization, to the point where “mechanization penetrates the intimate spheres
of life.”78 Albers acknowledgement of this is more than evident, as is its influence upon her own
work. In her publications, which speak of her teaching practices and concepts of design she
formed a foundational basis for ideas on a new approach to weaving that didn’t resist but rather
accepted mechanization. Her collaboration with manufactures, although sparsely mentioned by
Albers herself, also likely encouraged her and helped to shape these ideas.79 That her writing was
not simply diary entries, or course outlines, but articles for significant weaving, craft, design, and
architecture magazines suggests the importance she perceived in working with the textile
industry and the impact she believed it would have on a U.S. design community.80 Additionally,
her admiration and written correspondence with design visionaries, such as Buckminster Fuller
and Jack Lenor Larsen, and well-known design historians, such as Lewis Mumford and Sigfried
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Gideon suggests that despite having perhaps never known the intricacies of factory production,
Albers had an acute bird’s eye perspective of processes of industrialization.81 With a strong
forward-looking design ethos, Albers was well-positioned to re-envision the role of the weaver –
a role that she had only recently begun to carve out for herself while a student at the Bauhaus in
Germany.
When Albers arrived in the United States, she brought with her a design ethos and
practical experience she obtained from her studies at the Bauhaus in Germany. She entered the
school in 1923, when its director Walter Gropius recognized the advantages of aligning the
institution’s goals with those of modern industry. As for the weaving department, where Albers
completed her diploma, these ideas prompted weavers to rethink their own practices and
determine the needs of modern society in the process. Beginning around the mid-1920s Bauhaus
weavers moved away from designing tapestry or wall hangings and began to think more about
the production of utilitarian fabrics. Though aesthetic issues in the design of functional fabrics
were not left out of the process of weaving, they were reprioritized, as the weavers’ increased
their understanding of structure and texture to improve the functionality in their textiles. Albers
exit exam, requiring her to weave a wall covering for the auditorium of the Bundesschule des
Allgemeinen Deutschen Gewerkschaftsbundes (the Educational Centre of the Trade Union) in
Bernau, exemplifies these ideas, as the construction and materials of the fabric she designed were
determined by her attempts to enhance the communal purpose of the space for which it was
intended.82 However much her training at the Bauhaus did to foster her perception of weaving as
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a process in maximizing utility, it was not until Albers entered the United States and began
teaching at Black Mountain College that her theories matured.
In 1959 Anni Albers published her first book Anni Albers: On Designing, which contains
a collection of essays she wrote after she emigrated to the United States. The majority of essays
date from the late 1930s to the late 1950s. To this day, they constitute the cornerstones of Albers’
thinking on weaving and represent the moments in which her writing was most prolific.83
Because Albers taught weaving as an Assistant Professor of Art at Black Mountain College
between 1933 and 1949, most, if not all of these essays can be conceived of as outlines of her
syllabi or the philosophical and practical dimensions of her thinking that influenced students she
taught. Read together, in tandem with studies of her own textile work at the time, they take into
consideration the purpose of the weaver in relationship to technology. The following sections of
this chapter draw from these essays, archival notes, and textile samples from the late-1930s and
40s to demonstrate how Albers wrestles with ideas that argue for a modernization of hand
weaving.

The Problem with the “Old Crafts”
In 1941, after almost a decade of living in the United States, Albers published
“Handweaving Today: Textile Work at Black Mountain College” in the journal The Weaver.
Apart from the controversy it stirred, as outlined in the introduction and in other sections of this
chapter, the article itself is seminal for several reasons. Firstly, it marks the earliest instance in
which Albers, or anyone living in the United States for that matter, publically criticized
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traditional hand weaving – what she later, in a subsequent publication refers to as the “old
crafts.”84 Secondly, it also attempts to incite a reawakening in all weavers, appealing to them on
a practical and political level by explaining why traditional hand weaving and recent textile
production has failed society.85 Two years later, in a 1942 publication for Craft Horizons, the
message comes again as a powerful wake-up call: “Unless we propagate handwork as a political
means, as Gandhi does, the craftsman as producer plays only a minor part today.”86 Albers
decision to publish her article in The Weaver may have been purely out of default, as there were
no other journals published in the United States which were dedicated solely to hand weaving.
Alternatively, she very well may have written the article specifically for The Weaver as she could
be certain hand weavers read it – Mary Atwater was its editor and the majority of articles
published in it were intended for the advanced hobby weaver or the independent, domestic
weaver. In other words, those to which Albers desired to appeal. In either case, her intentions
were to provoke.
In “Handweaving Today,” Albers first begins by recognizing all weaving not performed
on a machine as an “attempt to deal with textiles on a small scale, in a slow manner, with quality
mainly in mind.” Upon equalizing all hand- and foot-powered weaving, she then proceeds to
draw the line between two types of weavers, boldly stating that weaving, in the hands of one type
of weaver, may lead to a practice, which “will take responsible part in a new development.” In
the hands of another weaver, weaving will remain a “retreat,” “seclusion,” and “a revival of a
lost skill,” which “is often no more than a romantic attempt to recall a temps perdu [past time], a
result rather of an attitude than a procedure.” Assuredly, the latter statement came as an acidic
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attack to many readers of The Weaver who wove traditional patterns out of their own personal
interests. The link between weaving that is a “retreat” while also the “revival of a lost skill” ties a
preservationists’ desire to a conservative, if backwater, mentality. Although, Albers later
backtracks on her comments, expressing an understanding of hand weaving as a “leisure-time
occupation and as a source of income in rural communities,” she nevertheless describes these
activities as embodying a particular approach toward weaving that hinders its development.
Overall, though, Albers is careful not to criticize the second group of weavers’ skills. Her point
is to call attention to the difference in an attitude or perspective.87
That Albers, in “Handweaving Today,” takes to task an ideological disposition instead of
undermining specific skills is further made clear in two photographs of woven objects used in the
article. One full-page photograph shows a “wall hanging” designed by Don Page and another
photograph reveals a “tapestry” by Alex Reed, both students of Black Mountain College (Figs.
1.6 and 1.7). To make his wall hanging, Page utilized a double-cloth weaving technique, while
Reed combines a twill weave with traditional tapestry techniques to design the black and white
stepping blocks of his work. Even while Reed titles his work “Tapestry,” at times he goes against
traditional means of making tapestry, boldly exposing the structural integrity of the warp threads
as found in cloth weaving. He makes these clearly visible as the fringe elements at the bottom of
the tapestry, which hang free, cut from the loom. His practice recalls the very basic practices of
building cloth with two structural components, the warp and weft (in traditional tapestry weaving
the warp would not have been exposed). The techniques used by both Page and Reed are not
much different, even, arguably, far simpler than those proposed in Atwater’s manuals. Since it is
almost impossible to link cloth weaving with an exact point of origin because of its ancientness
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and pervasiveness in different cultures, Albers, in making these photographs visual reference
points in her article, suggests that she argues for a modern weaving approach that has little to do
with a new invention or method.88 Rather, she promotes a perspective of weaving that
circumvents the use of any one specific method.
In appearance, all four photographs of textiles featured in “Handweaving Today” stand in
contrast to Colonial weaving: they’re devoid of complex surface patterns or linear, stylized
elements and figural motifs. Despite their visual differences, Albers avoids drawing comparisons
or criticizing aesthetic differences. She does, however, chide “recipe weaving.” In doing so, she
likely had in mind Mary Meigs Atwater’s textile work. The type of weaving Atwater practiced,
as discussed earlier in the chapter, was pattern-driven and involved complex means of
construction. Indeed, Albers re-harnesses the word “recipe,” the title of one Atwater’s how-to
guides of weaving, as something pejorative — in it, a “freshness of invention, of intelligent and
imaginative forming has been lost.”89 Elsewhere, Albers refers to a “danger of isolationism” in
weavers who are “withdrawing from contemporary problems and burying themselves in recipe
books of the past.”90 Yet, even though bound to “recipe weaving” is a particular aesthetic, one
Albers herself conjures up in her indirect reference to Atwater’s “recipe book,” she does not
outright shun imagery or remark on a problem of style or appearance. Her concentration remains
on the staidness of an approach to weaving.
Several years after publishing in The Weaver, Albers composes another article,
“Constructing Textiles,” for a special issue on Black Mountain College. In this essay, she more
thoroughly articulates the problems with the approach to hand weaving, which for the first time
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in her writing, she refers to as “the old crafts.” Weavers of “old crafts,” she explains, have been
limited in their process: “The influence that hand-weaving has had thus far has been mainly in
the treatment of the appearance, the epidermis, of fabrics.” She describes the approach to
“surface weaving” as one in which the hand weaver uses pre-conceived patterns or “blueprints.”
Using a blueprint, the old-crafts weaver, follows steps as laid out in draft notations, thus ignoring
“the spontaneous shaping of a material” or the building of texture.91 To Albers, blueprints are too
much of a guide. They over-instruct and in doing so inhibit creativity, and even the basic
knowledge of weaving itself. They cheat the weaver as they reduce her to no more than a copier
of images, an automated hand, and a perfunctory reproducer of patterns, just like a machine.
Indeed, Albers draws a comparison between traditional hand weaving and automation,
remarking: “modern industry is the new form of the old crafts.”92
Albers’s concern about impediments to innovative hand weaving in the United States go
beyond observing current weaving practices of hand weavers and the weavers themselves. She
looks elsewhere to explain the cause. Interestingly, she doesn’t focus on cultural or historical
aspects of U.S. weaving (apart from observing what remains current, which was Colonial
weaving) as much as she zeros in on the socioeconomic conditions around labor. She pays
particular attention to the textile industry, despite the fact that “recipe weaving” or “recipe
weavers” remain outside this setting. She, thus, implies their in/direct correspondence.
Of chief concern to Albers are the problems that occur in the separation between those in
the textile factory and those outside. In “Handweaving Today” she implies that the cause for the
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poor quality of textiles comes from the fact that “handweaving has degenerated in the face of
technically superior methods of production.” While Albers circumvents a clear explanation of
the causality between industry (i.e. “technically superior methods of production”) and hand
weavers’ use of “traditional formulas,” she intimates that the problem lies in the split of
knowledge between the two communities – the hand weavers and industrialists.93 This hint of a
point about their separation is articulated better in a later text, where she states that modern
industry and hand weavers should have a “family reunion” instead of a “feud.”94 With the split of
hand weaving from industry, Albers finds that the reason old-craft weavers continue to use blue
prints relates to their lack of awareness of new methods of production, specifically ones related
to technological advancements in looms. Thus, they become stagnant, continuing their use of
“approved repetition,” and find themselves incapable of moving beyond “a dream.” 95 More
importantly, for Albers, is that the present hand weaver is unable to affect the structure of a
textile and its textual properties due to her attention to surface design.
For the May 1943 issue of Craft Horizons, Albers writes an article titled “Designing,” in
which she again elaborates on the problems found within the textile industry. In the text, she
points to the division of labor within industry as one point of origin in bad design because it
necessitates decoration as “a separate unit of work,” held by someone who simply applies
decoration arbitrarily, concerned with only the image of the product. This type of labor –
concerned solely with appearance – causes decoration to become a disembodied idea related to a
practice that in the overall scheme of design is “incidental,” perfunctory, and disconnected from
the body of the object itself. Preoccupied solely with “aesthetic pleasure,” the decorator and the
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concept of decoration in relationship to the entire design process begin, according to Albers, to
produce things which have the potential to “degrade us” and which induce a “neurotic
aimlessness” in society.96 With these statements, Albers points to the lowering of quality in the
field of design, crystalized in the production of purely decorative objects.
In September of 1943 Albers received a letter from Siegfried Gideon, a scholar of applied
design and architecture history.97 In the letter Gideon expresses understanding and appreciation
of Albers’ article “Designing.” He concurs that he, too, finds himself in “deep water” in his
search for an approach to the problem of a “neurotic aimlessness” that “the industry’s bad
instincts support.”98 Upon corroborating Albers ideas, Gideon refers her to a section of his book
Mechanization Takes Command, subtitled “The Mechanization of the Locksmith.”99 In this
section, he does not upbraid industrial production but instead directs the reader’s attention to a
history filled with moments in which, in the midst of increasing mechanization, the craftsman
continues to prove himself savvy.
Although it centers on the locksmith Linus Yale, Jr. and A.G. Hobbs as examples, the
section doesn’t idealize the locksmith himself. Rather, it considers a range of historical
occurrences that prompt and re-generate the creativity that defines his craft and craft, more
generally speaking, as a vital practice. In the 1948 publication of his book, Gideon renames the
section, changing it from “The Mechanization of the Locksmith” (which was the title he had
provided Albers) to the “Mechanization of a Complicated Craft: The Craft of the Locksmith.”
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The updated title of the section utilizes the word “craft” twice; once to refer to the object and
function of the lock itself – “The Mechanization of a Complicated Craft” – and a second time, to
refer to the skill and cleverness of the locksmith – “The Craft of the Locksmith.” Over the course
of this section, Gideon explores the essence of “skill” that he equates with craft while narrating a
brief history of locks, from ancient times until the present.
From Gideon’s perspective, good or successful design does not depend on mechanization
processes in the Industrial Revolution, which result in the use of machines, the speed in
production, and the commonness of assembly-line labor. Although he acknowledges the
obsoleteness of certain practices in metalwork due to automation (such as for grille work of
railings or posts, which could then be produced with molds), he points to other traits of
metalwork that prove relevant over the course of the eighteenth and nineteenth-century’s
industrial period. One of those is the use of tools, or rather the knowledge of tools and their
application that allows, someone such as Yale, Jr. and Hobbs to excel in their craft, to the point
of becoming inventors in their own right.100 In the final paragraph of this section, Gideon
concludes “it was the rustic simplicity of this lock that provoked the stroke of genius in Linus
Yale’s inventions.” His point is that despite mechanization, in which one may grant the idea of
man’s progress and intelligence, craft continues to define what it means to know, profoundly, the
fundamentals of the construction process, using them as solutions to problems rather than as
means to an end.
Both Gideon’s book and Albers’s text “Designing” wander in various directions, but they
line up clearly on one topic – the issue of construction, which they repeatedly connect to the
essential knowledge of tools. Almost as a thesis point in “Designing,” Albers writes: “Usefulness
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is the dominant principle in tools. They do not exist, like works of art, for their own sake but are
means to further ends.”101 This message, although somewhat cryptic, unfolds more lucidly
through her criticism of the problem of decoration as its own category of production, separate
from the design of function in the object, and thus an end in itself instead of a means to
integrated design process. Surely, Albers had in mind Colonial weaving while writing this
article, as she viewed the traditional weaver with her love for patterns as an impediment to
invention and to the design of more effective woven textiles in a day and age where machine
looms and synthetic fibers posed immense challenge to manufactures. This would make sense in
relation to how she envisioned the way forward to bridging the relationship between the oldcrafts weavers and industry. Modern weaving, she believed, had to evolve from a practice in
which tools were rethought for the hand weaver herself, the most essential being the hand loom.
Unlike the way Colonial weavers had used the hand loom, as a means in itself, the tool, in Albers
would be the beginning, where the actual process of weaving started but not necessarily stopped.

Toward a New Kind of Weaving
In 1949, Anni Albers received a midcareer retrospective – her first solo show – at the
Museum of Modern Art in New York. Philip Johnson, head of the museum’s Department of
Architecture and Design, curated the exhibition with the help of Greta Daniel and Albers herself.
In addition to exhibiting pedagogical materials, the museum showcased around thirty textiles
spanning over three decades of work with the majority of materials dating from the late 1930s
and 40s, after Albers had arrived in the United States. Apart from four “pictorial weavings” or
tapestries, all the textiles exhibited were utilitarian by design, and MoMA took care to illustrate
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the intended functionality of each material. 102 A chair was tilted at a forty-five-degree angle on
a low plinth, so viewers could admire its upholstery, while other fabrics, folded over dowels and
hung from ceiling rods, displayed the woven materials’ density and elegant draping (Figs. 1.8
and 1.9). In another area, partitions resembling portal-like screens were suspended from one
another, revealing the purpose of their design as space-makers. A press release published by the
museum identified Albers focus on design issues, distinguishing them from weavers who were
engrossed in “superficial effects with surface pattern and color.”103
Albers would have likely agreed with this quote to a certain extent. As discussed in the
section above, it was the “old crafts” and a desire to continue the practice of weaving traditional
imagery/patterns that she viewed as problematic. Her criticism of the way decoration had been
dislocated from the design of form, becoming a “superficial effect,” was not unlike what she
wrote about in “Designing.” Yet, could Albers four pictorial weavings, which were featured in
the MoMA exhibition, not also be considered “superficial effects with surface pattern and
color?”
After 1949, Albers mostly concentrated on pictorial weavings and wall hangings, dating
them even, unlike she did with earlier textile work, and giving them titles, such as “City” (1949),
“Pasture” (1958), and “Haiku” (1961). With titles and unique surface articulations, they
approximate art works and Albers considered them as such – hand-woven art forms, like
tapestry, made to adorn a plain architectural surface. Some bear her signature “AA,” for
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example, Black-White-Gold I (Fig. 1.10) In this work, the interlocking planes give the textile an
illusionistic quality with a shifting ground plane of brown jute and white cotton threads and
cream-colored brown and black threads. In the “foreground,” literally on the surface, Albers
carefully wraps chunky black and white threads in and around structural threads. These auxiliary
fibers move in angular maze-like formations, creating a pleasantly mesmerizing visual effect,
much like the kaleidoscopic geometries of Atwater’s patterns.
In many ways, Albers’ pictorial weavings relate to aspects of the “old crafts” and the
characteristics of bad design she once attacked.104 Black-White-Gold I, for instance explicitly
reveals the detachment of decoration from the core construction of the form. The auxiliary yarns
act as additional and unnecessary elements to the structure. Their composition, a balancing of
black and white, overtly calls attention to issues of color. However, unlike Colonial weaving, the
auxiliary yarns of Albers Black-White-Gold I arise out of the construction process rather than
being formed within it and before it. Their design comes from the weaver’s interactive process of
adding additional threads during the act of weaving, whereas in Colonial weaving the design of
the fabric is planned during preparation of the loom and the threading of heddles, and could not
be altered in the process. The latter approach required extensive draft notations so that the
weaver could remember which warp threads to pick up and which floor peddles to press.
Albers pictorial weavings are distinct from numerous textile samples and “fabrics” held
by the Josef and Anni Albers Foundation (Fig. 1.11).105 The Foundation’s textile samples lack
dates and information describing how they were made, by hand or machine, and the technique
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involved to make them. In some cases, they are identified as such, “drapery material for the
Rockefeller guest house,” “dividing curtain for Harvard graduate center,” and “placemat,” which
indicates their utilitarian purpose. In all of these fabrics, Albers employs cloth weaving
techniques, such as plain weave or twill weave.106 Their proximity in design to the materials
exhibited in Albers’ MoMA show, and the fact that they are undated, making them more
associated with experiments and less related to a completed art work, suggests that they served as
prototypes or lessons in the practice of weaving that could serve the textile industry. Albers
pictorial weavings evolve out of her thinking in making the 1930s and 40s samples. They extend
upon a new attention that Albers promotes in the process and immediate act of weaving, and her
interests in using the primary structure of cloth weaving.
This section contends that in the time Albers spent at Black Mountain College (19331949), she wove and taught weaving as a lesson in prototype designing for the textile industry.
Because of the nature of demands in the industry at that very time – its focus on product
development with power-looms and synthetic fibers – she felt it necessary to return to the basic
lessons of weaving. To do so, required her to do battle on a conceptual level: to rethink the
common belief that the hand loom was different than the power loom; that it was an “ancient”
tool of “rustic simplicity” that had no relevance apart from its use in Colonial weaving; and that
the power loom restricted what the hand weaver could ultimately achieve.
In an essay titled “Constructing Textiles,” Albers teaches, anecdotally, the relationship
between the power-loom and the hand-loom. She begins by imagining the thoughts of an ancient
Peruvian weaver who had transported himself into the present time to see woven fabrics: “He
would marvel, we can imagine, at the speed of mass production, at the uniformity of threads, the
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accuracy of the weaving, and the low price. He would enjoy the new yarns used…He would
learn with amazement of the physical and chemical methods of treating fabrics.” The story
comes to a conclusion, when the Peruvian, despite finally cognizant of advancements in
mechanical and chemical engineering, realizes, “the process of weaving has remained virtually
unchanged for uncounted centuries” and “the technique of weaving, hardly touched by our
modern age.”107 The account of the Peruvian’s re-awakening bares several significant lessons,
which Albers uses as a foundation upon which to theorize a new practice in hand weaving.
First, the narrative asserts a key philosophy, repeated ad nauseam throughout Albers’
writing in the 1930s and 40s, which is that “hand and machine weaving are fundamentally the
same.”108 In equating the hand and machine loom, she shows them as two tools that accomplish
the same task. This is key, as it helps her prove their difference as irrelevant in the process of
weaving. Seen as a pedagogical step, it gives her the opportunity to relocate the significance of
weaving away from the apparatus itself, and onto the actual process of weaving. In other words,
it takes the attention off the loom, which is to say, any concerns or anxieties around issues of one
device being different from another or yielding superior quality in one way or another and
enables the weaver to concentrate purely on the more immediate process of weaving itself – how
and what fibers interlock.
Dispelling myths of power loom weaving as somehow different or better was relevant, as
technology then, as it is now, was less understood and threatening. It was presumed to replace
the importance of the hand weaver. With less knowledge of power-loom weaving, even by U.S.
manufactures, who in the 1930s looked to new German technology in air-power-looms,
possibilities of what machines could eventually do remained unclear. This angst translated to
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traditional hand weavers on a greater scale. Atwater’s own inability to clarify differences
between the two types of methods of weaving suggests lack of knowledge weavers had of
power-looms and the fabrics they wove. In “It’s Pretty” she comments “a handwoven textile has
certain qualities that do not carry over into machine production” without providing further
explanation, Atwater arguably perpetuated notions that aesthetically and formally a woven
fabric’s appearance depended upon the tool that was used to construct it.109 Unfortunately,
Atwater fails to expand on these points, though asserts a second time that each production mode
“will achieve better results by developing along its own lines than by aping the other.”
Albers’s concentration on the process of weaving also had the effect of shifting the
weaver’s focus from the machine loom to the weaver’s own act of creating. In the 1940s it was
rarer for a hand weaver to have had experience with power loom weaving or even have a
concrete understanding of the full production possibilities of machines looms. Albers herself,
although having sufficient knowledge of power looms and convinced of the benefits of their use,
lacked in-depth experience working with them110. Unlike today, where almost every textile or
design department instructs weavers in weaving with a machine loom, such tools rarely entered
schools until sometime after midcentury, Cranbrook Academy of Art being the one major
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exception. For that reason alone, machine looms were generally associated with factories and
industrial cloth weaving in the first half of the twentieth century.111
That Albers is attuned to perceptions of the foreignness of the machine loom is evident in
how she imagines the thoughts as well as feelings of the Peruvian weaver in her anecdote. She
describes his amazement at first, mixed with a sense of bewilderment – “the wonder of this new
world of textiles may make our ancient expert feel very humble” – but finally upon recognizing
that in terms of structure not much has changed in the last hundred years, he would regain a
sense of confidence and “feel that he had many suggestions to offer.” The story not only serves
to show that basic principles in weaving remain to be explored, despite the perception that
technology has solved it all, but also it speaks to the hand weaver who would feel overwhelmed
in the face of machine weaving. It seeks to empower, reminding weavers that with fundamental
skills, they can exert far more control and intelligence than a machine ever could. That Albers
wrote “Constructing Textiles” for a special issue of a Black Mountain College journal after over
a decade of teaching at the school, suggests that she, indeed, wrote with her novice students in
mind, those, who like the Peruvian, encountered modern design with an initial sense of being
overwhelmed, a common emotion in the early stage of learning.
In anticipation of the obvious rebuttal to the equality of looms, Albers clarifies the main
difference between the machine and the hand loom. She summarizes: “handweaving the slow,
and machine-weaving the fast method of the same process contrast only in velocity.” With this
statement, she concludes, differently from Atwater, that aesthetics and form are in no way
impacted by the method of production. Her efforts to equate the means of production, enable her
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to convince the weaver to understand the hand and machine loom as compatible tools, tools that
can work together instead of separately, concluding that: “sameness of procedure is one of the
justifications for handwork preliminary to work for mass production.”
By comparing the hand and machine loom, and highlighting the element of speed that
separates them, Albers foregrounds the notion that it is impractical to compete with the machine.
If the machine can weave the same pattern as a hand weaver, then the hand weaver should focus
her attention in a more needed area. Teaching this concept, led to Albers’ ideas of how a hand
weaver could respect the machine as a useful tool, thus, working for it (maximizing its potential
for reproduction, in other words), but simultaneously against it, or trumping it, as an independent
agent with an intelligence that would serve the machine but define itself against it. This concept
defines how Albers conceived of hand weaving, and theorized the terms of a new kind of
weaver. It is best articulated in the following quote:
“…today only the first step in the process of producing things of need is left to free
planning. No variation is possible when production is once taken up, assuming that today mass
production must necessarily include machine work. This means that the teaching has to lead
toward planning for industrial repetition, with emphasis on making models for industry. It also
much attempt to evoke a consciousness of developments, and further perhaps a foreseeing of them.
Hence, the result of craft work, work done in direct contact with the material, can come here to
have a meaning to a far wider range of people than would be the case if they remained restricted to
handwork only. And from the industrial standpoint, machine production will get a fresh impetus
from taking up the results of intimate work with material.”112

With this quote, Albers conveys her understanding of weaving as the use of the machine
and hand loom as tools that in serving one another can do more than they could when operating
alone. The simplicity of this concept is holds profound, for it reconceives the notion of the hand
loom. Under Albers’ purview, the hand loom moves from representing a device where all
maneuvers of fiber are final in a set design to becoming a drafting board where improvisation,
experimentation, and inventive “free forming” take place. No longer a tool that brings forth a
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pattern when operated correctly, the hand loom becomes a device that enables brainstorming and
imaginative play without the pressure of constructing a final form. Re-envisioning of the hand
loom as a drafting tool is a crucial and conceptual difference between traditional weaving and
modern weaving.
In reconceiving the hand loom as a drafting tool, Albers, by default, denies the
importance in draft writing or the weaver’s ability to read pattern notation. This causes a
realignment of priorities, moving the weaver’s concentration to the material itself. When she
states in clearest terms that all types of weaving, no matter what the apparatus utilized to make a
form, is “the intricate interlocking of two sets of threads at right angles” Albers pushes weavers
toward the basic construction methods.113 Defining weaving in this way, frees the woven form
and practice from associations with specific techniques, materials, production devices, and
aesthetics. This concept of weaving as a building method, understood as a characteristic
relationship between one or more parts, serves, then, to break all ties with traditions in weaving
that have come to shape the idea of the medium as a set of specific forms, patterns, made with a
certain set of tools or special set of skills. Consequently, it opens up a conceptual space in
relationship to working with fibers and their textural and structural relationship.
By focusing on the process and act of weaving – the interlocking of threads – Albers calls
attention to what she comes to understand as the essence and definition of weaving – texture.
Since texture forms from the joining of two or more fibers, texture and structure are virtually
synonymous in the creation of a woven fabric. A certain texture depends upon a fiber, but in
weaving, it depends upon the way it is combined with other fibers. This is also acknowledged by
Ruth Overman and Lula Smith, who around the same time define: “A fundamental quality of all
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woven material is texture; the words weaving and texture are, in fact, synonymous.”114 In an
article for the Art and Architecture magazine, Albers describes this shift from pattern to texture
enabled by a rethinking of the hand loom as a drafting tool: “At their looms, free from the
dictates of a blueprint, these weavers are bringing back the qualities that result from an
immediate relation of the working material and the work process.”115 Throughout her writing,
beginning in the late 1930s, Albers stresses knowledge of materials, material relationships, and
texture – what she also calls as a weaver’s “tactile sensibility.”
In “Handweaving Today” two photographs demonstrate the idea that creative agency and
a tactile sensibility derive from the weaver’s reorientation of the hand loom as an experimental
tool. Both photographs are action shots and stress the importance of the individual as much as
the process. One photograph, subtitled “In the Weaving Department at Black Mountain College”
captures the silhouettes of the backs of two weavers working on separate vertical looms as if to
call our attention to them but not the fabric itself (Fig. 1.12). Both weavers appear preoccupied
with their hands, looking down at the structure they create. It is significant that this photograph
shows us the backs of weavers, for the viewer then embodies the view of the weaver and his/her
working process. This perspective reveals that BMC weavers do not work with mirrors, nor
cartoons, nor punch cards, which would indicate their work as traditional tapestry making.
Instead, both weavers appear intently preoccupied with a process of building while at the loom.
A second photograph captioned “Making Up the Warp” reveals an arm grabbing a
section of the warp and the device used to hold the fibers in place (Fig. 1.13). At first, the image
seems odd, as it depicts a simple task, one every weaver would relate to, but perhaps take for
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granted. Winding up the warp for a traditional hand weaver would have seemed entirely
mindless as fewer types of fiber existed in the before the 1920s. By the 1940s, choosing fibers
and thinking about texture began at the process of warp winding. This photograph suggests that
the warp tool and process, once considered perfunctory preparation for pattern makers, had now
become a key step in weaving—one, in which the hand weaver could use expressively.
The shift from draft writing and patterns to a focus on material relationships in the
weaving process brought about the weaver’s potential to explore structure creatively and
expressionistically in a fabric. Throughout her writing on weaving, Albers consistently stresses
the contingency of freedom in working with materials and the limitations imposed by having to
consider the material’s ultimate function, its purpose and use. She does not envision this
relationship as a sacrifice of creativity, however. Her writing suggests that, in the end, the
modern hand weaver – when designing a prototype – is empowered through asserting conscious
control in this area of design, where the machine cannot, all the while producing a fabric that can
ultimately be woven on a power loom. Thus, ironically and counterintuitively, the hand weaver’s
expressive potential lie in her ability to design texture and structure, working with advanced
technology. Decoration, she believes, can and will be copied. She alludes to this in her
understanding of the traditional hand weaver as a mirror of machine work. She also stresses the
point in describing embroidery. As a kind of surface weaving on a preexisting woven form it is
the opposite of an “engineering task of building up a fabric.” A kind of “surface weaving” has a
“danger of losing itself in decorativeness,” which the building of a form does not: “for the
discipline of constructing is a helpful corrective for the temptation to mere decoration.”116
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Albers did not dismiss decoration altogether, but ascribed it to the weaver’s concerns
with function. “Fabrics must combine with their own beauty a collaborative responsibility to
these other things that also serve, and in that purpose the objective must be to achieve a balance
between mere décor and dull utility. While they can be regarded as architectural elements they
must also possess a pliability and fluidity in the control of light, in the control of space, in the
control of color that avoids weight or bulkiness and, within reasonable limits, consider the facts
of maintenance.”117 Aesthetic considerations, for example, of color were important, but these
were not what underlined the weaver’s agency in relation to the machine in modern hand
weaving. Albers makes this clear in the following quote, which speaks to the weaver’s ability to
think through functional-design problems: “if you think of working for industrial production, as I
have done to a small degree, a curtain that you build should be – I don’t know – transparent, or
opaque, folding easily, washable, and so on, and you can have it in blue or red or green in the
end, which is a further concern, but it is not the one out of which to build the main character of
the material.”118 Unlike the traditional hand-weaver, whose process fell into place only after an
initial aesthetic decision was made regarding the type of pattern, the modern weaver began with
the selection of fibers and a basic structure, seeking to test the scientific and textural properties
of cloth before or while also assessing its beauty.119 In this way, she asserted a sense of direction
and creativity that operated in relation to the power-loom.
The intended locations of Albers fabrics are relatively unknown. This has likely hindered
studies of Albers as a designer, despite her formidable statements about weaving as a practice in
Anni Albers, “Weavings, Anni Albers” Art and Architecture (Feb. 1949): 24.
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the design of utilitarian objects. Martin Filler is one of the only scholars who has explored the
functional aspects in Albers’ work and thought more thoroughly about Albers as an industrial
designer. He provides a keen example of this in her 1949 design for the curtains, bedspreads, and
room dividers for the dormitory rooms at the new Harvard Graduate Center. The dividing
curtain fabric for the Harvard Graduate Center is made in a plain-weave of black and creamcolored cotton and linen fibers, which has a formidable vertical emphasis. Filler relates its
appearance to its practical, functional form, stating “it is difficult to imagine a more punishing
environment for soft goods than a college dorm room. But Albers rose to the challenge and
devised fabrics that were both sturdy enough to survive the harshest treatment and strongly
patterned enough to obscure the stains and other damage they were certain to receive.”120Around
midcentury, when Albers designed fabrics for Harvard University, she made a fabric that
excelled through its adaptability to its environment and one which also could, in its practical
plain weave form be woven on a power loom.121

A Feminist Conclusion
Albers once told Nicholas Fox Weber, a long-time assistant to the weaver and now
Albers Foundation president, that she hated the word “craft.”122 The weaver never clearly
expressed this sentiment in writing. On the contrary, in many of her essays she postulated the
opposite – that craft was essential to weaving.123 Albers vehemently wanted her work to be
useful, important, and relevant – not craft, or at least not the brand of craft that manifested in the
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second-half of the twentieth century within the art world, as a rebellious, inferior “other” to fine
art, as fiber art. Shortly after midcentury, craft surfaced within the terrain of art (history),
becoming dislocated from ideas of design. That craft’s definition became increasingly defined
through art (history), is likely why Albers disparaged the term later in her life. She wanted
weaving to have architecture status. She believed weaving could really only be important in this
way. Her ambition came with limited patience, as true of many visionaries.
I want to return again to a quote from the introduction, where Albers says “unless we
propagate handwork as a political means, as Gandhi does, the craftsman as producer plays only a
minor part today.”124 This quote expresses a type of urgency that registers differently than in the
weaver’s own desire for posterity. It aligns craft with politics, and envisages the weaver as at the
forefront of a revolution, not as playing a minor role in society. It is hard not to read this message
in terms of what was happening with craft-weaving at the time. In its mechanization, male
weavers superseded women as designers because of their (presumed-) knowledge of technology
and business. Writing on Bauhaus weavers in Germany, Sigrid Wortmann Weltge sees a rising
polarization between industry and craft (by which she means objects made with machines for
mass-production and those made by hand that were not for copy) as “a source of discontent for
weavers,” particularly women weavers who were identified with craft: “As mechanization and
industrialization increased, the role of the designer gained in status and attracted males. Women
lost ground. They had no more precedent for functioning in the world of design than in the world
of architecture.”125 It is tempting to see the urgency in her voice as part of an underlying gender
politics, a cry to women to wake up, catch up, and make hand weaving relevant.
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In the 1930s, the Great Depression caused severe restrictions, crippling the textile
industry. Only 200 out of 1,281 textile mills in the industry reported net income to the United
States Treasury Department between 1930 and 1933. Due to the lack of market and the idleness
of the mills, hours and wages were cut.126 The first group of people to be laid off or whose hours
were eliminated in textile mills were women.127 This likely exacerbated the division between
factory/ male and home/female weavers, aligning the latter half with domestic traditions, and the
“backwater” aspects of historic weaving Albers detested. By the same token, with the standstill
of production in the textile industry, traditional hand weavers, such as Atwater likely perceived
an even greater sense of duty, indeed necessity, in the preserving the entire practice of hand
weaving itself in the early 1930s. Nevertheless, Albers rethinking of tools and focus on process
would go on to embody the fundamental ideas of weaving. The following two chapters explore
the work of Marianne Strengell and Dorothy Liebes which bring Albers thinking to life in design
work, and which continues to influence a new generation of hand weavers.
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Chapter 2:
Modern Weaving in Practice: The Education and Realization of a Transforming Industry
at Cranbrook Academy of Art
Introduction
In 1943, Robert Sailors wrote the first master’s thesis in the weaving department at
Cranbrook. The thesis was titled Contemporary Instruction for Contemporary Weavers. The
redundancy of the word “contemporary” in the title seemed to suggest that some weavers – those
who deemed themselves contemporary – actually needed a specific and different set of
instructions, ones applicable to a new production circumstance that had, perhaps, yet to be
defined for weavers. Sailors’s sense that the profession of weaving had recently split into
discrete practices, where skills were specifically tailored to a weaver’s intentions, becomes clear
in his introduction, where he identifies different types of weavers: the “hobby weaver,” who he
associates with “rural weaving,” the occupational therapy weaver, “museum weavers,” and
“commercial weavers.” His reader soon discovers that the contemporary weaver, identified in his
title, is the commercial (hand) weaver whose task it is to weave for the masses: “There are two
main goals for the hand-weaver of today—one whose ultimate outcome is mass production
(whom we will call the commercial weaver).”128 For the good remainder of his writing, Sailors
concentrates on the first goal he identifies for the contemporary weaver or the “hand-weaver of
today,” which is weaving as a commercial enterprise or, simply, prototype designing. What can
be said of this first master’s thesis (which will be discussed at greater length shortly) is that it
represents desire for definition; a need to clarify a different way of doing things.
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In 1942, the two-year graduate program in weaving at Cranbrook became accredited by
the State of Michigan.129 The accreditation brought about a new academic air and sense of
professionalism to the department and, eventually, to the field of weaving in general.130 Likely in
agreement with the state education board, the department required that its students submit a
written manuscript or thesis.131 Most theses written by students in the 1940s and 50s consisted of
primary and secondary research, interviews, sample work, images, a bibliography, and between
10-30 pages of writing related to a topic on weaving. Topics were far ranging, addressing
pedagogy, tool technology, material science, commercial and non-profit applications, history and
considerations of ethics and aesthetics in weaving.132
The thesis requirement, in lieu of or alongside the student’s own presentation of skills
(such as, in the making of an object),133 indicated the weaving department’s interest in providing
students with more than practical training; it gave them a chance, even pushed them, to develop
their work conceptually; to realize their work as a moment within a historical framework where
the past, controlled by outside circumstances, determined their present reality and could be used
as a means by which to navigate the future of weaving. By encouraging students to contemplate
the relevance of weaving as a starting point for determining their own approach to the practice,
Cranbrook put into play a new critical dimension around craft education. A student learning
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weaving could not just weave, s/he had to justify why, how, and what s/he wove. It was about
accountability. Morality, ethics, innovation, and the future prosperity of the American textile
industry were all made to seem to be at stake. (And of course they were to an extent.) The
difference between teaching skills and teaching students to think critically or at least more
broadly about the meaning and implications in applying certain skills in weaving is a difference
between making and designing.
This chapter examines the evolution of weaving practices at Cranbrook, from their
existence as only a glimmer in the mind of George Booth, the founder and primary underwriter
of the school, to the making of Studio Loja Saarinen’s workshop space for the school’s in-house
weaving team, and finally to the state-accredited weaving program under the leadership of
Marianne Strengell. Another evolution exists between 1942 and the mid-1950s during Strengell’s
teaching, on which this chapter chiefly concentrates. Unlike chapter one which dealt with a
transition in theories of weaving, this chapter gets at the actual transition in practice, in the
making of textiles. It illustrates concrete problems Strengell and her students faced in thinking
about how to design textiles for modern architecture, how to weave with power looms, and how
to work, professionally (with manufactures, architects and other designers). From these
problems, arise triumph – a new style in weaving negotiated in the collaboration between
modern architects/architecture and weavers/weaving – as well as immense doubt, uncertainty,
and much pondering on the actual meaning and purpose of weaving, as an activity and as a
material object. The goal of this chapter is to illustrate the development of ideas about weaving
in the 1940s and early ‘50s by focusing on issues of applied making, occurring in (or expanding
from) an educational institution which, for the first time, perceives the practice as a legitimate
design profession.
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A Community Aesthetic: The Arts and Crafts Foundation of Cranbrook
The Festival of the May Queen (1932) depicts a celebration of spring through the worship
of a maternal goddess, a symbol of fertility, abundance, and renewal (Fig. 2.1). The May Queen
stands in the center foreground in front of a highly stylized tree filled with white birds and red
blossoms. The tree’s rectilinear form makes it appear as an altar – an idea reinforced by the
image of the Queen accepting a votive offering in the form of an edible treat from one
handmaid,134 while being wrapped in a garland of red flowers by the five others standing by her
side. The garland encircles the Queen’s prayer gesture, a sign of her blessing, in return for those
who have been grateful. On its own terms, the tapestry pertains generally to the theme of
reciprocity; respect nature and nature will provide for you. Displayed on a wall opposite the
entrance to the then-girls dining hall at Kingswood (part of the Cranbrook campus), the theme of
gratefulness and reverence for a supreme authority extends to include the institution of
Cranbrook itself, which offers its students gifts of higher knowledge and community (Fig. 2.2).
Though the tapestry was designed by Eliel and Loja Saarinen and expresses a distinctly Finnish
sensibility in its rectilinear stylization and through its evocation of Scandinavian folk
mythology,135 its allegorical function and means of communication – through weaving, a craft
medium – spoke to the Arts and Crafts legacy that had already formed at Cranbrook before the
Saarinen’s arrival in 1932.
Cranbrook Academy of Art began as a philanthropic initiative of George G. Booth, who
paved the road – financially and ideologically – for the making of an educational institution in
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the form of an Arts and Crafts community in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan in the early twentieth
century. Long before plans for the Cranbrook Foundation were drawn up, Booth sought to
provide education and moral guidance to the children and families surrounding the Booth estate
in Bloomfield Hills by providing a “Meeting House” that hosted regular school activities and
Sunday school, or church school learning. When the Cranbrook Foundation formed in 1927 it
consisted not only of a primary and secondary school for boys and girls, a science institution, an
arts academy (forming officially as the Cranbrook Academy of Art in 1932), but also an
episcopal church. It was Booth’s religious convictions, his abiding interests in the arts, and his
affection for the country of his parents’ heritage (Cranbrook was named after a village in Kent,
England where his father had grown up) that made him a chief supporter of the Arts and Crafts
movement, which lay claim to aesthetic and craft practices that reflected key sociopolitical,
moral, and philosophical notions that would come to define the early years of Cranbrook’s
existence.136
The Arts and Crafts movement found enthusiasts in the United States in the late 19th
century and the first decade of the 20th century.137 First originating in England in the 1860s in
response to increased industrialism and socioeconomic disparities under capitalism – believed to
strain the work of artisans – the movement sought an approach to work that fostered honesty,
integrity, and kinship. These attributes were thought to lie in a particular set of practices that
ultimately become linked to a particular set of aesthetic ideas. Honest work, for example, was
tied to work completed (from start to finish) by an artisan alone, through the use of his/her own
hands, skills, and a set of basic tools. Traditional craft and decorative art mediums, such as
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wood, textiles, ceramics, and metal, easily lent themselves to work of this nature. The most ideal
and romanticized perceptions of work with these mediums became held as exemplars of what
could be possible elsewhere. That the materials of these mediums mostly derived from nature,
made them further exemplary, for they represented the opposite of churning factory machines
which had, from the perspective of Arts and Crafts followers, enslaved a working class. A sense
of purity and truth existed within craft materials themselves.138
George Booth’s acquisitions reveal his support of these ideas. In 1911 Booth purchased a
pair of embroidered textiles – bed-hangings or two curtains – made by May Morris, the daughter
of the British Arts and Crafts leader William Morris and embroiderer, Jane Burden Morris (Fig.
2.3). Booth acquired the textiles from May Morris, during her lecture tour in the United States.139
The bed-hangings depict a fecund nature. Exotic birds feed on seeds and fly through foliage of
flowering plants. The scene is reminiscent of depictions of the Garden of Eden and the
stylization and themes are characteristic of design, such as Bird Bath, made for wallpaper,
carpets, titles, and furniture by William Morris (Fig. 2.4). In both instances, nature is portrayed
as untouched, idyllic, and admired for its bounty and beauty by the thoughtful human, a motif
also present in Saarinen’s Queen May tapestry.
In addition to collecting, George Booth’s philanthropy and leadership roles nearly,
single-handedly spawned the growth of the Arts and Crafts movement in southern Michigan in
the first three decades of the 20th century. In 1906, two years after Booth bought the property
upon which Cranbrook would stand, he became the first president of the Detroit Society of Arts
and Crafts (DSAC), which held lectures on topics of craft and manufacture, offering classes in
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“handicrafts,” and hosting exhibitions (often showcasing work Booth himself had purchased). In
outlining the organization’s primary goal, press representative Sheldon Cheney writes DSAC
intended “to encourage good and beautiful work as applied to useful service.”140 Through a
generous donation of land and money, Booth helped build DSAC’s third home sometime in the
1910s, designed by the architects Smith Hinchman and Gryllis and William B. Stratton.141
The function and style of DSAC’s third home is a good example of the Arts and Crafts
design philosophy that would come to define Cranbrook. The building appears cottage-like, with
an asymmetrical plan and a chimney on one side of a pitched roof, adjoined to another pitched
roof on the opposite side. Cheney brings the cottage-metaphor to life, writing of the structure as
“neither an attempt at ‘the monumental’ as seen in most art buildings, nor an imitation of the
Continental ‘new art’ abomination. It has, if I may venture a somewhat clumsy metaphor, a
‘hand-made’ look. It is neither over-refined nor over-rough. In short, it has the atmosphere of
craftsmanship about it.”142 The organic appearance of the building is also observed in its plan.
Consisting of a series of rooms that graduate in size, expanding and contracting twice along the
outer sides, the layout of space emulates the growth of an organism. Rooms included an
exhibition space, store, workshops, an auditorium or lecture hall, stage, and a small outdoor
courtyard. Of the style of the workshops Sheldon remarks, “The leaded glass windows and the
stained wood of the side walls add a decorative touch in each room, but the rough brick front and
rear walls are reminders that these are craftsmen’s quarters, and not studios of the bow-tie
variety.”143 With this characterization, Cheney links materials – leaded glass, wood, and brick –
and their appearance – stained and rough – not only to a type of worker, but also to a social class.
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The comment makes clear politics came packaged with a style the DSAC championed. By 1926,
DSAC became the first arts and crafts institute to offer a formal, four-year degree in the arts
(later known as the College for Creative Studies). Cranbrook followed shortly after.
While George G. Booth generated widespread support for Arts and Crafts ideas, it was
with the Saarinens’s help that those ideas were brought to fruition in the design of an arts
academy, with its own visually branded Arts and Crafts identity. Together, Eliel – responsible
for architecture – and Loja – for textiles – designed Cranbrook’s theater, church, boys’ and girls’
schools, dormitories, cafeterias, in addition to their own home on the campus. They approached
the construction of campus buildings through the notion of Gesamtkunstwerk or “total work of
art.”144 In a Gesamtkunstwerk architects and artisans work together to create dwelling space(s),
in which every part is styled to harmonize with the others so as to represent a whole, unified,
visual concept. The approach resonated particularly well with the Arts and Crafts movement,
which fostered a philosophy of egalitarianism in the arts (though architecture remained the
primary guiding force). The aesthetic unity in design found at Cranbrook is partly attributable to
the way these ideals were upheld through the Saarinens’ collaborations in the making of
architecture and textiles.
One example of both their approach and the Arts and Crafts style they deployed is found
in their own home on Cranbrook’s campus. Eliel Saarinen designed the house while Loja – who
ran the eponymously-named weaving Studio at the school – saw to the interior furnishings.145
The stylistic details on kitchen cabinets, rugs, window panes, and pillars in the office space are
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designed to echo the basic form of each object’s structural support (Figs. 2.5, 2.6 & 2.7). The
geometric shapes of three different rugs in the house reveal decorative elements of quadrilateral
shapes reflecting the rug’s overall rectangular form; the cut-out squares in kitchen cabinet doors
appear as quotations of the cabinetry and shelving space itself; even the pastel green painted
accents on the edges of the rectangular fluted column highlight the form’s verticality. In sum, a
telescoping of design is happening here, where objects are the expansion of their decorative
details and decorative details the contraction of their object forms. All elements relate to a shapefamily.
In instances where textiles were concerned, Eliel Saarinen often acted as a master
craftsman of a medieval weaving guild. He determined the concept of woven fabrics, creating
drawings that were then woven by apprentice-like students of Loja’s Studio. The Cranbrook Map
Tapestry is a good example. It comes from a sketch Eliel Saarinen made of the layout of the
campus he also designed, but was woven by Lilian Holm and Ruth Ingvarsson (Fig. 2.8). When
Eliel was not involved, Loja presided over the weaving studio as Master craftsman. From 1928
until 1942 Loja supervised the production of textiles made by a handful of weavers, all of whom
were Swedish-speaking Scandinavians. Many of these weavers were already living in the Detroit
area, but others, such as Maija Andersson-Wirde, Lilian Holm, and Ruth Ingvarsson arrived from
reputable design studios in Scandinavia to teach at Cranbrook in Studio Loja Saarinen.146 The
Studio mostly worked on rugs, curtains, table cloths, and wall hangings for various buildings of
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Cranbrook up until the early 1930s using traditional Swedish rölakan and rya or flossa
techniques.147
In a catalogue essay, written in conjunction with the exhibition The Creative Spirit of
Cranbrook: The Early Years, the authors bluntly state “the Loja Saarinen Textile Studio was
established primarily to provide quality fabric for the interior decoration of buildings designed
by Eliel Saarinen,” and that “occasionally Loja Saarinen worked on projects with other family
members.”148 This, in addition to the paucity of information about Loja and her works – there is
scant archival information, no list of her works, nor little knowledge of how much she
contributed to woven projects – suggests that Studio Loja Saarinen was set up with no intention
other than to fulfill commissions for Cranbrook.149 In other words, a department for teaching
weaving and textile/design history; for training weavers to become interdependent professionals,
to work for architects or set up their own business; and to consider the future of textiles in the
United States was not on the minds of George Booth or the Saarinens, at least in the earliest
years at Cranbrook. Enter Marianne Strengell.

New Leadership: Marianne Strengell
Marianne Strengell arrived at Cranbrook in 1937 at the request of Eliel Saarinen. To someone
with knowledge of the relationship between the Strengell and Saarinen family, it probably
seemed inevitable that Marianne Strengell would wind up at Cranbrook. Her father, Gustaf
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Strengell and Eliel Saarinen were both Finnish architects and close friends who supported each
other’s careers.150 One could even construe Saarinen’s invitation to Gustaf Strengell’s daughter
as a gesture of good will, although Eliel most likely saw it as much more than that. On the one
hand, Marianne Strengell was a key asset to Studio Loja Saarinen. She had a formal art education
and first-hand training in designing woven fabrics, graduating from the Central School of
Industrial Art (the Atheneum) in Helsinki in 1929 and working for her mother, Anna Strengell,
the director and well-known weaver of Ab Hemflit-Kotiahkeruus (a textile design house) from
1930 until her departure for the United States. (In 1934 Strengell also co-owned Koti-Hemmet,
an interior decorating and weaving business).151 Because she spoke Finnish and Swedish, she
could easily communicate with the Scandinavians already working in the studio (and in many
other departments at Cranbrook). Additionally, she most likely had a respect for modern
architecture, particularly Scandinavian modernism, which would have made her a more
compatible collaborator for someone such as Eliel Saarinen, who frequently worked with interior
designers to create a stylistic unity in the buildings he designed.
On the other hand, Eliel Saarinen’s letters to Strengell in the years before her arrival
express no specific reason for her need at Cranbrook. One letter mentions, “you will have a lot to
do” and “when you will be here we will work together.”152 Another letter assures her, “I would
be extremely happy to see you here.”153 Though the repeated statements of encouragement make
Saarinen’s invitation sound promising, their lack of specificity suggests an uncertainty about
how exactly Strengell would succeed at Cranbrook. Even if she were to succeed through their
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“work together,” it most likely meant, from his perspective, that Strengell would weave designs
that he or they both had worked on in concept; as had often been the case in his relationship with
his wife, who presided over the weaving studio at the school. Thus, when Strengell arrived at
Cranbrook no one, not even Eliel Saarinen himself, who identified the weaver’s potential years
before could have predicted the ways she would successfully redirect the weaving department at
the school, helping push a higher standard of excellence in textile research and design, and
developing the careers of students who would emerge not as weavers of others’ aesthetic visions,
but as some of the most noteworthy independently-known textile designers in the United States
by the 1950s and 60s.
Nonetheless, it also must be pointed out that Strengell fell into the right place at the right
time. The United States government issued her a visa in 1937 based on its own belief that the
country could use more weavers, writing in her visa that “capable instructors are extremely scare
in the United States” and “the Art of Handweaving has almost died out except in a few
centers.”154 Additionally, by the end of the war the three giant conglomerate automobile
companies, General Motors Corporation, Chrysler Corporation and Ford Motor Company, which
all had headquarters in southern Michigan geared up to release new design styles, for which they
would need fresh ideas in upholstery. Though Strengell found lucrative opportunities through
designing for them,155their greatest impact on her students likely came through what they
symbolized – big-name, corporate innovators with whom collaboration ostensibly meant
limitless financial reward. No doubt, students at Cranbrook without even having set foot in an
auto factory were aware of an industry in which they could quickly and gainfully make
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inroads.156 The magnitude of their impact is also evinced in the school discussing the possibility
of founding a department of automobile design in 1940 with the designer Gordon M. Buehrig.157
The majority of archival information about Strengell, both the secondary literature and
primary sources composed by the weaver herself, date from the late 1950s onward. Much is
missing about her work and thoughts in the late 1930s, 1940s, and early 1950s. Strengell, like
Albers, rarely dated her work, which also poses a problem in contextualizing her designs more
specifically or tracing the building of her ideas through her work. She gradually became more
well-known upon completion of large projects, such as that of General Motors Technical Center,
and from her work with notable architects and designers, such as Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
and Raymond Loewy.158 In 1961 her work begins to become widely exhibited. As her work
garnered more attention in the 1960s, she compiled two extraordinary useful documents about
her career: one, a curriculum vitae and the other, a statement about her practice and philosophy
of weaving. These types of texts illustrate Strengell’s sense of confidence and professionalism at
the time that had likely resulted from her newfound status in the design world outside
Cranbrook.159
Because this dissertation attempts to understand the context and reasoning within, what I
see as the most transitional years of weaving’s modern history, the 1940s and early 1950s, this
chapter marginalizes Strengell’s writing, interviews, and articles in later years, during a time
when she became more nationally known and when the past must have seemed to her, in
hindsight, to have had a logical sequencing of events. Apart from reflecting on a few essential
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statements from a post-midcentury-Strengell in the remaining paragraphs of this section, the
majority of this chapter analyzes the work of her students. Since Strengell presided over the
implementation of student thesis projects and oversaw their completion, they serve as excellent
guides to understanding how theories of weaving developed at Cranbrook during her tenure.
Any cursory glance at Marianne Strengell’s and Loja Saarinen’s textiles reveal their
distinctness (see for example Figs. 2.9 & 2.10). Most noticeably, Strengell’s work is not pictorial
and largely bereft of geometrical imagery. For that matter, it is also not tapestry in the sense that
it was not meant to hang on a wall as decoration. Strengell focused on weaving utilitarian
objects, such as, rugs, drapery and upholstery. Though utilitarian design and pictorial/geometric
imagery are not mutually exclusive, her concentration on weaving utilitarian objects for a
commercial industry pushes her toward abstractionism and an approach to styling based on
architectural surroundings (I will return to this point shortly).
In the limited secondary literature on Cranbrook’s weaving department, the distinctness
between Saarinen and Strengell’s styles is a recurring theme. Ed Rossbach, a student at
Cranbrook in 1946, recounts that in Strengell’s work “pattern and imagery were rejected. The
decorative was avoided.”160 Because Rossbach begins the article as a comparison between the
two weavers, the implication, then, is that Saarinen’s work embraces pattern, imagery, and the
“decorative.” In a following statement he conflates style with method or intentionality, speaking
again of Strengell’s work: “Everything is thought out and controlled, not an emotional
expression.”161 By contrast, the decorative (i.e. Saarinen’s work) then becomes associated with
the irrational, the expressive, and an eliciting of feeling. In this comparison age-old dichotomies
surface between pattern (the decorative) and not-pattern; emotional versus rational; feeling
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versus thinking – the latter often associated with the preferred, typically masculine attributes and
the former tied to the weaker, typically feminine attributes.162 The description of Strengell’s
work coolly demotes Saarinen’s work, implying that its emotional expression results from its
lack of planning or intention. Furthermore, it ignores an emotional sensitivity, even desire to
express, that Strengell must have had in choosing particular colors and textures for her textiles.
Perhaps most problematically is the critic’s sole concentration on the visual aspects of weaving,
from which she draws conclusions, in order to make meaning of the Cranbrook weavers’ works.
A tendency of critics to focus only on the look of weaving gave way to other
misunderstandings about Strengell’s work. In an article for Craft Horizons, Alice Adams pins
Strengell’s style to her cultural background: “Marianne Strengell represents the impact of
Scandinavian design traditions on American weaving and weavers. It is a tradition whose
sparseness and simplicity of means has proven a sound basis for an aesthetic of design for the
power loom.”163 Generally, in the history of modern design, Scandinavian design has been
characterized in the way Adams describes. Though in terms of weaving, this is a tricky statement
to make. Take the work of Loja Saarinen and Marianne Strengell for example. Both weavers are
of Scandinavian origin, but in no way could one say that Loja’s work would have also been
adaptive to the power loom, even though it may have also been less colorful or pictorially
detailed (thus fulfilling Adams’s criteria as Finnish in style) than her American contemporaries.
In Adams’s attempt to explain, even laud Strengell’s work, she ironically undermines the
weaver’s inventiveness by implying that a visual aesthetic which she inherited by virtue of being
Finnish enabled her to easily embrace the technology of the power loom. This conclusion strips
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Strengell of a certain agency, suggesting that technology fell into her lap, instead of showing
how the weaver herself decidedly pursued the use of the power loom and made sacrifices, formal
and approach-wise, in order to adapt to this new technology for the sake of modernizing – that is,
for the sake of keeping weaving current with shifting methods of production.
In contradistinction to Adams’s observations, the following sections argue that
Strengell’s practice and style developed out of a conscious effort, persistence, and cleverness at
adapting weaving to the most efficient and forward-looking means of designing. It illustrates
how working with the power loom and a desire to modernize caused Strengell and her students to
alter their methods and previous aesthetic preferences. It also contends that it was Strengell’s
earnest attempt to abandon any rigid stylistic conventions, particularly those linked to a Finnish
culture, that enabled her to succeed and to push her students to explore. Indeed, her own
education and what she imparted to her students broke with the apprentice-style upheld by the
Saarinens, where aesthetic traditions are passed down from teacher to student by way of
observation and study of the teacher’s work.164 In a letter to Christa C.M. Turman, then curator at
the Art Institute of Chicago, Strengell wrote:
My ‘formal textile education’ consisted of probably 4 days in the weaving department…I was told
to make a white towel. Next I was told to make a white and blue towel, and when I was told to add
red to it all I walked out. I graduated in design and had a glorious time, but no weaving. This
business [textile designing] probably influenced me enormously when I did start teaching.165
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this is what I try to instill in my many wonderful students. Start with color and texture and very
simple techniques, experiment madly.”166

Weaving and Modern Architecture: A Case Study of General Motors Technical Center
Taj Mahal is Marianne Strengell’s most well-known upholstery fabric, and the only one
of her fabrics to have ever received a title.167 To design Taj Mahal Strengell combined gray,
white and black cotton and rayon yarns and copper-colored metallic film in a plain weave
structure, which naturally emphasized the weft/warp’s horizontality/verticality and called
attention to the color and texture of the materials. Working with Chatham Manufacturing
Company in Elkin, North Carolina and Ford Motor Company, Strengell designed the upholstery
for Chrysler’s 1959 Imperial Crown Sedan. (Fig. 2.11) Today, only a large swatch of the fabric
remains, detached from its original context and size. (Fig. 2.12)
The swatch’s appearance reflects Strengell’s thoughtfulness and sensitivity to its intended
surrounding context – the car body itself. The body of the luxurious four-door sedan is black, just
like the background plane (in sculptural relief terms) of Strengell’s swatch, composed of more
tightly-spun and denser black warp/weft yarns. Yet, the blackness of the car is mirage-like in
most instances where it is observed in daylight. Seen in motion outdoors or staged under lights,
traces of white appear from slivers of polished silver chrome in the contour elements of the hood,
wheels, tail fin, and windows, creating a shifting color range, with varying shades of gray seen
over the entire vehicle. The effect could not be better replicated by Strengell’s swatch. The
unevenly dispersed fibers of gray and white boucle assert themselves as raised surface areas
166
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against a black background, while glimmers of copper metallic film run parallel. Taj Mahal
doesn’t outshine the Imperial Crown through color and texture, it harmonizes with the elegant
splendor of the highly-styled automobile. Surely Strengell would have also considered the
function of the fabric in her design, however, being that car upholstery was relatively new, it’s
also likely that she could not have foreseen the amount of usage to it. That heavily textured
boucle, for example, is not in use in car upholstery today may be a sign of Strengell’s work as an
early conception of a novel material.
Examining Strengell’s fabrics detached from their original context (none, as far as I
know remain in situ) it is easy to conceive of her structural and aesthetic decisions – primarily
her eschewal of pattern or imagery – as all her own. Her description of her work adds to this
sense: “I have always tried to achieve results by working with color and texture, rather than
patterns.”168 In other quotes, Strengell doesn’t avoid explaining how production costs or a mill’s
equipment can impose limitations on her design process, but aside from that she doesn’t account
for how she arrived at her signature work—plain-woven textiles which emphasize color and
texture.
Shaping Strengell’s design style is her work with Eero Saarinen’s architecture firm on the
General Motors Technical Center. I draw on examples of textiles situated in an architectural
space, to illustrate the extent to which practical and aesthetic demands of modern architecture
(and more generally, modern design) impact the form and structure of weaving around
midcentury. A hallmark of modern woven fabrics is the pronunciation of color and texture. And,
importantly, its replacement of emphases in pattern and imagery in weaving. Another way of
stating the change is to say that expressions with materiality were preferred over expressions
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with composition; or sculptural form in weaving took the place of a focus on linear configuration
in the making of geometric, biomorphic, or figurative shapes.
Art and textile historians have ascribed this shift most generally to an architectural
orientation in weaving. In a chapter on modern textiles, Mary Schoeser connects the rising
importance in materiality to the spread of ideas originating in European architecture, however
she delves only momentarily into the nature of those ideas, very briefly mentioning the phrase
“deornamentalized functionalism.”169 In focusing on weaving at the Bauhaus, the art historian
T’ai Smith expands on Schoeser’s reference, illuminating the transmission of functionalist theory
to weavers in the 1930s.170 In fleshing out these ideas, however, Smith remains largely
concerned with weavers’ own writings and project intentions, thus making less connection to
materials themselves and to the real application (or not) of them. In a separate piece of writing,
with a very American focus, Mary Schoeser and Celia Rufy reveal how a concentration on the
horizontality found in plain weave was associated with the streamline-modern style, popular in
the United States in the 1930s.171 In these fabrics, designers saw an uninterrupted
“longitudinalism” that signified speed of the modern age, ignoring any association to the
utilitarianism of the style.172
This section is in keeping with the general train of thought as outlined by Smith,
Schoeser, and Rufy, who recognize the shift from pattern to materiality as arising from a
pervasive architectural orientation in weavers’ thinking. Contrastingly, however, I see this
“architectural logic” as coming most from the practical demands in construction itself, which
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required straightforward technical and structural solutions that made pattern an unsuitable option.
Relatedly, I contend an emphasis on color and texture has more to do with sculptural affinities
arising in architecture, than with utilitarianism or functionalism.173
General Motors Technical Center (GMTC) is made up of 27 buildings – offices, studios,
a library, showrooms, and restaurants – intended, at the time, for around 5,000 engineers,
designers and administrative staff. The campus spreads across 320 acres of land in Warren,
Michigan. Eliel and Eero Saarinen and Associates (Joseph N. Lacy, Henderson Barr, Kevin
Roche, Smith, Hinchmany & Grylls, Peter Petkoff) began work on the commission in 1946 and
completed it by 1955. Strengell seems to have joined the project a couple years after initial plans
were drawn up.174 In a curriculum vitae, she writes of weaving all the textiles for GMTC, which
included rugs, curtains, and upholstery for the Research and Styling building, lobbies of all
buildings, the library, the main restaurant, Harley Earle’s private dining room, and several
executive suites.175
GMTC is a good case study for several reasons. First, it includes buildings with a range
of purposes, which allow for rich comparison and contrast between the style of Strengell’s work
and its relationship to site. Secondly, GMTC typifies postwar architecture built in the
International Style, a popular style applied to new types of commercial architecture, such as
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office buildings and large retail centers, in the United States after World War II.176 Other wellknown weavers, such as Dorothy Liebes and Marli Ehrman also worked for architects whose
style assimilates the language of the International style. Therefore, the relationships between
architecture and textiles found in the case study presented here, I see as exemplar of new trends
found elsewhere in building practices in the U.S. around mid-century.
Finally, GMTC makes for a particularly good study because of the relationship between
Strengell and Saarinen. Both designers were Finnish and of the same age – Strengell born in
1909 and Saarinen in 1910 – and had most likely known (or at least known of) each other
throughout their childhood due to their fathers’ friendship and careers in architecture.177
Strengell’s close relationship to Eero’s father and mother, whom she also worked for directly and
indirectly during her tenure at Cranbrook, suggests she was a long-time friend of the family.
This, in addition Strengell’s knowledge of design, essentially made her someone to be trusted; a
perfect ally for the likes of Eero Saarinen, who envisioned his work as an expression of a whole,
where elements of the building – lighting, furniture, sculpture, and textiles – speak in unison,
harmoniously with the building’s overall formal program. Strengell’s work for GMTC may very
well represent her greatest achievement in textile designing because of her extensive knowledge
of her client – Saarinen – and her presumable interests in supporting his goals.
The International Style is present in several key characteristics of the buildings of
GMTC. The majority of them feature open plans, which permit expansive space in the interiors,
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as metal beams replace walls as structural support for the building (Fig. 2.13). Curtain walls
made entirely of glass and thin metal frames, separating each glass frame, form most of the
exterior walls (Fig. 2.14). Other exterior walls are designed with planar facades, having no relief
moldings or ornamentation that obscures material of the building’s structural core. While most of
the two- and three-story buildings in the campus rest on a ground level, others abut pilotis or
slender columns. All have flat roofs. Roughly, GMTC, like other buildings associated with the
International Style, is a series of rectangular prisms with an overwhelming sense of planarity and
volume.178
The origins of the International Style are far ranging and multi-layered, deriving from no
one person, country, or movement. 179 The stylistic characteristics, however, can be roughly
connected to the concept of truth-to-materials, or more generally, a desire, on the part of
architects, to rid buildings of decoration not inherent to its structural materials and allow only the
necessary structural elements to create form and visual interest.180 In adopting these ideas, few
architects upheld the strictness of them. Many architects sought to nuance them, creating a
signature style or unique building identity through contrasts in (applied) color and texture of
materials. Saarinen did so enthusiastically in his design for GMTC. Among other methods, he
used glazed brick-wall surfaces of buildings with bold primary and secondary colors, to add
surprise,181 and situated a reflecting pool in the center of the campus, where ripples of water
would contrast with the smooth, hard sheen of glass or the graininess of bricks (Fig. 2.15).
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A significant portion of Saarinen’s efforts to personalize the International Style are found
in his attention to interior details. Indeed, textiles play a momentous role in enlivening GMTC’s
interior spaces, by formally quoting them, while also complementing them through contrasts in
texture and color. With a few exceptions, all textiles designed for GMTC are, much like the
walls of the buildings themselves, devoid of pattern and figuration. Whether curtains, rugs, or
upholstery, they have an allover surface texture. Regarding their color, some have repeating
stripes but most others show an allover monochrome surface made up of one or more differently
shaded/toned yarns of the same hue.
The lively example of the relationship between Strengell’s textiles and Saarinen’s
building is observed in the Research Library. The Research Library is a vast open space,
originally divided by a section of bookshelves, a study space, and a lounge (Fig. 2.16). A sense
of rhythm in the formal arrangements pervades the entire interior space. From the bookshelves,
to the checkerboard light baffles, to the chrome legs of desks, to the window panes split by
slivers of wall, and finally, to Strengell’s own rug, where one cannot miss the strict rectilinear
geometry, defined in part by spatial arrangements and in part by alternating bands of light/color
and textures.182 To make the rug, Strengell wove alternating bands of color, ranging in
tone/shade and in width size. The bands of color respond to light, namely the light that filters in
from an adjacent wall. Instead of a curtain wall, windows on one side of the Research Library
punctuate the wall in intervals. The rhythm of broken light from the windows echoes the rhythm
found in Strengell’s color bands. The alternating stripes of light and dark in the rug also emulate
those in the ceiling’s dark/light baffle grid. The space pulsates with a kind of quiet, focused

Strengell worked with Warren Platner, an interior designer and associate in Saarinen’s firm, on planning the
textiles for GMTC. Marion Bemis, “Marianne Strengell: Textile Consultant to Architects,” Handweaver &
Craftsman, Winter 1956-1957, 6.
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energy. The sense of rationality issued from the visual symmetries Saarinen and Strengell must
have seen as perfectly fitting for library activities.
In the Research Building, compatible relationships between Strengell’s textile and
Saarinen’s architecture occur through texture. On one wall, light from floor-to-ceiling glazing
fills the vast, open space, while three brick walls enclose the remaining space (Fig. 2.17). More
light pours down through the circular opening in the ceiling onto a wide spiral staircase with
granite treads or slab steps, which appear to float through being suspended on thin metal cables.
Wood panels with circular indentations line the ceiling. The floor is off-white terrazzo. A
photograph of the lobby showing its original interior design reveals a speckled rug framed by
low-back leather club chairs in polished chrome frames (seen in both Figs. 2.18 & 2.19). The
low-pile rug is made of beige, tan, and black wool. Instead, of showing pattern or figuration, the
rug has an overall surface texture and color, appearing grainy in the photographs. The clear
emphasis on the rug’s materiality is a key styling feature, found in all other architectural
materials of the Research Building; from the splatter and speckled marks on the terrazzo floor to
the grittiness of the brick walls to the staircase with its shellacked, unpainted wood, granite and
steel. The continuous alternation of materials and the use of many different materials – wood,
fiber, stone, metal – suggests that Saarinen is using materiality to connote the discrete purpose of
different objects, highlighting their role as instrumental parts of the whole spatial construction.
The entire lobby of the Research Building abounds with contrasting textures, harmonized
through Saarinen’s emphasis on materiality within the interior space.
Strengell’s thinking about materiality matches Saarinen’s. Both sought to underscore it
through contrasts in textural relationships. In the Research Building, the slickness (enhanced
through the appearance of streaky lines) in the terrazzo floor radically contrasts with the dappled
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color and fuzzy relief of rug fibers. That Strengell designed textiles in relationship to context,
particularly thinking about the materials of those contexts, is apparent in a pair of polaroid
photographs she took showing groups of different swatch blocks resting on different ground
surfaces. In one photograph, five swatches with allover color and texture rest on slabs of stone
(Fig. 2.19). In another photograph, two pile rugs and a swatch lie on wood boards (Fig. 2.20).
Strengell’s decision to photograph these materials outside, on surfaces that contrast, texturally
suggests that a textile’s site played a determining role in her designing. Additionally, the natural
materials of wood and stone on which Strengell placed the swatches in the photograph were not
unlike those found at GMTC.
In addition to taking photographs, Strengell also drew with pastel and crayon in order to
study textures (Fig. 2.21). When applied to paper, the wax and powder of these materials create
an implied texture similar to that of woven fiber, particularly casement curtains: an uneven but
equally-weighted negative and positive space becomes visible with large portions having a semitranslucency. To make these sketches, Strengell used paper in different tones/shades of blue,
yellow, white, and black, indicating her awareness of the ways in which light/color in a
background context, such as in the floor, walls or day/night light of windows could affect the
texture and color of a textile designed for it.
In an article for the magazine Handweaver and Craftsman, Marion H. Bemis exposes
another train of thought pertaining to the relationship between textiles and architecture at GMTC.
She writes, “The underlying thought in Miss Strengell’s mind as she worked out the fabric
schemes for the various General Motors buildings came from two sources” one of which was,
“the architect’s strongly expressed desire to soften and humanize the great expanses of glass, the
pre-fabricated units of walls, the use of stainless steel and aluminum with off-white terrazzo
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floors.”183 This quote discloses that Saarinen saw textiles as not simply a second layer of
architectural texturing – a clothing of the cladding – that could accentuate his own structure, but
also as a means of performing, conceptually and psychologically, in relationship to the building,
rendering a shell of glass, steel, aluminum, and terrazzo more human, through softness.
Softness in textiles can be real, found in the tactile experience with the material, and
implied, created as an illusion. A good example of the latter case is a Koosh ball or a hairy
chayote squash which looks soft but can have a prickly feel when touched. Saarinen most likely
desired an implied softness in the textile textures of GMTC. While employees certainly occupied
the building, touching upholstery frequently, they rarely actually felt things with their bare hands
– shoed feet would have trodden over rugs and clothed bodies would have touched chairs;
curtains were likely handled daily, but infrequently. Certainly, visitors to GMTC would have far
more visual than physical interaction with textiles.
To achieve the look of softness a weaver tends to concentrate on the interrelationship
between warp and weft fibers, using a plain weave structure so as to study how the textures of
two or more different yarns interact, sculpturally. S/he would downplay bold contrasts in color so
as to reduce a narrative effect, and, instead, enhancing the emphasis on material
interrelationships across the entire surface of the textile. Certainly, a weaver could create implied
softness while also designing pattern and imagery in a textile, but this has the effect of
potentially reducing the pattern’s clarity and distracting from the implied softness – the look –
and focus on texture. Employing weft or warp of relatively the same color permits the weaver to
highlight texture better by avoiding an illusionism that occurs with color or form variations (for
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form variations I am thinking about the gentle folds or pleats of curtains – many of which
cloaked the interior walls of GMTC).
Floor-to-ceiling curtains over the giant glass pane in the lobby of the Engineering
Building act as an example of a design feature that likely occurred in the lobbies of other
buildings (Fig. 2.22). Because of the sheer size of the curtain, its presence is monumental in the
lobby space, becoming wall-like. The gentle ripple of folds creates a look of softness that
contrasts with the smooth, flat glass pane. In speaking of the emotive potential of a building,
Saarinen believed that a central “concept has to be exaggerated and overstated and repeated in
every part of its interior, so that wherever you are, inside or outside, the building sings with the
same message.”184 Saarinen might as well have been talking about the balance of powers he saw
in hard/soft architecture; windows/curtains with their ability to complement each other through
their contrasts in (implied) texture.
Curtains at GMTC seemed to have a highly practical function. Indeed, curtains cover
large areas of glazing in the main Restaurant (Fig. 2.23) and they flank windows of Harley
Earle’s office (then CEO of General Motors), ready to be closed in a move that would seal off
his whole office from outside light (Fig. 2.24). In the absence of tinted/reflective glass surfaces,
one imagines curtains would have been essential to offices, where employees worked throughout
the brightest, hottest hours of the day. Certainly, they must have acted as a screen, filtering direct
light. In terms of heat or cooling, curtains would have functioned even more than they had in
prior decades and centuries being that glass creates radiant heat inside the building. Saarinen
designed the ceilings to pipe in central air conditioning and heat.185 In the case of the Main
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Restaurant and Harley Earle’s office (much like other executive offices at GMTC), curtains give
the look of privacy and provide the psychological sense of intimacy. In this way, their texture
becomes more significant for its relationship to other surface materials of the buildings, primarily
glass, than for its utilitarian purpose.
The harmonizing relationships between texture and architecture that I have outlined here
in GMTC takes on another life in the work of Strengell’s student, Jeanne K. Tiahrt. In 1948 –
around the same time work began on GMTC – Tiahrt wrote a thesis titled “Weaving for
Architecture.”186 The thesis stands out for its close analysis between textiles and rooms of a
single-family home. Tiahrt takes as her starting point a model of a home designed in an
unmistakably modern style (Fig. 2.25). The one-story building has planar walls enclosing the
space, two walls with a string of windows running through them, and three interior/exterior
planar walls, dissecting and running perpendicular to the home’s exterior walls, acting perhaps as
sun or windshields. Color plays the most theatrical role in the model home: floors are blue,
exterior walls white, sunshield walls black, the front door red and a side door is yellow. Color
thus appears to denote function, but mostly works to signal difference in the use of a particular
space/object within the overall makeup of the house.
Tiahrt’s thesis applies these principles to textiles, using both color and texture to identify
(textile) object types, distinguished by their purpose and relationship to particular spaces of the
house. For the kitchen and bathroom areas, she presents four swatches, one for upholstery and
three for toweling (Fig. 2.26). All the swatches are woven in a plain or twill weave. For the
upholstery she features a swatch in thick brownish-red plastic fibers with a hard, slick feel,
similar to what might be found in tarp material or durable, outdoor upholstery. In contrast, three
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towel swatches are lighter in color, closely woven with less porous surfaces. Two white toweling
swatches are tightly woven of cotton or linen causing them to appear durable and texturally
smoother. Today, these towels would likely be considered more like dishrags than actual bath
towels, particularly to Americans, who might find them too harsh or stiff to the touch. Tiahrt’s
lime green toweling swatch, which employs a boucle yarn, similar to a chenille, is what would be
expected of bathroom towels today. The boucle towel is softer with a higher, uneven relief
surface created from loops in the thread.
Tiahrt continues with this presentation style for the living room and a bedroom (Figs.
2.27 & 2.28). In the living room, swatches indicate chair upholstery, sofa upholstery, and
drapery. Two yarns tied together specify her choice of yarns for carpet material. Notable of
Tiahrt’s project is her grouping of textiles according to their purpose in space. This causes the
impression that weave structure, texture and color of the swatches hold utility. In other words,
they function for a particular space and the activities of that space. In some cases, this is true. It
makes sense that chair upholstery appears denser and more durable than drapery. In other cases,
however, Tiahrt’s styling of “function” is readily apparent. First of all, that she weaves all
swatches in different colors suggests symbolism at work. Secondly, in the case of living room
upholstery, textural differences are startling; each texture forms from a unique use of fibers in a
particular weave structure. In essence, Tiahrt increases the specificity of an object type through
color and texture, enabling contrasts in materiality to stand for contrasts in an object’s designated
purpose.
To say that GMTC represents a total work of architecture is to suggest that the building’s
parts speak together in a clear statement of meaning. This is the case to the degree of a
materiality expressiveness. The difference, however, between the brand of Gesamtkunstwerk, as
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seen, for example in the Saarinen house at Cranbrook and the one at GMTC is the contrasts in
the relationship between architecture and textiles. Where in the Saarinen house, patterns in
textiles echoed the form of the built structure – thereby seeming more “applied” to architecture –
textural contrasts dominate the relationship between textiles and architecture at GMTC, causing
both the architectural and textile forms to marry in a sculptural unity. Tiahrt’s thesis also evinces
this. The more the built form enabled weavers to express color and texture of textiles, the more
woven forms became styled to general spaces and purposes of the home. In other words, the
symbolism of modern textiles’ forms grew in relation to architecture’s use of them as sculptural
objects, rather than just as utilitarian forms.

The Question of Aesthetics: Weaving After the Power Loom
In 1942 the accreditation of Cranbrook’s weaving program by the State of Michigan
coincided with, and perhaps even precipitated, the school’s acquisition of its first power loom. In
hindsight, because the function of the loom itself did not change with the machine – it only
increased the speed by which woven objects could be made – the acquisition seems little more
than a technological upgrade. Such upgrades today, whether in hardware or software are facedpaced and have become routine, hardly prompting any serious contemplation. At Cranbrook, this
was not at all the case. The event of an upgrade, which at that time were none, triggered
something of a gradual but extraordinary shift in students’ perception of weaving over the 1940s
and 50s. This section looks at three theses written between 1942 and 1955 to examine how
students understood the implications of power loom use and how this began to alter their
thinking about their practice.
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Cranbrook’s acquisition of the power loom engendered a sort of confusion, a “crosspollination” moment between realms of making. On the one hand, it expressed the school’s
desire to understand the means of factory production, and to better prepare weavers as industrial
textile designers, working with manufacturers. In theory, if weavers knew what a power loom
could do, they could adjust their own approach to weaving accordingly, creating a more
balanced, informed relationship between the artistic and the technological sides of production.
On the other hand, the presence of the power loom contradicted previous goals of the program
that taught students how to weave without a specific agenda; without the notion that they were
learning weaving for a particular work setting, such as a factory; and without thinking that they
were designing textiles for the masses versus particular individuals. Suggesting that weavers saw
their work as meaningful art in the first decade of Cranbrook’s existence might presume too
much idealism on the part of weavers themselves, but then again they were, more often than not,
weaving the work of a “master,” Eliel Saarinen, who was perceived as a great architect and artist
in his own right. The spirit of the Arts and Crafts movement, which held craft up on high as a
form of art, likely still resonated with some students who arrived on the campus in the 1940s,
just by its sheer presence in the buildings and their interiors. As the distinction between skill sets
– learning to weave for the sake of weaving and being trained in a specific profession – began to
blur in the years following integration of power loom lessons, students sought to parse out
meaning for themselves by considering where the question of aesthetics lies in relationship to the
practice of machine weaving.
The first thesis written after Cranbrook’s power-loom acquisition sets up new terms by
which to understand the hand loom, in light of the power loom’s presence. The thesis is written
by Robert Sailors who was also one of the first students responsible for exploring the potential
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capacity of the machine. Sailors begins his thesis, Contemporary Instructions for Contemporary
Weaving, by highlighting a contradiction:
In this day of speed and mass production, hand-weaving seems to have little relation. The slow
laborious process of a hand loom appears out of character with present living. Yet, the art of handweaving has persisted and is in the act of a revival. This revival will be little more than a flare-up,
however, if proper weaving instruction is lacking or if proper steps are not taken to guide handweaving into the correct channels.187

In pointing out a paradox, he confronts an assumption, or rather, a traditional way of working—
the hand loom is a tool with which to weave a finished object. Working off of this assumption,
Sailors illustrates the power loom as merely a faster offspring of the hand loom, claiming that
only speed separate the two apparatuses. He then takes readers down another path, explaining the
redundancy of the hand loom’s use as an object-making tool and the way it has been re-tooled or
repurposed as an ideal tool “for experimentation and invention.” In another passage, he writes,
“the inventive imaginative weaver requires an instrument to try his experiments on, and the
hand-loom is that object.”188
Sailors word choice is interesting and might sound familiar. Although Sailors read and
cited several sources, he chose to focus mainly on Anni Albers’s description of hand weaving.
Following Albers’s thinking, as expressed in the article Handweaving Today, Sailors
circumvents a discussion of the mundane, practical advantages of using a hand loom. (For
example, he doesn’t dwell on hand weaving as a necessary step to ensure the quality of yarn for
power loom production or as a means of effectively working on custom-based ordering – a
thinking that takes place extensively in the theses of other weaving students arriving at
Cranbrook after Sailors.)189 Rather, Sailors grabs hold of the notion of the hand loom as a place
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for “experimentation and invention,” invoking the idea that hand weaving allows for
imagination. Where Sailors acknowledges advancement in power loom technology, he also sees
progress in its ability to generate increased exploration for the weaver working on the hand loom.
Indirectly, the power loom, he finds, renders the hand loom an ideal place to concentrate on
tactile and formal problems in weaving, problems largely arising from new materials.
Effectively, it gives back to weavers the ability to explore “limits and possibilities” of materials
so as “to produce the best combination of material, color, texture, and pattern.”190
In another passage of his thesis, Sailors explains why a graduate program is the best place
to learn to weave. He points out how in craft camps or primary education emphasis is placed on
“bringing home a finished piece,” causing teachers to zero in on teaching the skill of making an
object, instead of allowing students to experiment with material and structure. Ideas of
formlessness and unrestrained modes of creating (not unlike1960s fiber art made by artists of
Sailors’s generation) are implicit in Sailor’s conception of hand weaving. They arrive, no less,
from his experience with the power loom. It is as if the machine, now understood as the place
where objects are built, removes the weaver’s task of having to construct an object. In return, it
gives the weaver a freedom to concentrate more intensely on the aesthetic and tactile experience
itself.
Despite Sailors intimation of hand-loom weaving as an art form in its own right, he never
hints at the practice as one performed without power-loom weaving in mind. Mass production
remains the ultimate goal in weaving: “There are two main goals for the hand-weaver today—
one is…. mass production.” In another passage he writes, “Hand-weaving today, to be more than
a luxury, requires the use of the machine.”191 Notably absent in Sailors’ thesis is a skepticism of
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the power loom. He seems to believe that new technology can only possibly improve the formal
and material side of design.
To help explain Sailors’s thinking it is useful to understand a key difference between the
power loom and a hand loom. In a hand loom (even a fly-shuttle loom, which some weavers
might call semi-automatic) the weaver controls the insertion of the weft fiber. S/he inserts the
weft manually through the warp threads and combs them down with a beater. In this process, the
weaver feels the material as its being made, and observes the way two or more fibers come
together. The manual process allows the weaver to alternate weft threads at any time. Any
adjustments to them would change the visual and physical appearance of the fabric. In a power
loom, however, the weft is controlled by a mechanized shuttle, which moves at a rapid pace,
precluding the weaver’s interaction with materials (until the entire fabric is finished). In effect,
the power loom took away a weaver’s contact with materials. Thus, for Sailors, hand loom
weaving was a necessary preliminary step to power loom weaving: the manual tool was adjunct
to the power tool, not two separate modes of production.
Several years after Sailor’s completes his thesis, Joy Lind takes up a similar theme in a
thesis on rayon. In contrast to Sailors, Lind focuses on a single fiber: its history, science, and
applicability in textiles, addressing tools only in the last section, where she writes, “Where the
powerloom is limited, the hand loom is versatile.”192 In her efforts to highlight the advantages of
using the hand loom, she compares it with the power loom. Through focusing on the opposition
between the two looms, she underscores hand weaving as an activity in which a weaver
concentrates on formal properties and relationships between materials.
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Her thesis contains a swatch which she designed on the hand loom as a demonstration of
the tool’s capabilities (Fig. 2.29). She comments on her swatch in a perfunctory manner: “Glass
combined with wool linen and rayon lends life and texture to an otherwise flat warp.”193 The
relative drabness of her commentary belies the material’s extraordinary expressiveness, made
through careful decisions regarding form, color, and texture. The swatch’s magnificence lies in
its delicate balance of contrasts. Using a variation of plain weave, comprised mainly of black
warp and weft, she creates uneven vine-like ridges over the surface of the swatch. Perpendicular
to the ridges are chunky speckles of cream-colored white, which appear in a bubbling effect due
to their location on/off the ridges. Tiny turquoise and brown rayon yarns woven into the thick
mass appear as flecks of colored light, blinking, as if from a distant dark background.
Like Sailors, Lind doesn’t conceive of her work on the hand loom as separate from her
work on the power loom. In other words, she doesn’t conceptualize her swatch as something all
that different than what she would make on the power loom. She merely designs a swatch to
presumably show the reader of how rayon could be used in weaving. However, she doesn’t
comment on exactly how she is using it in the swatch; it’s mere presence in a woven sample
seems to suffice as evidence that it can “bring to life” an otherwise flat woven structure. Yet, one
cannot help but wonder if Lind combined different fiber textures and colors in a sensual,
expressive so as to make her point about versatility in the hand loom.194 Meanwhile, she fails to
see, or at least to write about, the extent of artfulness – the complete focus on materiality and
nothing more – in her swatch design.
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In the years following the purchase of the power loom, tensions between
scientific/utilitarian and artistic approaches to weaving escalated. Unlike Lind, who seems
unaware of a fractioning, other students base much of their writing on this very matter. Struck by
the power of a machine loom, its precision, control, and mechanical capabilities, Hollis Beasley,
Marjorie Dodge and Victoria Castro sense the need to address the topic of aesthetics and
creativity in their research; as if the power loom had threatened to eliminate these elements.
Hollis Beasley plunges into the topic head-on in her thesis The Textile Designer in Industry
(1946), posing the question: “Can the machine produce a work of art?” Her ultimate conclusion,
upon drawing lessons from history, is an absolute yes.195 Marjorie Dodge doesn’t title her thesis
but its focus concerns the relationship between the hand loom and the power loom. She calls the
reader’s attention to the technical restraints of power loom weaving, such as in color and
contrasting widths of weft. “Design for the power loom today is forced to follow these rigid
restrictions because of the imperfections of the loom…the hand loom is the most valuable today
for its use in the creative designing of fabrics to be produced on the power loom.”196
In 1955, over a decade after the first power loom arrived at Cranbrook, Victoria I. Castro
most directly confronts the question of aesthetics in weaving, hand loom weaving, in particular.
Her work is worth examining at greater length. Instead of comparing tools, Castro writes on the
woven object. In her first paragraph, she asks “whether weaving can validly be called an art.”197
Castro’s investigation begins with an acknowledgement that color and texture are two of the
most common formal elements for both painters and weavers. She then proceeds to demonstrate
how a weaver, much like a painter works with a range of textures and a color palette to create
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light. Using a series of comparisons between famous paintings and her own swatches, Castro sets
out to prove a textile’s capacity for replicating emotion found in painting through color and
texture.
On one page is a portrait of a man (perhaps a self-portrait) made by Rembrandt (Fig.
2.30). Next to the image Castro writes, “the drama of Rembrandt.” Below the image she places a
swatch made up of a combination of colors that match those used in the painting. Foregrounded
are bold black threads alongside smaller white ones, which she has floated in (a technique more
in line with tapestry, where fibers are woven into the surface and not considered part of the
structural warp/weft grid). Rembrandt’s painting, too, shows large shaded areas comprising
almost half of the gentleman’s portrait. Rembrandt’s use of tenebrism, Castro also manages to
copy through contrasting darker warp with lighter colored weft. The weft consists of multicolored fibers, burnt orange, pale and golden yellow, the same color range found in the
Rembrandt’s portrait. Like a good Impressionist, Castro’s swatch sacrifices figuration – the
portrayal of content – in exchange for a study of light and color. In exploiting these elements in
her woven sample she effectively appropriates, albeit abstractly, a Rembrandt painting.
In another comparison, Castro reveals a portrait of a woman by Vuillard (Fig. 2.31). She
provides a caption nearby: “…the richness of a Vuillard.” Castro’s paired swatch mimics the
color palette in the Vuillard painting. Her design indicates her awareness of the way Vuillard
used color to create forms in space, with warmer color tones pushing forward and darker color
tones bringing the eye back into space. In using all yarns of equal size and density, Castro is able
to create a flat surface, which downplays textures and emphasizes color and its ability to create a
shallow spatial illusion. The effect imitates the Vuillard painting, in which a convincing ground
plane is absent.
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Unlike Sailors’s and Lind’s theses, which elude mentions of art, Castro’s thesis drives
home the point that there is no difference between weaving and art “…the fact that weaving is
made to be used does not lessen its artistic integrity. Nor does a stunning fabric become less
valuable because it is made by a machine. The fabric was designed by an artist….”198 One can’t
help but wonder if Castro’s efforts to prove weaving as an art form is symptomatic of a general
skepticism or uncertainty about the status of weaving at Cranbrook. Indeed, in the theses of
Sailors and Lind one finds the students elude questions of aesthetics or see them as wholly
integrated into a self-evident process of design. In dissecting their craft – Sailors’s writing of
tools and Lind of materials – they indirectly get at the very heart of formalist issues: the need for
imagination and creative use of formal elements. No matter how aware of their position vis-à-vis
formalism, all three students reach them as a result of the power loom. Indirectly, they bring
awareness to the idea that the theses at Cranbrook make clear in so many ways just how much
the machine caused weavers to refocus their attention to the exact areas that the power loom
could not intuit – the weaver’s creativity and work with the formal properties of fiber materials.

Weaving with a Historical Consciousness
In 1946, Hollis Beasley wrote a master’s thesis titled The Textile Designer in Industry. The
thesis begins with an open-ended question: “Can the machine produce a work of art?” To prove
that it can, she looks to history, particularly, what she calls the “industrial design movement.”199
Today, the historical narrative she traces reads as a textbook survey of the history of modern
architecture. It begins with the British interest in educating manufacturers in principles of art,
followed by the establishment of the School or Design (later, the Royal College of Art, in
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London). It then moves on to the work of Josiah Wedgewood, the Deutsche Werkbund, the Arts
and Crafts Movement, and concludes with the founding of the German Bauhaus. Beasley doesn’t
propose to write a history of design, however. Rather, from this history she draws the conclusion
that design has grown as a field because of the moral good realized in the application of art
principles to manufacturing: “the wide awake artist of today…recognizes the potentialities of the
machine as a means by which his art reaches the greatest number of people.”200 The assumption
is that art is good and thus should be mass-produced to reach more people. Her inferences
modify her initial question, from “Can the machine produce a work of art” to should the machine
produce (art) things.
The second half of Beasley’s thesis breaks with the first. She moves from history to
addressing the present: how an independent textile designer collaborates with a manufacturer.
Her advice is practical. She provides extensive tips on the presentation of one’s work to
manufacturers, such as “use poster colors or oil paint, not water color,” and offers suggestions
about how to work with the power loom.201 Though both halves of Beasley’s thesis make sense
and are easy to follow, they read as disjointed. The first part utilizes history without clearly
attempting to rewrite, update, or expand on history – connecting the Bauhaus to work at
Cranbrook, for example. While the second half informs the reader about the actual craft work in
textile design. Beasley doesn’t attempt to tie these halves together. Her thesis could be written
off as underdeveloped scholarship. Indeed, it feels this way. Yet, the intersection of ideas speaks
in two particularly telling ways that shouldn’t be dismissed so quickly.
First, the thesis makes apparent the author’s historical consciousness – one that expands
past the development of Cranbrook, to survey almost a century of design. This look to the past is
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not unlike that of Robert Sailor’s thesis from 1943, in which he defines the three dominant types
of weavers in history, though he doesn’t trace their roots. In Sailor’s thesis, too, a historical
touchstone precedes a discussion of notions of modern textile design. Both Sailors and Beasley
have two pages of bibliography – a list of books, which tell of their access to important and
contemporaneous publications on the history of architecture, design, and textiles. What their
work suggests is a type of learning where an object’s construction is understood as historically
interdependent; where the rationale for the making and doing of things lies not simply in
materials available, tools-on-hand, and real need, but also through the perception of historical
circumstance. In other words, inspiration in looking backward guides students’ way forward,
assuring them by giving them a strong sense of purpose, not unlike the experience artists in the
Renaissance had upon rediscovering the classical past.
The dividedness of Beasley’s thesis alludes to a second dimension in her thinking about
weaving – a trepidation about the weaver’s role as an artist. Beasley expresses an awareness of
the discouraging reception of her work. Referring to whether or not a machine can produce a
work of art, she writes in the first paragraph of her thesis, “This question is still highly
controversial, and the negative answer to it is far more generally accepted than the positive.”202
All the individual designers and craft/design movements Beasley mentions in her historical
narrative did in some way espouse moral and social messages. That Beasley indirectly connects
them to a present moment, to her own work, makes one curious to know if the history in her
thesis, and her additional pointing to the moral good of art, acts as a rationale for her own
interests in pursing industrial textile design.
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Perhaps, then, the thesis’s disjointedness is indicative of the difficulty Beasley and other
weavers may have faced in desiring to explore innovative textile production. Being female and
wanting to work with manufacturers in factories (a male-dominated profession), which Beasley
speaks of doing in the second half of her thesis, may have incited her to seek justification; thus
causing her to utilize a history that purports to maintain a core set of values about humanity. This
is not to suggest an insincerity in Beasley’s marshalling of history, but rather to point out how
she may have battled with an entrenched skepticism in wanting to use advanced technology to
design with a traditional craft medium. One wonders if in designing experimentally gave rise, in
part, to a historicizing of design itself.
As suggested in the introduction of this chapter, the work of composing a thesis itself
pushed Cranbrook students to explain what they were doing and why it was important, causing
them to become more accountable for their work. This section examines how some of those
students find utility in history, socioeconomics, and politics, and how these external factors –
ones not related to the actual process of weaving – develop in their thinking about their own
weaving practice, whether through helping them reshape their relationship to weaving or
provoking them to alter the approach to making altogether.
Though many interesting theses touch on historical and humanistic issues, only two, in
addition to Beasley’s work, will be examined here: one, Designing and Marketing Handwoven
Fabrics, written by Daphne Carnochan in 1950 and another, Notes on Textile Designing for Mass
Production, written by Jack Lenor Larsen in 1951. Larsen likely read Carnochan’s thesis and
drew conclusions from it that influenced his own work. Both students do not reach as far back
into history as Beasley. However, they draw on external factors of the recent past to make
convincing arguments about how a future weaver should work. Because their theses are written
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in back-to-back years of each other and contain different main topics – Carnochan writing on
hand weaving and Larsen on mass production – they make for fascinating case studies. Indeed,
both theses seem to predict why Larsen would become one of the most successful textile
designers in the United States in the second half of the twentieth century.
Carnochan is forthcoming, pointing to the necessity for hand weavers to retool their
practice. The conclusions she draws come from interviews and contemporaneous publications.
She states in the introduction that “the success of his [the student-weaver’s] designs and woven
fabrics is intimately associated with the current trends” and that “even the student-weaver of
contemporary fabrics early realizes that he cannot work in a totally independent manner.” In
interviews with Detroit-based decorators, Carnochan finds around five percent of the public
solicit services of the decorator and “only a small portion of that number could be expected to
require handwoven fabrics.” She continues…
in fact, that percentage was so small that one decorator whose clientele might have been expected
to appreciate handwoven materials asserted that in twelve years he had had only two requests for
handwoven fabrics, even though they were included among his sample materials. The reason –
cost. This I had anticipated on the basis of what I had seen in New York.203

Carnochan then deduces that the trend in hand weaving today seems to be mostly geared toward
power loom production, despite general skepticism or uncertainty in quality around machine
weaving. In attempting to know for herself the difference between quality between hand/power
loom fabrics she examines many samples of both alongside one another. She reports that some
items developed by a power loom could not be easily replicated by hand but also that “in fact,
they [machine-woven samples] were not readily distinguishable from a closely woven piece
produced by hand.”
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In another section of Carnochan’s thesis she quotes at length a letter sent to her from a
decorator, Zelina Brunschwig from McMillen Inc.
The only possibility I can see for handweavers (if they do not have decorator clientele to work for
directly is to make design for large mills. I am afraid you are wasting your time in this method
seeking to establish market for handwoven materials as I see no future in it. I feel that you are
specializing in a handcraft that has little demand. Handweaving students have come to me from all
over the country and there is simply nothing we as a decorative fabrics house can do for them.
Occasionally I buy a design but that is a rare exception. I think the schools are making a big
mistake in turning out so many hopeful students into a career that is already extremely limited.204

Brunschwig’s letter imparts business history and with it advice about how to move
forward. In the end, it may have been the most influential on Carnochan’s thinking. For
in the final sections of her thesis she continues to consider the pros and cons of working
as an independent weaver. She evaluates basic marketing issues, consumer concerns, and
the practical side of the business. She remains hopeful, in that she sees a place for
handwoven fabrics in the world, and believes people who value craftsmanship “will
always appreciate good handwoven fabrics and will defend their merit against the
commercial product.” But she resolutely concludes that “at this time I feel that one good
course of action for the students of handweaving who wishes to produce fabrics of good
design and integrity of purpose is to turn his skill and energy in the direction of power
loom designing.”
Notes on Textile Designing for Mass Production, the title of Jack Lenor Larsen’s thesis,
sounds like a journalistic overview of weaving with a machine loom. However, Larsen does not
advocate weaving with a machine. While one of four sections in the thesis pertains to technical
work with the power loom, three other sections consider general cost, product requirements, and
piece dyeing – the dyeing of woven fabrics (instead of the dyeing of fibers prior to weaving them
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together).205 An additional component in his project consists of transcriptions of interviews he
conducted with two well-known weavers in the 1920s and 30s, Maria Kipp and Michael
Belangie. Maria Kipp, was a German émigré, who successfully ran a “fly shuttle house” –
basically, a large studio business using hand-operated fly-shuttle looms – in Los Angeles,
producing custom-woven textiles without machine looms. Thus, in using the phrase “mass
production” in his thesis, Larsen does not imply machine production, but rather how to operate a
business based around multiple approaches to making woven textiles.206
In the introduction of his thesis, Larsen characterizes contemporary textile design as “a
compromise” between, what he explains, were two formerly separate positions in weaving – the
stylist and the engineer. “The stylist,” he says, “was formerly concerned with the application of
motifs to jacquard and bobby [perhaps, he meant dobby] loom patterns, or with the postlooming
conversion of plain stuffs into fashionable effects and colors.” Larsen writes that the extent of the
stylist’s “designing skills were those of the drawing board,” which included the use of “graph
paper.” A separate body of knowledge existed for the weaver-as-engineer, which included an
understanding of “material, tools, and finished forms.” In drawing on history to outline two
discrete roles in weaving, Larsen makes a proposition for the future: he concludes that a balance
must be struck between someone, such as the engineer, who traditionally could “cope with
business” and someone, such as the stylist, who can “reflect in his designing the social and
aesthetic environment to which he belongs.”207
The characterizations of the two roles that Larsen sees as comprising weaving in the past
significantly affect how he recommends the weaver of future work. In a section titled “Aesthetic
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Requirements” he considers how and when aesthetics have fluctuated. Central to his viewpoint is
the notion that the source for making an aesthetic decision comes from the outside world, from,
for example, “the needs of the people.”208 Through addressing the needs of the people in the past,
Larsen finds that society has become more “technologically minded,” which has led to diversity
and more competitive costs in textile production. Larsen cites examples of the scientific
discovery of new types of fibers and experimentation with them in textile design. He then allows
himself a point of entry into the future of textile development. Upon explaining the engineer’s
and scientist’s achievements – solving the problems of the people – he notes that people today
have an increased “sensitivity to textures of all kinds.” As a result, they seek “pleasant relief
from the mechanical slickness of [a] machine-age environment,” which the weaver can make
possible.
In the centerfold of his thesis, Larsen bound around a dozen pages, each containing a
swatch and a comment about the swatch. These swatches presumably show his attempt to
respond to the new environment and new needs of society. Of them, he states: “All are an
attempt to humanize and soften a sometimes too mechanical product.”209 The swatches range in
color, texture, materials, and weave structure. In his description of each swatch, Larsen writes
not about its style (i.e. color, texture, weave structure), but instead about the manufacturer’s or
consumer’s advantage in utilizing it. For example, one page features a plain-woven swatch
designed of black and off-white yarns. Verticality is emphasized by the positioning of bold black
stripes, comprising several threads. The styling is abundant, despite the simplicity of the fabric’s
weave structure and minimal color alteration. Below the swatch, Larsen writes “this upholstery
could be produced inexpensively because of its simplicity and low cost cotton yarns.”
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Other descriptions under swatch samples ignore issues of color, texture, and weave
structure to focus on the effect of novel finishes. Underneath a nearly monochromatic pea-green
swatch, employing contrasting textures, Larsen writes “a rayon and nylon casement designed for
two warp beams and one shuttle. Uneven shrinking in the finishing process is a design factor.”
Style, in his sense of the word, has become design. Decisions related to the swatches appearance
are downplayed, or camouflaged within the advantageous functionality of the design.
In another section of Larsen’s thesis he discusses “functional requirements” in weaving.
Here, Larsen broaches aesthetic concerns again, this time with a strong opinion: “Fabric
designed to cover flat surfaces should reflect a feeling of flatness. Stripes or other superficial
recessions should be subordinate to the cloth plane so as to preserve the form of furniture, or
wall, table, or floor covering. An exposition of the horizontal and vertical weaving, structure
seems especially necessary in these flat fabrics.” He continues, “a draped fabric has many
requirements and possibilities that distinguish it from a flat one. To dramatize its folds is
logical…a decorative manipulation of floats is permissible… a repetition and opposition to the
soft fold pattern allows more freedom and accent in design.” In the outlining of these guidelines
it is as if Larsen’s subjectivity enters design through a “functional” rationale that is hardly related
to basic utilitarianism. His preference for texture and form – “the feeling of flatness” – is
couched in a concern for the efficiency and functionality of design – fabric made to lie flat.
Style, then, becomes something that characterizes the interrelationship between a textile and its
functional obligation instead of an interrelationship between parts of the material object itself. As
a stylist, Larsen renders for himself a perception of objectivity; a new identity altogether
resulting from, in his view, the cross or compromise between the historical “stylist” and
“engineer” in weaving.
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The second and third chapters of Larsen’s thesis navigate very new territory. In them, he
elaborates on power loom costs and how work with a mill limits styling potential. Larsen begins
his second chapter on “The Power Loom” by eschewing style, writing: “There is the need for
designers in an industry that has boosted too few designers but thousands of stylists.”210 The
chapter is then full of advice and considerations about how a designer should work. Larsen
recommends, for instance, acquiring a copy of a mill’s loom inventory, and “know the repeat
limitations of his [manufacturer’s] looms, warping facilities, and in some cases, spinning
equipment. (A southern mill, for instance, may regularly use a local short staple cotton which is
best spun soft and uncombed.).” Larsen also recommends figuring out looms that mills use
infrequently, so as to design specifically for them, thereby helping the mill’s efficiency. In
offering highly practical advice, Larsen focuses on the way a textile’s form and appearance
might, even should, derive from the production context.211 His argument in favor of this
approach evolves out of his perception of the over-abundance of stylists in weaving.
In Larsen’s view, the contemporary “compromise” made in weaving concerns the
relegation of aesthetic decisions. Decisions about style and form, according to him, should come
less from one’s artistic sensibility. Rather, the weaver-as-designer should understand the object’s
environment and function and from factors related to them make decisions about the construction
of a textile. These goals make sense. They have a logic to them. Yet, they also appear to hide or
disguise – not disingenuously, however – the weaver’s personal aesthetic preference. The weaver
should extract his own subjectivity from aesthetic considerations. However, where aesthetic
issues are repressed, they reappear in a moral and rational utility, where external demands of
textiles – their function and the needs of the people – determine their form. Larsen’s thoughts
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about the present-future designer cannot be detached from his understanding of the past, in
which, he perceives an arbitrariness in style that has rendered textiles less relevant or useful.
The research and writing time Larsen dedicated to production and costs and, more
generally, understanding the business of weaving perhaps suggest that he thought very little
about creativity and perhaps even lacked a sensitivity to the material and aesthetics in general.
Daphne S. Carnochan’s thesis helps explain Larsen’s urgency to understand costs and
production, and his desire to reckon with, what he perceived as the “problems” in weaving’s past
– the disparity between the stylist and the engineer of weaving. In May 1950, Carnochan
completed a thesis titled Designing and Marketing Handwoven Fabrics. Carnochan’s topic and
her approach – an investigation of the market through interviews with “a number of leading
textile manufactures, from retail and wholesale outlets, and from fabric designers” – are the same
as Larsen’s. Larsen very likely based his own thesis on Carnochan’s work, as she creates a strong
case against working as an independent hand weaver.212
Beasley’s, Larsen’s and Carnochan’s theses, all written within less than a decade of each
other speak to the realities of weaving, which have little to do with aesthetic theory and the
making process itself. Their work looks to the future of weaving by reflecting on the past in
different ways. Beasley’s writing reaches furthest back into history in search of resolve for a
present desire to continue making art with a machine; Carnochan’s and Larsen’s work look
outward and backward, to business leaders with extensive experience outside Cranbrook who
can point the way forward. Larsen’s thesis impresses because of the range of knowledge he
marshals – from materials, tools, and technology, to the costs, marketing, and collaboration with
manufactures.
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Today, Jack Lenor Larsen is perhaps the most successful independent weaver to emerge
from the 1950s and ‘60s in the United States. During those limelight years he founded his own
business, which quickly attracted an international market; he curated exhibitions on weaving; he
wrote books, much like those of his thesis, which explain the tools, structure, and elements of
weaving; and he stayed in touch with a like-minded community of artists and designers.213 The
names Daphne Carnochan and Hollis Beasley are nowhere to be found. Did they remain
weavers? Were they successful in some way in the textile business? Surely, Larsen’s gender
worked to his advantage. At the same time, in 1951 he found himself at the end of a transitional
moment at Cranbrook – an advantageous moment to be in. He gathered evidence from those who
went before him – who experienced the uncertainty of hand weaving’s status and the total
newness of the power loom – and he took that knowledge to heart, to figure out how to make
weaving “work” for the future. His work paid off. At exactly the same moment he emerged on
the scene in the early 1950s, middle-class American society had warmed up to the affordable,
mass-produced objects he would design for them.214

Conclusion:
In comparison to other theses, those of Jack Lenor Larsen, Daphne Carnochan and Hollis
Beasley read more as introductions to the business of weaving. Each stretches to understand the
latest materials, tools, or methods of working with larger production facilities. In doing so, they
reflect an approach Marianne Strengell encouraged, “First and always: research. It is necessary
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to build a framework of facts within which to design. Some of the facts to explore: the human
element, available labor and raw material, color, climate, end use, price range and merchandising
methods.”215 Strengell must have acquired this pragmatic approach (or simply, good business
sense) through working with a vast range of clients, beginning with her mother’s cottage
industry, then the Saarinens and lastly, through collaborating with diverse U.S. designers
throughout the 1940s and 50s. The advice also speaks to Strengell’s belief in the need for
weaving to be fully purposeful and integrated with its surroundings – advice which her students
took to heart. In his thesis, Larsen writes, a designer needs “to reflect in his designing the social
and aesthetic environment to which he belongs.”216 This practical, matter-of-fact thinking seems
intuitive today. Yet, it played much less a role in the earliest years at Cranbrook, where the
symbolic function of woven objects – their ability to represent, figuratively, or to contain graphic
patterns that showed their shared identity to specific spatial structures – trumped the knowledge
of their applicability within mass culture and modern society.
But what about theses of Robert Sailors or Victoria Castro, which consciously considered
a creative approach to weaving. Partly implicit in them is the call for weavers to remain artists,
who weave with a strong sense of innate, personal desire. Interestingly, their voices also echo
sentiments of Strengell, who wrote, “I like the home or hobby-weaver to rely entirely on her own
taste, strength and personality. This is much easier than it sounds. Rule number one is to
purchase yarns of interest, and a variety of textures and colors.”217 Strengell was under the
impression that many of her students arrived at Cranbrook as “home or hobby weavers,” who
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were self-taught. Thus, by encouraging them to become more self-expressive, she felt she could
teach them to unlearn skills they had acquired through rote memorization.218
Strengell’s approach to weaving could seem paradoxical. On the one hand, she urged
students towards self-expression. On the other, she taught them to design selflessly, based on
needs and requirements of their surroundings. At the time, these two goals were not so disparate.
In fact, their relationship is causal, and emblematic of a transitional period in the field of design
in the United States around mid-century.
Modern buildings devoid of applied surface patterns required the same of the textiles
outfitting them – which meant textiles should be imageless, and thus, could be, conveniently,
woven in plain weave without the use of fancier tapestry or embroidery (as in brocade)
techniques. Weavers could, using their hand weaving skills and knowledge of materiality, design
with simply texture and color. Pushing them to be more expressive were innovations in synthetic
materials, which spawned a need and ability for weavers to experiment with materials. Plain
weave, again, was advantageous. Finally, mass, machine production sealed the deal, causing
weavers to alter their structural approach, concentrating solely on plain-weave structure, so as to
adapt their designs to power-loom production. Change, then, necessitated self-expressiveness,
yet, within a grassroots approach to practice, where the weaver had to act as an attentive listener
to shifting conditions of a modernizing society, so as to discern how best to keep up.
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Chapter Three
Texture is Modern: Commercial Weaving and the Career of Dorothy Liebes
Introduction
If the birth of modern weaving had to be pinned to one year, that year would be 1941. It was
in this year that two of the most manifesto-like essays on weaving were featured in The Weaver.
Arguments in both essays hinged on a break with methods of weaving upheld in the past. One of
those essays, “Handweaving Today,” written by Anni Albers, I discussed in chapter one. The
second essay, “Texture Identity in Weaving,” written by the weavers Carolyn Rees and Henning
Waterson, who Atwater refers to as “Henning-Rees,” followed in Albers’ footsteps by
advocating a better understanding of materiality.219 Henning-Rees differed, however, on the
point of intention. Whereas Albers’s thoughts on material knowledge were in concert with her
desire for designing better mass-produced textiles, Henning-Rees’s focus on material (texture)
concerned a more avant-garde matter: “Is the new weaving going to be really new, the product of
our own imagination woven on the loom out of materials which the machine age has given
us?”220
Following the 1941 winter issue of The Weaver (in which both Albers’s and HenningRees’s essays were published), the journal’s editor, Mary Meigs Atwater wrote with passionate
skepticism about points made by both authors. Her response and the opposition she sets up
between herself (and her generation) and Albers/Henning-Rees set the scene not only for this
chapter but also for the entire next half-century of conversations in weaving and fiber art. Thus,
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it is worth taking a closer look at points of their debate before introducing Dorothy Liebes,
whose work will fulfill, on a grand scale, the new visions in modern weaving conceptualized by
Albers and Henning-Rees.
In the past, Henning-Rees explains, weavers have used patterns to design fabric,
following a draft to create pictorial images.221 In doing so, they have allowed the loom to dictate,
taking away a weaver’s “freedom in creating.” Henning-Rees goes on to explain how in having
the loom dictate, the weaver not only loses artistic control but also the textile becomes texturally
insignificant: “as the mechanical aspects of the loom become dominant…the texture identity of
the material is destroyed.”222
These two issues in weaving – the weaver’s reduced potential to create and the
subordination of a textural identity in fabric – were part of a historical legacy that should be
reversed Henning-Rees believed: “Pattern weaving is the product of a time and is very
interesting historically, but there is no reason for our repeating it now when we have such a
wealth of textured threads made for us by the machine age.”223 Henning-Rees then proposes a
method of weaving by which weavers “are not hampered at the start with the mechanical
limitations of a machine” and where the weaver concentrates on “color and texture” in an
attempt to foreground the “textural identity” of a fabric and/or bring out the “intrinsic texture
quality” of a single thread in the fabric through means of weaving.224
Atwater could not be persuaded about the extent of freedom Henning-Rees touted in this
new method of weaving. For one, she could not make sense of how one could escape the
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mechanics of a loom: “you must permit the loom to dictate—indeed you must! The loom that
would accept random dictation would be a very strange thing indeed.” 225 (Interesting, Atwater
then describes an object resulting from this mode of production that approximates fiber artworks
made in the 1960s.) Secondly, she pointed out that texture “is the result of the weave and is not
due entirely or even chiefly to the texture of the yarns involved,” which Henning-Rees at times
implies. Even when a weaver uses “eccentrically spun” fibers Atwater argues, the weave
structure still determines the surface texture of the fabric. In a final point, she takes most issue
with what she thinks is Henning-Rees’s lack of understanding in how pattern weaving can
determine texture: “Many forms of pattern weaving are designed chiefly to bring out and display
the texture values of the fabric; damask, for instance, and such pattern weaves as ‘Ms and Os’,
the Bronson weave as used for linens, and so on.”226 In defense of pattern and in a battle to fight
a new wave of thinking, Atwater concludes with a question –likely rhetorical in nature –
indicative of a turning moment in weaving history, in which one skill set was replacing another:
“I wonder just how much Mr. Henning-Rees knows about pattern weaving?”227
Atwater, like many other weavers of her generation reading articles in The Weaver, was
no amateur. However, as discussed in chapter one, for the majority of her life she had
concentrated on the writing, teaching and making of pattern weaving (i.e. coverlets). In her
response to Henning-Rees’s article it is clear that she was unaccustomed to and doubtful of the
approach s/he prescribed. But what she problematizes evinces the erudition of her weaving
knowledge. It also underscores the philosophical underpinnings of the rift caused by modern
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weaving. And it makes patent that questions of texture and a yearning for more creativity led the
way forward in a new theory of textile design.

Dorothy Liebes
Dorothy Liebes’s illustrious weaving career, spanning over four decades, from the early
1930s to the late 1960s, evolved around the design of texture in weaving.228 Born in 1899, the
same year as Anni Albers, Liebes learned how to weave at Hull House in Chicago and in travels
to France, Italy, Guatemala and Mexico. She studied art, education and anthropology at the San
Jose State Teachers College and in 1923 completed a BA in applied design at the University of
California, Berkeley and an MA at Columbia University in 1928. She capped off her studies in
1929, spending one year in Paris, studying textile design with Pierre Rodier. In the early 1930s,
she opened a studio in San Francisco, specializing in customized hand weaving and for the next
four decades filled her résumé with endless commissions and consultancy stints, working for top
architects, such as Frank Lloyd Wright and large-scale manufacturers, such as DuPont. In the
1940s, museums such as the Art Institute of Chicago and the Brooklyn Museum had already
begun exhibiting her work and by the 1960s the list of honors, awards and achievements she has
listed on her curriculum vitae seem endless. But were Mary Atwater to ask Dorothy Liebes if
she, too, knew about pattern weaving, her answer would have probably been the same as
Henning-Rees’s. Both likely had some knowledge, even skill in pattern weaving, but if so,
Dorothy Liebes failed to showcase it—making her work and career the epitome of new trends in
textile design.
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Using Liebes’s career as a case study and backdrop to events taking place in commercial
weaving, this chapter explores the manifold sources through which conversations in texture arise
around midcentury. Because Liebes continuously straddled commercial and nonprofit/educational arenas, her career best demonstrates the impact and implications of a new
thinking regarding texture. From 1933 to 1970 Dorothy Liebes kept every article, advertisement
and print image that mentioned her name or pictured her work. She archived these documents
chronologically in oversized scrapbooks, one for every year or two years or sometimes four
years. These journals act as a visual résumé or an illustrated biography of Liebes’s career—
composed by the media.229 They are critical to the story of modern weaving history and form the
basis upon which much of this chapter builds.

Out of Nineteenth-Century Flatness Comes Relief
A 1938 black and white photograph, captioned “Baroque Style Drapery by Liebes,”
shows off a heavy drape with widely-spaced ribbons built of shag-like relief and gathered at the
center behind a mirrored table (Fig. 3.1). The most striking feature of the drape is its dramatic
contrasts of texture. The ribbon relief, presumably made of short strings of yarn, knotted and
woven down at one end and left loose and free to move at the other end, is part of a larger fabric
with a smooth, even surface, woven in tabby or plain weave. The radical juxtaposition of
surfaces gives the drape a sense of richness, excessiveness even, making it appear styled for a
theatrical performance.
Texture is the biggest difference between textiles made prior to the 1930s and those made
after. More specifically, textiles in the 1930s began to be woven with an emphasis on creating a

Dorothy Liebes’s scrapbooks are oversized ringed journals, mostly in chronological order, dating from 1933 to
1970. They are housed at the Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institute. Series 7, Box 20, BV 24-56.
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visible relief surface. Relief came in in the form of a raised surface area over the fabric. Textile
relief or contrasts between surface textures (i.e. contrasts in shapes and dimensions) in the same
fabric, as the example above of Dorothy Liebes’s drape shows. These differences between preand post-1930s woven fabrics ultimately concerned a difference in the making and fibers. Before
moving forward, it is helpful to examine another comparison between woven textile types in
nineteenth and early twentieth century interiors and those emerging in the late 1930s and 40s.
Originally located in Haverhill, Massachusetts, the parlor of the James Duncan Jr. house
is now recreated and housed at the Metropolitan Museum of Art (Fig. 3.2). It offers an excellent
opportunity to study a variety of woven textiles from the early nineteenth century. Two sets of
drapes festoon the windows, one a casement fabric that filters light and the other a decorative
curtain that frames the window. A uniform upholstery adorns the frames of an armchair and two
desk chairs. A carpet covers the entire floor space of the room. Consider these textile types –
carpet, upholstery and drapery – with those in a 1946 parlor designed by Dorothy Liebes and
photographed and publicized by the magazine House Beautiful (Fig. 3.3).230
One remarkable difference between these two sets of textiles is relief. In the Duncan
parlor, the rug is tightly woven so as to better reveal the tile motif of green squares accented with
yellow shapes. In contrast, the rug in the House Beautiful parlor emphasizes texture in a low-pile
rug with an all-over café brown color. Each yarn woven into the rug is visible. The surface is
more susceptible to change because of its loose softness. Surface relief is more difficult to
visualize in the upholstery of the House Beautiful parlor with the exception of loops woven into
the fabric alongside the edges of the sofa pillowcases, cushions and armrests. The same looping
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of yarns, creating a raised surface, is found on the lintel piece of the blackout curtains. There,
four or more rows of looped yarns parallel the ceiling and floor lines.
In textiles of the Duncan house, ornament is either applied or built into the material as
pictorial imagery: tasseled fringes are added to the drapes; upholstery is edged with fancy nail
heads; carpet bears a figure-ground relationship. Otherwise, the textiles themselves are flat,
smooth and have even surfaces. Contrastingly, the ornament in Liebes’s House Beautiful is
raised on the surface and derives from the structure and the structural material of the fabric.
Prior to the 1930s, interior textiles of less affluent homes were no different than those of
the Duncan parlor. Thanks to photography, the visual identity of those textiles remains. A
photograph by F.S.A. photographer Walker Evans shows a 1933 bedroom from a home in Near
Copake, New York (Fig. 3.4). Similar to the Duncan home, the rug is tightly woven and features
a smooth surface showing a floral motif; a geometric patterned coverlet spreads over the bed;
and woven linen clothes cover a shelf space at the foot of the bed. Thus, wealth or the type of
interior fabric – drape, bedspread, carpet, upholstery – made prior to the 1930s didn’t seem to
matter in terms of how they were styled: all were woven with the purpose of exhibiting a
patterned design and all were very flat, when not folded, pleated or ruffled.
Over the 30s, 40s and 50s there is no one reason or source responsible for the shifts that
occur in styling that gives rise to relief and texture. A panoply of events induces these changes
that at first glance seems homogenous. However, the types of texture and how they are created in
weaving vary significantly. This chapter begins to unpack more carefully different sources of
influence that came to bear on the development of weaving in the postwar U.S. context.
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Structural Shifts: A Scandinavian Influence
Throughout the early twentieth century, knowledge of Scandinavian design began to
flood the United States through a variety of means: journal reportage, exhibitions and through
the emigration of Scandinavian designers to the United States. By all of these means,
Scandinavian textile design made an impact on American weaving. Perhaps the most visible way
in which it influenced weavers in the United states was in the appearance of heavily textured
textile surfaces created by techniques commonly associated with traditional Scandinavian
weaving.
One means of achieving prominent texture (i.e. raised surfaces) in textiles is by
manipulating the two main types of fibers on the loom, the warp and weft, in the process of
weaving. While much of pattern weaving relies on a particular loom setup, which determines
how warp and weft threads cross over/under each, in free weaving or weaving without a
particular pattern and peddle/treadle sequence, the weaver has more flexibility in manipulating
threads with his/her hands. S/he can wrap, knot, tie and interlace weft fibers more at leisure
around warp fibers, designing a variety of different textural surfaces within the same fabric.
Knotting short strings around a few yarns of warp, for example, is a technique associated with
the making of pile rugs. Twisting warp yarns around weft is known as gauze weaving or Leno
weave. By the 1920s and ’30s these traditions became better known to, and applied by, U.S.
weavers. Out of the many reasons why this might have occurred, one of them certainly has to do
with the transmission of knowledge of Scandinavian textile design in the United States in the
1930s and 40s.
As mentioned in Chapters 1 and 2, Scandinavian weaving had already made an impact on
the American textile society in the nineteenth century. As Mary Atwater discovered in the 1910s
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and ’20s, Scandinavian weaving techniques were better recorded and disseminated in this
country than those of other cultures/nations.231 By the 1930s, a second wave of knowledge about
Scandinavian weaving entered the U.S. by several different means. The first of those was the
movement of people. At Cranbrook, for example, Loja Saarinen staffed her entire studio of
Swedish weavers (around a dozen), some of which she had recruited and others who had already
been residing in the Michigan area.232 With the work of Loja’s studio, which later came under
the leadership of the Finnish and Swedish-speaking weaver Marianne Strengell, the idea of a
Scandinavian style in weaving grew, which, in itself may have generated interests in
Scandinavian textile design.233
From the 1930s to the late 1950s, weaving journalism grew and as it did topics of
Scandinavian weaving were continually explored.234 Between 1936 and 1942, The Weaver, one
of earliest journals dedicated entirely to weaving ran a handful of articles addressing
Scandinavian weaving. One article in the journal claimed to explain certain Scandinavian
weaving techniques for the first time in the English language. 235 In another article, titled
Scandinavian Art Weaving, Elmer Wallace Hickman describes the techniques of Norwegian
Aklae and Swedish/Finnish Rya and Flossa.236 Each of these methods of weaving, though used
commonly in the making of rugs in Scandinavia, are closely related to tapestry weaving
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primarily because of the ease with which they allow a weaver to create abstract and pictorial
figures (using warp as the main skeletal system to produce weft-faced textiles). The latter two
employ knotting to create a pile. In technique and style all three methods have more in common
with guild weaving (than, for instance, factory mill weaving), which in the early twentieth
century in the United States continued to concentrate on tapestry, among other object forms.237
What is interesting about Hickman’s article is that he not only claims to provide the first Englishlanguage translation of these techniques, but she also encourages other weavers to consider how
they might be adopted and adapted to American design:
“With any type of weaving there arises the question: whether to imitate the designs of the past, or
create ones anew. Eventually and unavoidably, imitation becomes commonplace, but, again,
creation may be just as undesirable if, in creating, there is no reflection in our designs…Let us,
then, sanely adapt designs that are nationalistic to our needs.”238

Hickman places this plea in the introduction of his article as if the reason for his publication were
to motivate weavers to find relevant, modern means for weaving by borrowing those of other
cultures.
Two years later, Esther Hoagland Gallup in her publication for The Weaver makes
reference to Hickman’s article in order to shed light on the inroads made in Scandinavian
weaving. Folded into Gallup’s essay is a review of the New York World’s Fair in 1939. She
focuses entirely on Sweden’s contributions. What she finds noteworthy is “a tremendous
usability in Swedish weaving.”239 By this she means the extent of usage of woven fabric in home
furnishings. Up until the late-nineteenth century, interior textiles in the United States, when not
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coverlets or linens, consisted primarily of quilts and hooked, shirred, appliqued and braided
rugs.240 Indeed, woven rugs, carpets and upholstery were rarer, which partly helps explain why
Gallup saw their extensive use in Swedish interior design as remarkable.241
A second point of interest Gallup notes in Swedish weaving is that “Texture is
everywhere stressed.” The upholstery of a chair, she notices, has a “rough slub material” which
creates “depth and texture” at regular intervals. Another example is an upholstered chair woven
in a “honeycomb pattern,” where “depressions in the pattern were of…nubby material… to give
a slightly shaggy appearance.” Of the rugs, she finds them to “lie in a soft snarl, most inviting to
the feet.” Then, to bring home her point, Gallup writes: “Magnify this tendency to texture about
fifty times and you have the all-over fringed or looped rugs and draperies.” And as proof that she
is not exaggerating, she shares with the reader the exact relief measurements of the fringe and
looped relief, italicized and followed by an exclamation mark: “one to one-and-one-half
inches!”242 Her punctuation suggests her surprise and shock in the height of fibers found on the
surface of these textiles. To her the emphasis on materiality in the literal rise of fibers expresses a
sense of texture that she indicates is something new and different from American weaving.
The Finnish section of the New York World Fair equally underscored materiality in
textiles through textural emphases, contextualizing it as the part of the country’s most respected
traditions and revered aspects of modern design. The Finnish applied arts catalogue for the Fair
called attention to a “renaissance of weaving art” and stated that: “Of all the creations of
Handicraft and Industrial Art in Finland in recent years, those of textile must undoubtedly be
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placed in the front rank. The most characteristic of them is the hand-knotted ‘ryijy.’[rya] Its
technique has a long ancestry in the art of the peasantry.”243 The catalogue also featured
photographs of fabrics designed by Finnish weavers Marga Tikkanen, Greta Skogster-Lehtinen
and Greta Sittnikow and exhibited at the Fair. The fabrics in these images show uneven surfaces,
made through weave structure, chunky and slub yarns and the use of the rya technique to give a
relief that appears polka-dotted, with dotted areas raised. (Figs. 3.5 and 3.6).
In a photocollage filled with images of different weaving samples made by Dorothy
Liebes, some of the textile pieces exemplify similar characteristics Gallup mentions in her
observations of Swedish weaving (Fig. 3.7).244 They all reveal an emphasis on texture. Though
no one textile in the photocollage shows a good example of slubbiness, subtle contrasts in texture
– resulting from a similar effect of using yarns of diverse density – is found in the center textile,
composed of blue, red, green and lime green yarns. Here Liebes combines slender red and green
thread-like yarns with a fluffy lime-green chenille fiber (a tufted, velvety yarn) to create a textile
with a subtle uneven texture. Liebes also fashions loops in the form of a “snarl” Gallup
describes, in the fabric in the top left-hand corner and in the lime-green one toward the bottom
right hand side. Though the size of these loops and their exact height are difficult to discern, they
visibly raise up off the surface in a bushy sculptural form.
Thinking back on the textiles Liebes designed for the House Beautiful spread in 1946 and
her expressive uses of texture as found in the photocollage examples above, then considering the
renewed focus on Scandinavian weaving in the 1930s, one wonders if Liebes drew inspiration
from the weaving styles of northern European countries. Indeed, every single characteristic of
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Swedish weaving noted (in a seemingly celebratory manner) by Gallup finds mention in articles
on Liebes by design journalists and other news media throughout the late 1930s and 40s. In
1939, for example, a journalist notes: “The loop weave, with which Mrs. Liebes has achieved
such unusual effects in her textiles the past few seasons, is again brought into play in new and
even more spectacular ways.”245 In 1940, another journalist highlights a “smart loop-weave” in a
Liebes-designed textile.246 Two undated newspaper photographs in black and white (most likely
from the late 1930s or early 1940s) evince that Liebes’s high pile materials were often employed
as upholstery on furniture – the same style of furniture which came to be known as Swedish
Modern and made popular by leading designers such as Alvar Aalto in the 40s and 50s (Figs. 3.8
and 3.9).247 This furniture was typically built out of slender, organically-shaped blonde-wood
components, and left polished and unadorned, not painted or carved. Like its upholstery,
furniture’s wood frame was designed to showcase the material’s texture in a more natural albeit
styled manner.
In 1938, in preparation for the San Francisco Golden Gate exposition, for which Liebes
had been nominated its Decorative Arts curator, she traveled to Europe to learn about
international design and weaving trends. She visited nine different countries, two of which were
most likely Finland and Sweden.248 A decade later, in 1948, when a Scandinavian modern style
began to rise in popularity on the east coast, Liebes closed her studio in San Francisco and
moved permanently to New York City. There she became part of a design society that favored
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high style including Swedish Modern, which was continually exhibited in the annual Good
Design exhibitions at MoMA. With the exception of one year, Liebes’s work was also included
in the Good Design exhibitions from 1949 until 1955.249 Through these exhibitions, her research
trips abroad and a much earlier visit to the atelier of Elsa Gullberg in Stockholm she familiarized
herself with Scandinavian design, which most likely influenced her textural emphasis in
upholstery designs.
Aside from style, another, perhaps even more important textile tradition – because it was
longer lasting – from Finland and Sweden captured the minds of U.S. weavers. This tradition
concerned the application of decorative weaving techniques to objects that were intended to be
utilitarian, such as rugs and carpets (i.e. not just wall hangings). Rya and Flossa are two of the
most popular rug-building techniques in Scandinavian weaving that permit immense creativity
when it comes to styling the relief of a textile. (These techniques also happened to be discussed
in detail in an article from 1937 in The Weaver.)250
Like hooked rugs or even shirred rugs, which were more common in the U.S., Rya and
Flossa have a “pile” – much like a fringe but which sticks up from the ground-weave of the
carpet.251 Instead of hooking yarns into a pre-woven material, such as burlap, which becomes the
rug backing, yarns in the Rya and Flossa weaving method are woven into the warp as the textile
is being made. The difference is significant. While working on the warp, the weaver of Rya and
Flossa can create variations in relief style; making loops, for example, or twists or knots around
the warp (the latter eventually leads to the distinctive style of leno weave popularized by Knoll
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and Jack Lenor Larsen in the United States). Liebes and other U.S. weavers would have likely
had a rough idea of these possibilities in weaving but would have associated them more with
tapestry weaving than with utilitarian textiles, primarily because of the way they are made (i.e.
built up on a warp structure, which is hidden by the weft). What the Scandinavians introduced to
U.S. weavers is not just a decorative style or a technique, but an idea—that is, the usability of
tapestry techniques in the aestheticization of specifically utilitarian textiles.
By the time of the Golden Gate exposition in 1939, U.S. weavers had already begun to
move in new directions in weaving. The journalist Mary Elizabeth Starr, reporting on the textile
display at the exposition, remarks on these very shifts:
“The color and design of modern textiles show a certain casual sophistication which is at the same
time, paradoxically, both free and restrained…No new technics of weaving are employed, but well
known technics are often used in new and esthetically satisfying ways. An overshop [overshot]
pattern may be treadled to create a texture rather than a pattern or various types of free weaving
may be employed to give emphasis as well as texture interest.” 252

Starr’s observation of the redeployment of well-known techniques for esthetic measures
suggests the idea that U.S. weavers were already retooling tapestry-associated methods of
weaving for the beautification of utilitarian textiles. Her reference to “free weaving” also
suggests weavers had begun to forego a preplanned structure, which would be necessary for a
pattern weave, but not for fashioning loops, twists, knots and cross-overs on the loom that gave
rise to textured weaving or bas relief in woven fabrics. That these changes were occurring during
an influx of Scandinavian weavers in the U.S. and a renewed attention to their work through
publications like The Weaver and the establishment of Cranbrook could not be a coincidence.
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“Mural Decoration:” Textile Relief on Walls
At roughly the same time U.S. weavers began to explore the decorative potential in
utilitarian textiles – the tapestry-ness of upholstery – they also began rethinking tapestry in a
utilitarian way—as a textured wall or screen. In the U.S. Dorothy Liebes led the way in this
thinking primarily due to her extensive experience as a weaver and her role as a textile curator
and later “fashion intermediary” for manufacturers.253 The latter two positions caused Liebes to
continuously learn on the job and keep up with the most current literature and trends in weaving
that applied to architecture. Perhaps, too, the relatively new precedent of a decorative arts curator
who was also a seasoned maker helped initiate new perspectives, causing a breakdown of
conventional object categories. Beginning in the 1940s Liebes introduced new analyses in
weaving which blurred the divide between tapestry and utilitarian objects and led to a
(re)envisioning of textile architecture—where a woven material became the bas-relief of a wall
or became a textured wall in and of itself.
The first instances of Liebes’s unique perspective comes in her curatorial work for the
Golden Gate exposition in 1939. For the exhibition, Liebes exhibited tapestries alongside
utilitarian textiles. While she likely grouped these objects together because of the similarity in
materials and make, she pointed out in the catalog (as mentioned on the first page of this
dissertation) that one should differentiate between all objects in a very important way – by the
artist’s practice. Having included tapestries designed, but not woven by artists including Picasso,
Dufy, Lurçat and Braque, she urged the viewer to think of them differently, as paintings which
had been reproduced as tapestries. Remarking in the catalog that viewers should “regard tapestry
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as a bona fide textile expression and not as a painting,” she seemed to suggest that tapestry had
its own unique characteristics, which could be expressed by the person who understood tapestry
and who knew how to weave.254 To Liebes, then, categories that divided objects based on their
use or function were less relevant or meaningful in the overall scheme of things; a tapestry could
be decorative and hang on the wall or it could be a bedspread. What mattered more were the
skills and practice of a weaver-as-artist/designer. This approach to viewing objects through a
craft lens enabled Liebes to continue blurring the boundaries between objects categorized as
different based on their function.
In an essay accompanying the Golden Gate exhibition, she ever so casually points to a
shift in the meaning of tapestry: “While the function of tapestries has altered in the face of air
conditioned housing and economy of space, there is still a valid interest in the tapestry as an
aesthetic form.” By the same token in which Liebes, in this essay, now sees a “liberation” or
“freeing” of the tapestry from its traditional function as physically warming a space – reiterating,
again later in the passage “warmth of [interior textile] texture is…less necessary” – she speaks of
the modern textile/tapestry as formally reliant on architecture: “The textile today is a dependent
expression. Gone is the point of view which made Mathilde’s Bayeaux ‘tapestries’ possible.”255
Liebes, through her earlier quote (in the paragraph above) both heeds that view, accepting the
definition of tapestry as a picture with a narrative function, but encourages a new perspective.
She continues to do so by thinking about the outmoded function of tapestry as insulation.
Without seeming entirely aware of it, Liebes collapses two distinctly-perceived types of textiles:
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the utilitarian textile and the tapestry-as-wall-hanging. Being an architecturally “dependent”
object, the tapestry now becomes more utilitarian.
Sometime later, in what seems to be an essay Liebes prepared for an exhibition, she again
addresses new trends in tapestry. This time, spelling out more clearly the object’s architectural
affinity. Her manuscript, titled “Tapestry Today: Its Past, Its Future, Its Demands” narrates a
new rise in tapestry, beginning in 1946 when U.S. museums and galleries first began to show
tapestry in exhibitions.256 For Liebes, the tapestry’s resurrection has little to do with new
techniques, new artists or even the opening up of conventional concepts of fine art-- the 1960s
and 70s feminist moment had yet to dawn. Instead, Liebes finds that where tapestry make
inroads is in the public’s understanding of “its decorative value and possibilities in a small
home” where it has and can “emerge as a valid American expression.” In four bullet points,
Liebes presents reasons why tapestry has been recently revitalized. She cites the “cordiality” of
modern architecture and “sympathy” of modern art toward tapestry, in addition to the rapid
increase of building projects which beckon “mural presentations and decorations, symbols and
beliefs executed in vigorous proportions.”257
In her manuscript, “mural” becomes a designation for a new kind of tapestry. She uses
the word multiple times in different turns of speech and underlines it once. For her, mural is not a
specific medium. She identifies it as an object in between mediums, where painting and
architecture collide; where the object – the mural – is architectonic in that it covers an enormous
surface but yet it is not inherent to the building structure itself; and also where it is like painting
in its “decorativeness,” its use of color, texture and composition but has a form and structure
foreign to traditional painting. In other words, Liebes explains her comprehension of the mural as
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a synthesis of architecture and painting, epitomized and embodied by the modern tapestry.258 In
this way, the tapestry-as-mural becomes characterized as relief in being object-like and
architecture-oriented but ultimately removable from the built environment.
During the 1940s, in which Liebes writes about tapestry as an integral part of wall relief,
her weaving begins to expand spatially as well. This occurs in one of two ways. First through the
way her heavily textured curtain panels become used as spatial dividers and enhancements of
flattened surfaces and later through the way her screens function in interior spaces.
In a photograph of the exhibition, “Art in Interiors” in a Manhattan gallery (which most
likely took place in the 1940s), two of Liebes drapes hang next to framed paintings on the wall
(Fig. 3.10).259 The mismatched fabric panels indicate their singular uniqueness, as two different
relief forms and therefore unlike drapes or curtains which commonly come as pairs. One panel
appears with a horizontally striped texture, while the other conveys a more grid-like composition
but also with varying surface textures. Between the paintings rests a free-standing sculpture on a
podium. The arrangement of painting-sculpture-painting suggests that Liebes’s fabric panels
functioned, too, as sculpture—or relief that activated space and created contrast to the wall’s
planar surface and that of the paintings’ shallow ground plane.
In a 1944 article in Home Furnishing and Retailing the author underscores how texture
had reached new heights (figuratively and literally) in Liebes’s designs. First s/he notes Liebes’s
opinion that textiles “should act as counterbalance” to the “simple lines and smooth surfaces” of
modern interiors, then, clarifies that this has contributed to a “three-dimensional quality” and
“bas-relief aspect” in her work. Further along, in a section subtitled “Fabric Integral Part of
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Room,” the author goes one step further to highlight the relief-like relationship of Liebes’s
curtains, found not just in their own textural surface, but in their spatial relationship to the wall:
“Each of the full-sized panels was conceived with the idea of belonging to the room for which it
was designed and each was woven with the purpose that it be an architectural continuation of the
wall.”260 It is this move from perceiving the textile’s three-dimensionality – its relief – to then
understanding the textile object as a three-dimensional form, wall relief, that Dorothy Liebes’s
work finds meaning as architectural.
Sometime in the 1940s, Liebes began to experiment with unusual materials. She did so in
a capacity that advanced her perception of the architectural underpinnings of a new, modern type
of tapestry. The most vivid example of this thinking is found in her free-standing screens. To
make a screen, Liebes combined yarn fibers as warp and wooden slats or metal rods as weft. The
textile, now able to stand on its own because of its hard-material spine, suddenly became more
wall-like.
The painting Tea Leaves by William McGregor Paxton (1909) shows a screen behind two
women settling down for tea (Fig. 3.11). Such screens became popular in the late nineteenth
century as a result of Japonisme and increased cultural exchange between the U.S., Western
Europe and Japan. The screen in Paxton’s painting, which folds out in front of an opening to
another room, functions to create privacy for the tea party, separating temporarily two otherwise
conjoined spaces. Liebes’s screen performed differently. A handful of photographs, cut out from
articles mentioning Dorothy Liebes, show her screens in interior spaces. From these images, one
can discern two types of screens. The first has a vertical emphasis, where strips of colored warp

Scrapbooked article from newspaper titled “Textile Trend Toward Texture and Color” from Sept. 4, 1944, Box
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fibers run vertically over and under the firm materials that compose the weft (Fig. 3.12).261 These
screens would not be able to support themselves and were hung on the wall or over a window.
As such, they resemble venetian blinds and may well have covered large spans of glazing. In one
photograph featuring film star Nina Foch in a room designed by William Pahlmann one of
Liebes’s screens rests on the wall alongside African masks and an abstract painting (Fig.
3.13).262 The spatial arrangement of these objects on a gray wall is suggestive of their function as
relief. Effectively, they are “figures” on a “ground” surface. They add dimensionality to the
planarity of architecture.
A second type of screen Liebes made performed in a different manner, more organically
and independently in relationship to the wall. This screen stood upright, on its own, but in
distinct contrast to the planarity of the wall (Figs. 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16). It could be shaped in an
upright position so that it undulated, moving like a wave along the wall. In a DuPont
advertisement from a 1955 issue of Harper’s Bazaar a model leans casually against one of
Liebes’s curving screen as if it is capable of supporting her weight (Fig. 3.17).263 At the same
time, a wall is visible behind the screen indicating its use as relief and decoration, as a framing
device in which to better center the model. Thus, instead of dividing space, Liebes’s screens
enhanced a wall’s texture. In doing so, they moved into the realm of architecture, fulfilling
Liebes’s prophecy that tapestry and textiles in their mural effect were becoming more
architectural as they modernized.
Liebes’s thinking about mural decoration and a modern type of tapestry could very well
have been inspired by the new ways weavers were becoming familiar with architecture. For
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centuries, architects and interior designers had worked together on building projects. And while
such collaborations continued into the twentieth century, the difference was that now print media
and photography opened their relationship in new ways. Magazines and journals provided
interior designers with the possibilities of seeing architecture without having to be on site.
Designers could also study and intuit the direction of architecture without being commissioned
by an architect. The weaver Ed Rossbach confirms the significance of media on the imagination
of the mid-century weaver, writing: “Contemporary weavers paid attention to architecture
journals and interior design magazines in the same way that their counterparts today pay
attention to art magazines.”264
In a press release to Liebes’s solo exhibition at the City Art Museum in St. Louis in 1944,
a critic remarks on how her designs complemented modern architecture and were even inspired
by architectural thinking:
“Her [Liebes’s] approach is distinctive, for she relies not upon complexity of weave or elaborate
pattern... texture is conceived as part of the architecture of the room for which a particular fabric is
designed. The texture is planned to be pleasing to the touch and is also often made very deep and
prominent to act as a foil to the many polished glass, metal and wood surfaces in the typical
modern interior.”265

This description would make it seem that weavers had landed upon textured style as a result of
wanting to enhance the surfaces of modern architecture and accommodate trends in building.
Certainly, this was plausible based on evidence pointed to above. Yet, at the same time, the case
for the rise of relief in weaving proved more multifaceted; architecture was only one of many
inspirations. Yet one could definitely say that, where in the nineteenth century, moldings and
stucco relief had been incorporated into the walls of homes, and textiles hung as tapestries with
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pictures in no relationship to the wall, by the 1940s and 50s the surfaces of both architecture and
textiles worked to acknowledge each other in a relationship defined by relief.

Fiber Studies and Blending
A 1938 full-page color photograph in a Conde Nast publication captures, in six hanging
drapes, Dorothy Liebes’s range of style (Fig. 3.18). One heavy white fabric, distinct for its
scattered shoots of fluffy yarns, drapes in swag fashion across five other curtain panels. The
other curtain panels range in color and texture; in one, plaid is not just a flat pattern scheme it
also appears as a sculptural scheme with raised areas of fabric; in another, tiny pom-pom
elements line the edges of bold brown stripes; a panel in the far right corner shows off a tweed
texture with an overall tinge of shagginess, almost but not quite velvety. Describing these
fabrics, a journalist wrote: “To her palette of brilliant wools, Mrs. Liebes adds silk, Cellophane,
glass, leather and even ball fringe to create interesting texture.”266 For the journalist, texture
formed not from a weave structure or spatial relationships but rather from Liebes’s use of diverse
materials in a fabric.
Throughout the 1940s and 50s other journalists, critics and curators latched on to the idea
that texture in Dorothy Liebes’s textiles (and those of others) resulted less from structural
changes (the manipulation of fibers in the weave process) and more from the use of diverse
fibers—a weaving method also referred to at this time as blending.267 When a weaver blends,
s/he employs fibers of varied material make-up: sometimes this means fibers spun differently or
it could mean fibers built with a different count of plies (some yarns, for example, have a two- or
three-ply count). These yarns are built from twisting together two or more single-spun threads. In
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the mid-1940s, Liebes attributed blending to her own modern innovations in weaving: “I was the
first textile weaver to insist upon the use of combinations of fibres and materials in fabrics and
implored the textile mills to do this, my contention being that a richness and depth of quality is
achieved through this blending process that was unobtainable through the one-fibre method of
old.”268
A decade later, in an article for the popular journal Handweaver & Craftsman, MoMA
curator Edgar Kaufmann Jr. identified what he believed to be hallmarks of modern weaving. His
focus, unsurprisingly, was on new textures, particularly heavily textured or relief surfaces in
textiles where “no surface could be precisely located.” He found that this wasn’t the case earlier:
“twenty-five years ago…textures tended to be slick: shiny satins, smooth leathers, glazed
surfaces.”269 In order to make a smooth surface with any fiber, one need not necessarily use a
slick, smooth fiber, but rather homogenously-textured fibers in the warp and weft—what Liebes
refers to as the “one-fibre method”—to create a flat, level surface. The “one-fibre method” in
weaving had for centuries been used in making coverlets, table linens and basic cloth production.
This was an effective way for weavers to illustrate pictorial designs or fine-line patterns in a
material.270 Thus, Kaufmann’s comparison seemed to imply that texture in modern materials
derived from blending or weavers’ usage of assorted yarns in a single textile. The title of his
article, “The Handweaver’s Place in the U.S. Textile Market” also suggested the prominence of
hand weaving or at least the fact that hand weavers had come to establish a place in the market.
Yet, Kaufmann doesn’t directly address what or where that place is, instead, he leads the reader
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to believe that hand weavers assumed a new position in the U.S. textile market as a result of their
texture styling.
The following and final section of this chapter will return to Kaufmann’s article, to
unravel the myth of a hand-loom look in textiles. But for now it suffices to point out that at
midcentury texture was being tied primarily to hand weavers’ work. In truth, craftsmen were
invaluable to developments of a textured style but their efforts were not solely their own, nor
achieved in isolation. This section complicates the idea that a single working method or means of
production lie at the foundation of a rise of textured surfaces in woven fabrics in the 1940s. It
illustrates that blending, yielding a varied relief surface in textiles, developed out of a dyadic
relationship between fiber producers and textile manufactures—in which the weaver became a
crucial intermediary through his/her skills of blending.
The first half of the blending equation begins with fiber. Prior to the 1930s, cotton, flax,
silk and wool were the only four main fibers used in all textiles. While they had been combined
at times in a single fabric by weavers, it wasn’t until a fiber revolution in the 1930s that blending
became a norm; a means of both understanding and utilizing the treasure trove of new celluloid
filaments.
In the 1930s, Du Pont was the first U.S. company to heavily research, produce and
commercialize fully synthetic fibers – nylon (a Du Pont brand) being the first.271 By the 1940s, a
deluge of artificial, chemically-derived filament fibers – plastics – poured out of labs of other
chemists and circulated among different manufacturers.272 Though many synthetic fibers were
similar in makeup, they often received different brand names depending on the company
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producing them. A good example of this is a plastic-coated aluminum fiber (often referred to as a
metallic fiber) that was produced and sold under the brand names Lurex and Fairtex (both brands
were affiliated with different companies). The metallic fiber was first developed by Eastman
Kodak Co. and Aluminum Co. of America. In 1946 the Dobeckmun Co. advanced the technique
of sealing aluminum vapor between two layers of plastic film to make the most popular form of
metallic fiber, Lurex, in the 1940s and 50s (which is still popular today). Like Kleenex, the brand
name replaced other generic, material-descriptive names.273
In attempts to understand and market new fibers, fiber and textile manufacturers sought
out weavers to experiment with a fiber’s use. Karl Laurell, head of the weaving and textile
section of the School for American Craftsmen (affiliated with the Rochester, New York, Institute
of Technology) was one of those weavers. In an article for Handweaver & Craftsman, he writes
about being approached by the Robinson Yarns textile company which enquired if he would be
interested in analyzing new yarns.274 After agreeing, Laurell spent a six-month trial period
weaving with Orlon, the brand name for an acrylic fiber produced by DuPont. In his publication,
Laurell describes Orlon as different from other man-made fibers “in that it is not slick or smooth.
In structure it is much like natural wool.” He recommends Orlon for “window treatments and
outdoor wear” due to its resistance to heat degradation and detergents. His weaving work and
publication was not only educational for weavers but also a useful marketing tool for DuPont and
Robinson Yarns.275
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Business historian Regina Lee Blaszczyk has identified individuals, such as Karl Laurell,
as crucial to the success of large and small producers in the industry. These “fashion
intermediaries” she explains were key in routing information about fibers to target audiences of
the general public (such as independent hand weavers or house wives) and also delivering advice
to manufacturers about consumer desires.276 At midcentury, no one came close to being as big a
fashion intermediary as Dorothy Liebes—and thus it is to her work that Blaszczyk necessarily
turns.
In “Styling Synthetics: DuPont’s Marketing of Fabrics and Fashions in Postwar
America” Blaszczyk focuses on Liebes’s consultancy with DuPont. She illustrates how the
company’s need to cut down on the time spent acquiring raw materials and styling a textile (in a
period where style shifts were speeding up) led them to hiring Liebes. Although DuPont’s
Textile Fibers Department maintained a team of staff that developed concepts, Blaszczyk argues
that DuPont employed Liebes because of her “specialized expertise, trade influence and name
recognition,” and because the company needed assistance in home furnishings fabrics.277
Already well-known in the trade, Liebes could use her influence to make connections between
DuPont and fabric companies, design firms or architects. And as a “style authority” and
“tastemaker,” as design historian Alexa Griffith Winton has argued, she could bring her
knowledge of textiles to the public in exhibitions and show-and-tell presentations, presenting
successful uses of DuPonts’ fibers in her work.278 Then, she could bring consumer desires and
knowledge back to DuPont, and integrate it in her own designs for the company.279
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Blaszczyk marshals numerous examples to show how the Liebes-DuPont relationship
was built on an effective exchange of information, but her focus dwells on the business and
marketing aspects of the relationship. To this story, I add another layer, demonstrating how it
was Liebes’s hand weaving skills and knowledge of materiality that made her invaluable to
DuPont, and before them, Dobeckmun, for which she worked in a similar capacity. Indeed,
without particular craft skills it is perhaps unlikely Dobeckmun, DuPont or any other
manufacturer would have brought her on board in the first place.
On June 6th, 1946 the Dobeckmun Company sent Liebes a contract in the form of a letter
outlining its expectations, followed by a list of nine objectives.280 In addition to publicity and
marketing help, Dobeckmun specified the importance of her consultancy in “technical
properties.” Though technical properties could have referred to a variety of things, the statement
most likely denoted an understanding of the structure of fibers and fabrics. But even more
specifically, Dobeckmun would have been interested in Liebes’s analysis of the effectiveness
(durability, elasticity and texture) of its fibers within a fabric more so than in the fabric itself.
Thus, in order for Liebes to offer this type of advice she would have needed, ultimately, to weave
with the company—learning the technical properties of fibers through the process of designing
material objects.
To this latter end, Dobeckmun also clarified that Liebes was to “improve physical
properties of a product, particularly in relation to flame-proofing and washability” and “extend
the versatility of [its] uses.” This might not have been perceived as a reasonable request decades
earlier but had becomes imaginable now due to the invention of what the media called “miracle
fibers” or “technical fibers” – precedents to “intelligent fibers” in “smart textiles” today – which
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were water- and fire-resistant, among other things. Companies like Dobeckmun, developing
these fibers, competed to harness their potential in object designs. As it happens today,
intelligent fibers are only so useful as the objects built from them.281 Liebes’s task, then, was to
weave higher performing materials for Dobekmun. To do so, required a range of knowledge
about the fiber itself, particularly its make-up and assumed capabilities.
To keep track of fibers, Liebes devised a system of recording materials that traced their
evolution from raw materials to spun yarns. One page from her “fiber journal” shows a clump of
cleaned and combed corn fiber (Vicara) (Fig. 3.19). Below it is a bundle of the fiber spun and
built into a two-ply yarn. By examining the tactility of raw material Liebes could better
understand properties intrinsic to the usability of the fiber and the uniqueness of its textural
makeup.282
But knowing a fiber’s makeup was not enough. If Liebes were to both consult
Dobeckmun on the technical properties of fibers and design high performance fabrics, she would
have to understand each fiber’s functional capacity in application – in relationships with other
fibers in a weave structure. Essentially, a new fiber could only best be analyzed in an applied
state or through “action research.” This partly accounted for the thousands of swatches Liebes
designed throughout her lifetime, many of which remained experiments, never resulting in the
production of a consumer item. (Figs 3.20 and 3.21 are examples). To my knowledge, these high
relief sculptures-as-swatches never went into production and perhaps were merely designed to
test the durability of threads – what better way to do it than to weave them with metal tubes.283
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Thus, in Liebes’s consultancy with Dobeckmun the utility of weaving surfaced in a radically
different way. It wasn’t simply a means of making objects but also a tool by which to discern the
performability of fibers.
Dobeckmun also desired Liebes’ guidance in technical “translation.” That is, it needed
her to figure out how to use its fibers on a power loom, stating, “develop ways in which our
product may be combined by hand and machine.”284 The goal for Liebes must have been clear:
She would develop swatches on the hand loom as a means of testing both the physical, technical
and aesthetic relationships of the two new fibers Dobeckmun had manufactured (Lurex and
Notarn). Effective, pleasing samples would then be developed on the power loom.
In 1947, a year after Liebes signed on with Dobeckmun, she took part in an interview
conducted and written-up by the art critic Elizabeth McCausland. McCausland’s article,
“Dorothy Liebes: Designer for Mass Production” touched on the most pressing questions at the
time—namely, if a hand loom was indeed better at solving technical problems than a power
loom. Liebes replied, “without doubt.” She explains time saving factors in hand loom production
as one reason for this. As one example, she points to “the mere matter of warping alone.” In a
power loom:
“one has to put at least ten to twenty yards of warp on a machine loom to get any sort of a
representative tension. In contrast, one yard can be tied on a little hand loom in an hour and in two
hours one can have a cloth to study and live with while deciding whether or not to test it out on a
power loom.”285

Additionally, Liebes expounds on how with a four-harness (hand) loom a weaver can weave “a
twill weave; a diagonal; a chevron. It would also be possible to pause and do an open slot
tapestry or an interlocking slot tapestry; to do a knotting technique with Rya or Ghiordes knot
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which would give you a loop or pile fabric. It would be possible to do an open mesh weave
[similar to a Leno construction]” which Liebes exclaims would be unmanageable to replicate on
a power loom.286
While consulting, Liebes utilized these weaving techniques not just as styling devices but
as tools—means of testing a fibers suitability in a textile. In a speech on her consultancy work,
she describes experimenting with a “new filament yarn” in:
“a dobby cloth, a pile fabric, a circular knit sample for Jantzen, or a double cloth for Stead &
Miller, or perhaps a leno drapery sample for Quaker Lace Company, or a model grill or blind
sample for Columbia Mills. We may make a ghiordes or senna knot rug sample, or we may try
screen fabrics for the future…. All this design effort is geared to a great variety of end uses.”287

Each of these types of fabric samples Liebes mentions require a different weave set up—a
process that could only be efficiently accomplished on a time-saving hand loom. They would
have also caused her to continuously blend.
A third and equally significant component of Liebes’s contract, Dobeckmun stated its
desire for Liebes’s advice on fiber combinations and patterns. The company wanted ideas, it
seemed, not just about what materials to use in a weave but also aesthetic tips—“patterns.” What
the company considered patterns were not the same as those of coverlet designs, figurative or
geometric imagery. Instead, Dobeckmun thought of patterns in terms of relationships between
different fibers, inferring that new textures as well as novel textiles could be wholly created or
invented by a weaver. One could easily draw a comparison to the development of “smart” fabrics
today, fabrics made with hi-tech fibers, which respond to their environment and/or are capable of
functioning differently at different times depending on how one uses them.288 Additionally,
Dobeckmun stipulated that “such patterns shall not be deemed for reproduction.” This did not
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mean that Liebes’s fabric could not be mass produced, rather, simply that Liebes could not
reweave the same fiber blend, creating the same texture or fabric structure for another company.
Effectively, Dobeckmun sought intellectual property rights of Liebes’s concepts. It saw
texture in terms of invention, holding originality that needed to be protected in copyright terms.
Additional proof of this idea is found in the company’s contractual demand for Liebes to show
customers how their materials “inspired a wide variety of new texture.”289 In the landscape of
industrial textile design, particularly in the aftermath of the synthetic fiber boom, it is not
surprising that many textile companies perceived the possibility of inventing new fabric objects,
ones that were not just trademark-able, associated with a new aesthetic concept, but indeed
patentable because they could very likely function differently.290
In 1946, Dobeckmun’s contractual agreement-cum-request to Liebes was something of a
tall order, mainly because the company had only developed two different types of plastic fibers,
Lurex and Notarn at the time. No known examples of Liebes’s work with Notran exist. But many
of Liebes’s swatches indicate she experimented continuously with Lurex. The one characteristic
that all these swatches have besides their make-up of Lurex is that they are all also blended,
woven with many other distinct fibers.
Shortly before her work with Dobeckmun, Liebes demonstrated her knowledge of
blending and used it as a means of rethinking interior furnishings. In 1939 for the World’s Fair
she designed upholstery for a sofa and armchair in a model living room (Fig. 3.22). The sofa,
captured in a press photograph, stretches the entire length of the cove-lit space behind it.
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Although the sofa fabric is less visible, a journalist writing a year earlier explained how Liebes
often employed metallic fiber in upholstery as a result of new lighting effects in architecture,
such as cove lighting found in the living room model at the World’s Fair. Speaking of Liebes
work, the journalist also writes: “this season’s collection is marked by the employment of two
new media…metal threads and heavy, glossy rayon… sometimes used together, more often
independently, in conjunction with other yarns such as raw silk or jute or wool.”291
Thus, before her consultancy with Dobeckmun, Liebes had achieved notoriety for
combing different fibers together in a single fabric. As the World Fair examples make clear, her
experimentations were grounded in a desire to exploit the material properties of fibers and design
textiles in relationship to trends in modern architecture, such as cove lighting. However, once
teamed up with fiber manufacturers such as Dobeckmun and DuPont, blending became a
mainstay in Liebes’s toolbox of techniques. Technically, it assisted her with exploring the
properties of new fibers and the design of high-performance textiles. Artistically, she pushed the
limits as to what had been possible in the surface appearance and feel of textiles. The experience
of this work made an impression on Liebes herself. Writing, “I belong to the mixed-fiber school
of thought” in a draft of a speech on teaching weaving, she acknowledged how much blending
had become a practice with theoretical underpinnings that had resulted from new polymer
science. 292
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In 1950 the journalist Jerome Zerbe, better known as a paparazzi photographer, wrote an
article for the Sunday Mirror Magazine on Dorothy Liebes.293 He characterized her as “the
foremost exponent of the ancient art craft of weaving” whose work of “restoring the lost art of
hand-weaving” took place on an “old-fashioned loom—the kind your great-grandmother used.”
He also quoted Liebes, who spoke of weaving as a good hobby for women, one of the most
“simple of crafts” with “therapeutic” value.294 The focus of the article clearly indulged myths of
craft as a time-honored, traditional and even pleasantly eccentric practice, commonly found in
the romanticized view of a craftsman. The feminizing of weaving also worked to lend the
activity an extra air of craftiness. To support the literary image of Liebes he had fabricated,
Zerbe pictured her in a photograph he had taken alongside the article (Fig. 3.23). The image
shows Liebes in a housewife’s apron sitting at a large wooden hand loom, holding a wound
shuttle and looking affectionately down at a swatch she appears to be trying to recreate on the
loom. Her radical turn toward the camera and the swatch so precariously placed on the corner of
her bench suggests the deliberate staging of her action.
By midcentury it might have looked as if Dorothy Liebes emerged directly out of the
Studio Craft movement. Her rise to stardom in the mid-1940s occurred in the same years the
movement began to experience a Golden Age.295 The variety of positions she held – weaving
instructor to the Red Cross; chairman on the American Craft Council; and spokeswoman for
government initiatives in reviving hand weaving – helped characterize her as a skilled and
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informed expert of the craft. As seen in Zerbe’s article for the Sunday Mirror Magazine, media
also played a hand in promoting the image of Liebes as a craftsperson—one who ticked all the
boxes, meeting the expectations of society’s idealized anti-industry, individual-as-national-hero.
Liebes also lived up to this image. She helped cultivate it through her own statements,
such as those transcribed by Zerbe, and in agreeing to be photographed in particular settings and
poses that played to popular notions of craft activity. On a cover of a 1944 newsletter, titled
Tomorrow’s Weaving, a photograph reveals Liebes sitting behind a series of prepared warp
beams and glancing cheerfully down at the breast beam she hoists in the air (Fig. 3.24). Her
gentle smile, casual up-do and loose grip on the beam make weaving appear relaxing, enjoyable
and easy. The introductory text above the photograph, written by Liebes, reiterates this message:
“Weaving can be a wonderful experience. For many it can be a gay and happy experience year in
and year out. Alas, too many take their weaving too seriously; they are grim about technique—
bogged down with drafts and counts and picks per inch. …Beautiful results can be produced from
the humblest, crudest materials, with the simplest tools—merely by the use of imagination, taste
and work.”296

For nearly three decades, press photographs repeatedly portrayed her as working with her hands,
holding non-mechanized loom parts or gently touching materials or draping fabric over her body,
as if they were personal treasures.
Like other “designer-craftsmen,” who sought to integrate craft practices with industrial
production in the 1940s and ’50s, Liebes did work out of a studio space and created one-off
pieces. She took commissions throughout her life time and made a living through custom design.
She also strongly believed that craft production could be effectively integrated with work
performed in industry, enabling good design to become more affordable.297 As I have written
about in the section on blending, Liebes was able to provide textile manufacturers with critical
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craft knowledge and prototype designs. Yet, as industrial production advanced, monopolizing the
markets and dissipating the making and availability of craftwork, the status and value of craft
escalated. That Liebes had a handle on both the craft-end and industry-end of making allowed
her to bridge even further the dialogue between the two, if only symbolically, in the design of a
power loomed textile with hand-woven or hand-loomed look.298 This last section thinks about
Liebes’s development of texture through the ways in which she embraces the concept of style in
textiles; a style – hand woven – that, paradoxically, reconceives a practice as a material form.
What I contend facilitated her ability to think up the style and make it marketable had everything
to do with the practice of prototype designing itself: in a sense, the hand woven style in fabrics
that emerges in her work by the late 1940s embodies the tandem work force of the hand and
power loom at midcentury.
In 1940, upon having recently “staged a well-received exhibition of arts and crafts of 11
different countries” Liebes made “her first contact with industry.”299 Goodall Fabrics in Sanford,
Maine hired her as a designer and stylist (a position she held until 1954). In 1946, Liebes was
retained as a color stylist by Dobeckmun Company. In her biography she writes that through this
collaboration her name became synonymous with metallic yarns.300 By 1947 she had claimed
“the title of No. 1 instigator of low-cost mass production of machine-made fabrics that look like
expensive hand-woven products “and received an A.I.A. Craftsmanship Medal for Outstanding
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Work in Textile Design.301 By 1956, a year after she went to work as a designer for the textile
giant DuPont – where she would work almost exclusively designing with synthetic yarns – her
work featured in Good Design exhibitions at MoMA and in an exhibition at the Museum of
Contemporary Craft (now MAD). These events, of only a brief two-decades of Liebes’s career,
seem to suggest that the more Liebes succeeded in working for big industry, the more she
received recognition in cultural spaces reserved for artists and craftspeople, that is, those who
were typically admired for the design of singular, unique objects.
What furthered the notion that a craft space and practice in textiles existed apart from
industrial settings and means of production was tied to the power-loomed textile. As the
introduction made clear, power-loomed textiles flooded the market around midcentury. Certainly
power-loomed textiles had already dominated the textile market for several decades, but the midtwentieth century saw a revolution in the styling of those textiles, made especially for the rising
middle class. How to make sense of this trend; and, most importantly, how to determine the
quality and value of machine-woven materials gave way to a segregation between ideas of craft –
as hand weaving – and those industry. Hand weaving, as a set of ideas that were seen as
attributes, ostensibly related to the material form of a hand-woven textile became a guidebook
and scorecard for machine-woven textiles. Any hand-woven identifier signaled value and worth;
a means by which an object claimed more importance, however superficial.
The styling of craft in machine-made textiles occurred between the mid-1940s and mid1950s. Articles announced a new trend: “That Hand-Loomed Look.” Advertisements, too,
attracted consumers through mention of “hand weaving.” One advertisement pictured a handful
of drapes by Goodall Fabrics, captioned “textures machine translated from Liebes’ handwoven
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originals.” The drapes show raised surfaces created through means of weave structure, blending
and the fibers themselves. The paradoxical phrase “handwoven originals” emphasizes the very
idea that handwoven had become a look – unrelated to tools/production – and that tools/means of
production had to be reemphasized, while given merit, through the notion of being “originals.”
Interestingly, advertisers marketed a handwoven style through continually pointing back
to the means of production: “the handloomed look …the trend from loom to room has taken to
the walls and the floors”302 suggested that materials came right off the loom, directly from the
maker’s hands. Another advertisement used the hand loom as an indicator of value, which could
be appropriated at a better price: “the ‘Hand-loomed’ Look…at far less than a hand-loomed
price.”303 While articles and advertisements signaled something special in textiles through the
mention of “hand-loomed” and “handwoven,” it wasn’t clear what that was exactly. Indeed, what
did a hand-woven textile look like? How did it feel? How did it perform in a way that made it
different and copiable by a machine?
At midcentury, those who wrote about weaving (journalists, design critics and curators)
frequently produced more questions than answers around the practice of (hand) weaving. This
ambiguity extended to the woven object. It was as if everyone was talking about a handwoven
look and feel in fabric, but no one could define what that meant or, rather, each individual had a
different conception of a hand weaver’s skill and each distinguished different aspects in textiles
that they deemed part of hand-weaving traditions.
A convincing voice on the topic came from Edgar Kaufmann Jr., the chief curator of the
Department of Industrial Design at the Museum of Modern Art. In his article “The
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Handweaver’s Place in the U.S. Textile Market” Kaufmann circumvents a discussion of what his
title claims to state. Instead, he addresses hand weavers’ achievements in improving the style of
modern textiles: “most of the changes [to household fabrics in the last five years] can be credited
to the influence of handweavers.” (By household fabrics, he means “curtains, draperies, and
upholstery.”) Specifically, he sees changes in texture as indicative of hand weavers’ influence.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Kaufmann finds that a quarter of a century ago texture was
flatter, slicker and smoother and since then relief in textiles has developed. Thus, he implies that
the development of textile relief can be attributed to the increased presence of hand weavers in
industry.
Kaufmann also finds that through collaborations between hand weavers and
manufacturers, textiles have developed a more attractive feel and movement. The variety of
casement cloths, he writes, “is especially lively evidence of the direct influence of hand loomed
experiments on commercial producers,” which he characterizes as “neither as sheer as curtains
nor as tightly woven as draperies.”304 Based on these depictions, one deduces the hand weaver
brought about a litheness and flexibility to a machine-woven fabric.
Reading Kaufmann’s essay carefully, one could conclude that the result of “better”
textiles occurred not necessarily through the help of hand weavers who made the fabric
(physically speaking) but through the highly technical process of adapting a prototype design to a
power loom (i.e. figuring out how one machine could replicate another.) In a sense, if one were
to consider this idea further, it may seem to cancel out the importance of the weaver-ascraftsman in the traditional sense. It implies quality, in textiles, as developed through the
inventive process of translation versus the sole occupation of the skill of manual weaving that
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occurs in the initial, prototype phase of production. Additionally, one could also find
essentializing elements at play in Kaufmann’s thoughts—his presumption that all hand-loomed
textiles contained a uniform texture and pliability. This presumption, again, potentially
subjugates the weaver in favor of the hand loom.
A year earlier, in the same journal, Handweaver & Craftsman another article appeared
which also implied very specific ideas about a hand-woven object. The article, “A Decorator’s
Use of Handwoven Fabrics” was written by Walter Storey, who narrates a conversation with a
reputable interior designer, Bertha Schaefer.305 To describe the nature of Schaefer’s work, he
shares one of her anecdotes, in which she was commissioned by a client to recreate the style of
“Louis XVI elegance.” In attempts to recreate this particular décor, Schaefer decides to replace
floral patterned needlework (i.e. embroidery or possibly a jacquard-woven coverlet) found on the
headboard of the client’s bed with handwoven textiles. She also selected a hand-woven
bedspread to match, which was not a coverlet, damask or velvet, but rather a “heavily textured
weave” with a loose weave structure (designed by Jack Lenor Larsen). The curtains were also
woven with “appropriate delicacy” which gave them a “thin, almost cobwebby character.”306
Although Schaefer doesn’t remark on the typicality of a hand-woven fabric, she, through
her decorating decisions and descriptions paints a nearly-clear picture of how she interprets
“handwoven.” That being, similar to Kaufmann’s ideas, a fabric with relief surface (“heavily
textured”) but also with a weave structure that permitted an ease and grace of movement and that
appeared delicate.
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In another section of Storey’s essay, unrelated to the anecdote, Schaefer, upon being
asked by Storey about decorating advice, comments in a way that connects hand weaving to
performance and structural characteristics saying, “fabrics should not be too firmly woven. The
characteristic ‘hand’ or grateful suppleness of handwoven textiles should be preserved, together
with a durable character. This suppleness, so essential where the fabric is used for
curtains…flexibility will make possible successful ‘tailoring’ to a chair, a sofa, or a cushion.”307
Both Kaufmann’s and Schaefer’s notions of hand weaving are anchored in the concept of
an original form and structure. However, they also differ in a significant area. Kaufmann
suggested that attributes of hand weaving are reproducible by a machine and that a hand weaver
need only be there to assist the technician in figuring out how such a task could be done. This
view saw the hand weaver as skillful not only in matters of materiality and structure, but also in
prototype designing (i.e. designing specifically for the power loom). Schaefer, to some degree,
acknowledges the effectiveness of a hand weaver in this regard, saying “the weaver will become
an all important factor in creating greater variety and richness in power loomed fabrics for the
use of interior decorators.”308 Yet, for the most part, Schaefer disagreed that a hand woven fabric
could be fully translatable. From her point of view, something essential lies in the practice of
hand weaving itself—almost, it would seem, to the point of disregarding a weaver’s skill level.
According to Storey, Schaefer “does not like the idea suggested by ‘adapting’ a handwoven
design into one that can be produced on a power loom,” which is exactly what Kaufmann later
praises. Storey explains that, it
“is because she [Schaefer] has seen the effectiveness of fine designs lost in the process. She feels
that the handweaver should understand the limitations of the power loom and thus be able to create
for it patterns with an individual and distinctive air…. Many ‘adaptations’ of handwoven designs
accepted or power loom production have, in her estimation lost much of their original charm…she
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sees more expert handweavers designing directly for power looms rather than trying to adapt
handwoven patterns.”309

This passage tells of another – a third – turning of events. Here Schaefer suggests that
something quite distinct – “charm” – exists between power and hand loom textiles. Power loom
textiles, she thinks, have their own formal characteristics due to the specific technical qualities of
the machines that make them. And a hand woven textile loses innate qualities when adapted.
Therefore, she believes that weavers designing for power looms should focus on, what might be
understood as, the conceptual aspects of weaving, the selection of colors and patterns,
particularly ones that are compatible to the designs a power loom could produce well. In these
twists of ideas, Schaefer subtracts the importance of the weaver’s knowledge of materiality, or
sees it as only relevant when the weaver returns to the hand loom. Here, again, an essentalizing
occurs between the tool and the materials; when a material is made on a hand loom, the weaver
is assumed to automatically have or deploy knowledge of materiality. Whereas in working with a
power loom, materiality falls by the wayside, trumped by the value of variety or a more technical
knowledge subsumed in translating the product of one machine (a hand loom) into the product of
another (the power loom).
Schaefer’s thoughts about the difference between power and hand loom fabrics may have
had a grain of truth to it. Though, it may not have had much to do with the means by which one
wove a fabric. The makeup of fibers was a large part of how texture was interpreted at the time,
which could have also played a role in a material’s behavior. In an article from the mid-forties, a
textile journalist writes, “In fabrics the big news is texture and the development of plastics.” But
the conjunction “and” in the sentence doesn’t imply an association of likeness. In contrast,
texture in textiles is distinct from materials associated with plastic: “Texture is found heightened
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in all fabrics except the plastic ones.”310 Thus, whether machine woven or not, and regardless of
the role a weaver played in the actual production of textiles, texture, for many, lie in the formal
characteristics (and chemical make-up) of fiber – an aspect that weavers could simply not
control, unless they knew how to spin a fiber or advise fiber-producing chemists on the form of
yarns.
Dorothy Liebes, whose opinion was arguably more respected than the journalist above,
also confirmed a textural deficit in synthetic fibers. In Plastics Magazine, a reporter tells of her
“dislike of what she calls the ‘laboratory look’ of so many plastics films and fabrics.311 This is
not a naïve ‘anti-science’ bias, but a purely aesthetic reaction to what Mrs. Liebes conceives as
poverty of texture…in these materials.” According to this statement, Liebes understood plastic
fibers in the mid-1940s as having a very specific form – to the extent that she objected to the idea
“to make plastics materials simulate traditional materials, in surface or in weave.” The same
reporter writes, “The most successful application of plastics in textiles, she [Liebes] feels, is one
which brings out some essential quality of the basic material—for that constitutes its uniqueness
and emphasizes the qualities which make it particularly desirable for the application.”312
Thus, for Liebes, the loom itself would not determine the characteristics of a textile.
Hand looms and power looms were more or less equal in that regard. And few could tell the
difference between a textile woven on a hand loom versus a power loom. Instead, Liebes
suggests that the weaver study texture of a fiber to enhance its essential qualities in a textile – a
thought echoing the main topic of Henning-Rees’s essay (addressed in this chapter’s
introduction). Yet, at the same time, these thoughts work toward the notion of all artificial fibers
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as having a uniform texture and natural fibers having “texture,” or a rough, bumpiness. Indeed,
this very well may have been the case in a short period of years in the late 1930s and 40s –
giving validity to Schaefer’s conception of machine-made synthetic textiles as being devoid of a
“homey” texture. However, differences between the appearance and feel of artificial and natural
fibers didn’t last long.
It was in this galaxy of signifiers around hand weaving that Dorothy Liebes operated as a
strategic designer-as-marketer. Whether or not she actually thought that handwoven textiles had
essential qualities never becomes entirely clear despite her profuse writing, speaking and
interviewing. But, at the same time, such questions were irrelevant to her. In the midst of the
debate about what connoted quality, she recognized that hand weaving, in all its many
associations – with manual tools, natural materials, individual labor, rough-spun fibers,
flexibility or suppleness and relief – had reached a new status: hand weaving had acquired
symbolic importance.313 What mattered then was ensuring that all consumers could partake in the
sharing of these new values – from this arose the handloomed look.
In her unpublished autobiography Liebes writes openly about designing a textile that
imitated popular conceptions of hand weaving. To do so, she explained, meant altering the spin
of fibers and tweaking the mechanics of power looms. Collaborating with Kamma Zethraus, a
spinner skilled in making threads on a Swedish spinning wheel, Liebes helped develop spun
fibers with “new and different effects” and “one with a kind of undulating look, which the
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Goodall spinning machines duplicated.”314 In describing the fiber texture as “new and different”
Liebes implies the absence of a precedent or spun-fiber model associated with handwoven
fabrics. She also makes clear that she and Zethraus were not necessarily attempting to copy the
appearance of a specific fiber. Instead, their intentions were to evoke the sense of the organic,
linking the new-spun fiber to concepts of “handiwork,” by way of avoiding rigidity or
straightness, preferring, instead an “undulating” look. Both efforts point to how notions of
authenticity in handwoven become linked to a set of formal characteristics, which were
appropriated and exploited, when not, in large part, wholly devised by Liebes.
A second method to designing the hand-loomed look, Liebes explained, concerned a
“mechanical problem.” In the 1930s and 40s, power looms continued to be notorious for creating
tightly-woven fabrics. The mechanical beater packed weft into warp quickly and firmly – in a
way that a hand weaver could not have consistently been able to replicate because of the
strenuousness of the activity. Liebes writes of how this posed the biggest problem in creating a
handwoven look in power-loomed textiles. To remedy it, she worked with technicians to figure
out how to ease the tension of power looms that would, in turn, create a looseness or suppleness
in the textile. A particularly amusing anecdote, in which Liebes describes the pains taken to
achieve this particular style, tells of the collaborative nature of the project, involving herself, a
mill technician and Elmer Ward, president of Goodall Fabrics:
“From time to time, a technician would say in blunt New Englandese, ‘Cahn’t be done, Mrs.
Liebes. Taint feasible.’ On one such occasion Elmer blew up. ‘You let Mrs. Liebes go as crazy as
she wants to,’ he said. It’s your job to make it feasible.’ The technicians no doubt did consider me
a little crazy at first but we became great friends later.”315

In her work with technicians (and the supportive help of Elmer Ward), Liebes found
ways to change the “cadence of power looms” so as to break “their even rhythm,” which resulted
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in a finished fabric with “a slightly uneven look characteristic of hand woven fabrics” and with
“a softer and less tightly-woven form.”316
Archived in a collection of Liebes’s swatches and notes on fibers is an advertisement
with a sample of an off-white, plain-woven material stappled to it (Fig. 3.25). “This is dralon,”
reads the first line of the advertisement in bold-faced letters. “It feels like wool! It looks like
wool! It drapes like wool! It stands up better than wool!”317 Dralon was (and still is) an acrylic
fiber produced in Germany. Liebes likely acquired a sample on a business trip or from a
commercial partner as a means by which to think through her own practice of making one
material imitate another in appearance, feel and function.
Like Liebes, Dralon’s makers called upon consumers’ collective memories of a material
form, feel and performance. They invited consumers to recall their knowledge of not just wool
but also the feel and style of woven wool textiles. In their suggestive appropriation, they incited a
renewal of tradition through the modern textile – a tradition that included the history of labor
(weaving), tools (hand looms) and a tactile sense that derived from fiber spinning to the weave
structure. In this circular logic, where the bravado of a new form is contingent on fond
recollections of the old form Dralon’s makers, much like Liebes, brought about the idea of craft.
An idea, however, is far different than a practice.
Crafting Modernism, a recent compendium of seminal essays published in conjunction
with an exhibition at the Museum of Arts and Design, confronts many potential
misunderstandings embedded within the Studio Craft movement.318 The main one being that
craft stood at a distance from industry, ideologically speaking and in terms of production
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practices. Articles by Elissa Auther and Jennifer Scanlan briefly touch upon the ease with which
textile designers, in particular, moved in and out of a craft and industry space.319 In an essay on
“Textiles and Technology” Peter Dormer speaks further to this point, writing that woven textiles
“have a centrality unique among crafts.”320 This has to do with the fact that the tool with which
textiles are made – the loom – is rule bound and rooted in a mathematical logic. Dormer explains
that the weaver need not even handle materials, other than to prepare the loom. The process of
weaving, in the end, produces the same result no matter what loom one uses (generally speaking
and assuming the weaver doesn’t change the process while the textile is forming). To this end,
the loom functions much like a computer or any processing machine: it executes a code fed to it
by an outside input system (in weaving, this is done through software, a draft or punch cards).
For this reason, Dormer finds that “there is a conceptual core to woven textiles.”321 The weaver
need only devise the code and select the right fibers and let the loom do the rest.
The concepts put forth by Dormer characterize, generally, the production of weaving for
most of its history. Drawing, drafting, coloring, printing and photography – all processes that
could capture the linear and textural surface of a material in a two-dimensional rendering were
important for weavers throughout the first half of the twentieth century. However, upon the
advent of new fibers and in the process of working with power looms, Liebes proved how the
loom played a significant role in the making of form, particularly texture. Apart from the process
of weaving on a hand loom, which gave her control of time and increased her building of the
weave structure, she worked on the mechanics of the power loom. By breaking the tension and
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rhythm of the machine, she skewed or offset the degree of compactness and stiffness in the
textile it produced, thus proving that the tool function of the loom impacts the design of woven
structures. In her hands, literally, the loom became a tool to sculpt instead of draw with.
Following Glenn Adamson’s thinking that “craft is a modern invention,” one can’t help but see
how, in her work with technicians and manufacturers on the “industry” side of weaving, Liebes
developed a highly sophisticated craft practice. Ironically, in doing so, she helped spawn the
perception of hand weaving as a unique practice, as capable of producing a form embodying
specific formal, tactile and performance qualities – all of which she would craftily learn to
recreate with the power loom.

Conclusion:
One must concede a glaring point argued by Mary Meigs Atwater in her response to Anni
Albers and Henning Rees, which is that the difference between “modern” and older textiles
cannot be so simply summed up by noting the presence or absence of texture in a textile. All
textiles have texture. That is, they have a tactility and they have a sculptural dimension, even
when it is one of relative flatness. Yet, as this chapter has made clear, the emphasis on relief,
which is to say an emphasis on the sculptural surface of textiles made after the mid-1930s
concerned a vivid contrast in texture.
A flatness characteristic of textiles prior to the mid-1930s had much to do with the fibers
themselves as it did with the technology used to make them – the Jacquard loom, the hand loom
and, most importantly, weaving drafts, which themselves represented style interests in patterns.
Creating patterns required fabric to be tightly woven by a loom in order for the linear pattern to
appear rendered neatly and precisely. In the late 1930s, 40s and 50s texture emerged in textiles as
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weavers relinquished drafts, with the purpose of manipulating the structure (of the weave and the
fiber). This came about through multiple channels: Scandinavian influences; a growth in the
perception of tapestry as a mural, texturizing the flatness of walls; through the invention and
need to test new synthetic fibers and, lastly, through manufacturers’ interests in styling mass
machine-made textiles. In the last instance, it was weavers like Liebes, with training in the
making and design of textiles, who became critical to manufacturers around midcentury for their
ability to explore creative possibilities within the limited capabilities of power looms.
In the last section of this chapter, in which Liebes explains her process of devising a
handwoven look, it is possible for one to read her actions as an attempt to establish the
(misleading) idea that handwoven textiles have an authentic form, feel and performance. But
instead of seeing Liebes’s moves as profiting from myth making, one might register them as
pinnacles of creativity in modern design. And a new kind of creativity at that – one where the
skills of a weaver extend, reaching beyond those needed in the physical making of a single fabric
to a deepening of material knowledge and technology in the process of technological and
scientific adaptation.
In a speech given at the First World Congress of Craftsmen, in June 1964, Liebes spoke
of the creativity that resulted from a partnership between those who possessed the desire and
technologies to manufacture and those who knew how to make:
“The most difficult job a designer has is to convince his employer to try a good new idea. It is
incumbent upon the creative prophet to deliver his message so that it will meet with some
acceptance. It is no less incumbent upon his employer to have confidence in the skill of his
designer and to venture as he leads. This process involves organizational adaptability, the ability
to give and take, to make compromises within certain confines, to work with people and to have
the tenacity to achieve results. This can, and fortunately is, being done every day in America.
There is an increasing realization that the artist-designer and the businessman need each other.
Effective acts of creation are the work of both….I feel that if the leaders of our industry took the
time to do research from coast to coast, they would discover a wealth of creative people.” 322
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Collaborations between businessmen, manufactures and weavers surged in the late 1940s
and 50s. The impact they would have on modern lifestyles was significantly felt and
acknowledged not only by the media, which this chapter has touched upon, but also by cultural
institutions who looked to champion and historicize a new moment in American industry. The
final chapter of this dissertation examines three major back-to-back exhibitions in New York
City to illustrate that final passage of modern weaving, where it moves from an idea and a
commercial practice – prototype designing – to becoming embedded in the landscape of social
memory as a definitive moment of cultural and aesthetic accomplishment.
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Chapter 4
Materiality Matters: The Exhibition of American Textiles in Art Museums
Introduction
Between 1948 and 1956, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Brooklyn Museum and the
Museum of Modern Art opened exhibitions, which featured woven textiles made by American
craftsmen and the textile industry. These exhibitions proved extraordinary for three reasons.
Firstly, they all focused on textiles themselves, instead of their relationship to clothing, furniture
or architecture. Secondly, all of the materials showcased were contemporary. Lastly, each of
these museums acknowledged solely the American textile industry (even though the Brooklyn
Museum focused solely on the craftsmen working within in) for the first time. The Met’s
exhibition American Textiles ’48 (1948) opened first and featured 200 fabrics made by 125
different fabric companies and manufacturers from all over the country. Following the Met’s
exhibition was the Brooklyn Museum’s Designer Craftsmen U.S.A. (1953) which was the first of
a two part exhibition series introducing a handful of recently designed textiles by individual
weavers alongside other craft objects.323 Lastly, in 1956, MoMA concluded the run, putting on
the splashiest and most boundary-pushing of the three textile exhibitions, but with no less a
generic title, Textiles U.S.A., which showcased 180 fabrics manufactured by 111 textile firms and
craftsmen. None of the museums referenced one another in the literature published in
conjunction with their exhibitions, but it was clear from their material/object inclusions,
curatorial approaches and design ethos that they had piggybacked off one another and, in doing
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so, had tapped into and had continued to spawn a certain Zeitgeist concerning the importance of
American weaving.
That major U.S. art museums held back-to-back exhibitions of contemporary American
textiles in a period of roughly a decade was something out of the ordinary and conspicuous. It
represented the museum’s postwar turn toward the country’s own industrial abilities (which had
made significant headway just before and throughout World War II), in order to celebrate them,
honor those representing them and, above all, continue to promote them via a marketing
philosophy that might be comparable to the one today of “buy local.” That a textile was made in
the United States was something every American should be proud of and know about, if not
purchase and own. Furthermore, what the US had achieved in textile production and was capable
of doing in the future was viewed as celebratory, partly because it was also seen as educationworthy: over the past decade the US textile industry had transformed due to its ability to
increase power loom usage and adapt machines to the production of fabrics made from newly
invented synthetic fibers.324 Behind much of the success of the quantity and diversity of woven
goods available was the vertical integration of chemical companies, which oversaw some or all
of the production processes from the production of fibers, to the manufacturing/weaving of
fabrics, to the design of fabric-based objects and the marketing of them.325 It was a time of
affordable experimentation, which yielded fascinating textile materials—many, perhaps,
thousands, which could be considered new or original.326 As such, museums felt they needed to
share the news-as-knowledge.
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In examining the curatorial strategies, exhibition design and the conceptual framing of
these three exhibitions, this chapter demonstrates how the perception of textiles shifts. No longer
is the materiality invisible within the construction of fabrics, but rather it is made perceptible
through displays as well as recognized by literature written in conjunction with the exhibitions.
The chapter is divided into four sections, the first which explores the history of exhibition
making as it concerns textiles at the Met, the Brooklyn Museum and MoMA to illustrate a
general turn toward issues of making, partly resulting from the development of departments of
industrial design. The following three sections draw on different elements of each textile
exhibition—its curatorial framework, display strategies, press releases, catalog photographs and
reception—to examine how they foster a greater awareness of the construction of a textile and its
architectural properties, which bring the viewer/reader to perceive fabric as three-dimensional
object forms.

Background and Exhibition History:
Harnessing technologies developed in wartime, U.S. manufacturers and designers successfully
pushed mass production to a new critical level in the 1940s.327 However, mass production meant
little without society’s consumption of those goods. The postwar moment was an optimal time
for consumers to “refuel,” materialistically speaking. Postwar housing shortage had placed a
premium on domestic design, which spurred innovation in furniture, electronics and automobiles.
These areas significantly depended on developments in weaving.328
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Cultural critics and advertisers were quick to offer guidance about what consumers
should take note of in terms of new designs. Due to the contemporaneity of objects in the three
exhibitions this chapter discusses, the art museum couldn’t help but appear to assume a role in
this act. Indeed neither the Met, nor the Brooklyn Museum, nor MoMA played down its
intentions to directly aid the American industry by celebrating it. Moral dilemmas in using
market-available design to enlighten the public on recent innovation were relatively absent or
explained away by citing examples of how the French and Swedish have used the museum has a
way to reestablish public faith in the production of nationally-made goods.329 By considering
exhibition history, this section sets up ones that follow, showing the extent to which, the
attention art museums paid to contemporary American textiles around midcentury was wholly
unique, though in some respects not entirely unpredictable. An turn toward (American) design
was on the rise.330
By the 1940s, the Met, the Brooklyn Museum and MoMA had established departments of
industrial design.331 The reorganization of these departments indicated at least from their title,
the museums’ interests in changes in production that had occurred in the recent past. Although
the expression "industry” denotes a variety of things, the term generally is associated with mass
production and labor of a group of people, who perform different roles within the whole
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production of a single object (of which there are many designed elements). The “design” half of
“industrial design” signals the aesthetic component in this production. In histories of industrial
design, which are mostly associated with the early 20th century, textiles have received little
mention. To some extent, this may result from the tactility of the materials, which typically
contrasts with the smooth, hard machined surfaces associated with so much of industrial design
(i.e. transportation vehicles, machine parts and electronics), but also perhaps because textiles
have a much longer history of mass production. Earliest examples of advanced mechanization in
the 18th century, which radically affected the textile industry first are often thought to have
initiated the Industrial Revolution (or at least the first wave of it). In stark contrast to the
literature, the exhibition history charted below reveals how developments in modern weaving
were viewed as inextricably linked to the rise of early 20th century industrial design.
Prior to 1945, the Met placed a considerable emphasis on foreign textiles. It staged
exhibitions, for example, on Oriental Rugs and Textiles (1935), Chinese Tapestries (1939) and
European Textiles (1944). The first real exception to this unspoken rule came with American
Fashions and Fabrics (1945). This exhibition drew on the momentum of Industrial Arts
exhibitions that had occurred at the Met since 1917. The purpose of American Fashions and
Fabrics was to further “the co-ooperative effort between the creators of fabrics and creators of
dresses.”332 The motivation for the project arose out of the need to expand and promote
American industry, particularly as access to French ideas and materials, which had repeatedly
inspired American designers, had been cut short due to World War II. Instead of drawing on
French fashions, the Met decided to borrow what it perceived to be a French model of
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promotion, where the museum acts on behalf of the country’s manufacturers to inform the public
of trending fashions.333 Although such a model and a move away from reliance on foreign
industries had been on the minds of the Met’s founders since their conception of the museum in
1866 (and had also been inspired by British examples), it was not applied specifically to textiles
until the 1940s.334
Unlike American Textiles ’48, which only surveyed fabrics by the yard or textiles on their
own terms, American Fashions and Fabrics focused on fashion, featuring dress materials and
clothing items. The latter exhibition also displayed more printed fabrics than woven patterns; for
example, out of 32 dresses on display only three featured woven patterns.335 Because of these
reasons American Textiles ’48 was likely conceived as a follow up to American Fashions and
Fabrics. The sponsorship of the latter exhibition, the American Enka Company—a large Dutchowned rayon producer headquartered first in 1928 just outside Asheville, North Carolina—is
indicative of a textile industry’s vision of itself as central to the American future of fashion (and
most probably its global future) and the museum’s increasing attunement to textiles in their
earliest stages of production, as fibers or fabrics made by the mill. From this perspective, a
deeper probing of fabrics produced by particular manufacturers, which one finds in the American
Textiles ’48 exhibition, must have been seen as imminent.
Recognition of the production side of weaving is more apparent in early 20th century
exhibitions at the Brooklyn Museum. In 1936 the Museum organized the exhibition Spinning and
Weaving as a Home Industry, followed by 5000 Years of Fibers and Fabrics ten years later.
Both exhibitions took broad scopes, one in its survey of fabric making processes and the other in
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time. Neither exhibition paid particular attention to a specific geographical region, persons or
cultural milieu making its two-part Designer Craftsman exhibition series in the 1950s stand out
for its concentration on contemporary textiles, among other craft objects, made in the United
States.
Different from the Met’s and the Brooklyn Museum’s early 20th century exhibition
history, that of the Museum of Modern Art’s would seem to make Textiles USA (1956) a highly
inevitable exhibition. This owed mostly to the curatorial leadership of Edgar Kaufmann Jr., who
joined the museum as Director of the newly created Department of Industrial Design in 1940.336
Two years before, Kaufmann had begun working part-time for MoMA, curating the exhibition
series Useful Objects of American Design Under Ten Dollars (1940), which featured well
designed and affordable everyday objects. 337 Useful Objects set the precedent for future
exhibitions Kaufmann organized during his tenure, such as Organic Design in Home Furnishings
(1941) and the exhibition series Design for Use. These exhibitions couldn’t have showcased
more mundane essentials and included woven textiles, such as place mats and towels, though no
particular mention was made of their production or style as would be more the case in Modern
Textiles (1945) and the annual exhibition series Good Design, which Kaufmann also organized
from 1950 to 1955.338 Undoubtedly, Kaufmann was an earlier and staunch initiator of exhibitions
at MoMA that merged art and industry in the United States.339
In his efforts to teach the public about industrial art as something more than the just the
makeup of a set of formal characteristics, Kaufmann wrote a design philosophy in a four-book
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series titled What Is Modern?.340 In her dissertation, Jennifer Tobias analyzes the book series
alongside Kaufmann’s curatorial approaches, showing how both were attempts to splinter the
monolithic narrative of modern design as defined by the International Style and upheld by
Kaufmann’s MoMA colleague Philip Johnson.341 Tobias explains Kaufman’s artistic education
in Vienna and how his intimate knowledge of the Wiener Werkstätte, which helped manifest the
popular Austrian Wohnkultur through making well-crafted domestic design objects, led to his
interests in teaching craft practices in the museum setting and finding a place for craftsmen in the
mass market. As the Department of Industrial Design formed at MoMA with the purposes of
bridging the fine arts and technology, Kaufmann stepped forward, urging an examination of a
broad swath of objects made by the latest means of production. According to Tobias, he saw the
museum as a unique platform that could fill an education gap within society: “Design for
industry, which forms so large a part of the surroundings of every young museum-goer and
which is absorbingly interesting to him, is largely ignored and rarely discussed…because it is
thorny and problematic for the average instructor.”342 An avid concern for providing a solid
ground for contemporary design education in the museum setting thus came to lay at the center
of Kaufmann’s curatorial strategies. A good example of these are found in Modern Textiles, an
exhibition he curated in 1945 and which likely paved the road to the making of Textiles USA.
Although Kaufman would leave MoMA a year before Textiles USA opened, his curatorial
direction in Modern Textiles most likely acted as a template for the 1956 show and thus is worth
examining. Modern Textiles ran from August 29 to September 23, 1945 and showcased 27 panels
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of yard samples and smaller mounted fabric samples.343 The two different types of displays
reflected the dimensions of commercial or store bought textiles and those decided upon by
individual designers. A press release for the exhibition highlighted the emphasis on textile
production from the outset by listing included materials not by object type—such as drapery and
upholstery—or by construction—such as taffeta and brocade—but rather by how they were
made: hand-woven, hand-printed, machine-woven, and machine-printed fabrics.344
In spite of the production emphasis in the exhibition, which seemed in line with his
curatorial goals to explore the relationship between technology and decorative art, Kaufmann’s
inspiration for the exhibition was rooted in architecture. The “increasingly important role
contemporary fabrics play in the simple modern interiors of today” made contemporary fabrics
worthy of study the press release stated. A few paragraphs later, the relationship between
architecture and fabrics is better fleshed out: “since present-day interiors are simpler than those
of previous eras, the qualities of color, texture and pattern have become more important in
determining their use.”345 In essence, the press release suggests that architecture had become
something of a stage for fabrics, magnifying their formal qualities in a way it hadn’t before. As
discussed in Chapter Two, the style of high modern architecture, with its immense glazing,
planar, white walls and open plans (all supposedly, or at least at first, in deference to light and
air) yielded a quietness that naturally foregrounded the color and texture of textiles abound in
interior spaces. For the Department of Industrial Design to underscore architecture as the primary
incentive in turning a keener eye to textiles subtlety undermined the work of textile designers
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and suggested that textiles were not being evaluated on their own terms but rather in their
relationship to the built environment. Nevertheless, the direction of the exhibition brought
greater attention to the sculptural, if architectural nature of woven forms.
Modern Textiles did not entirely preclude an appreciation of the textile designer’s work
or the fabric itself. Materials of textile companies, such as Goodall Fabrics and Artek-Pascoe
were shown alongside designs of notable independent designers, such as Albers, Liebes, Marli
Ehrman, Strengell, and Louise Bourgeois. Independent designers appeared to be selected not
because they shared a particular aesthetic language but rather for the particular type of work they
did: “the exhibition stresses the vital role of the craftsman in doing research, and in
experimenting and supplying creative ideas which can be adapted to mass-production.”346 This
focus acutely aligns with Kaufman’s predilection for discerning quality and skill level in objects
intended for a popular audience, that is, objects that were made with mass-production in mind.
Such concerns form the foundation for the making of Textiles USA.
In Knoll Textiles, Susan Ward brackets a period in the historicization of modern US
textiles through two exhibitions, Organic Design in Home Furnishings (1941)—an exhibition
organized by Kaufmann—and Textiles USA (1956), both which took place at MoMA.347
Although Kaufmann left MoMA in 1955, at the time Textiles USA was in its planning stages, the
exhibition couldn’t be more in sync with his efforts to educate the public about industriallydesigned, utilitarian objects and the achievements made by the craftsmen unopposed to
producing them with the most advanced tools and technologies available.
By the late 1940s, the prepossessing hold over museums (and society) that the textile
industry had with all its latest material and technological marvels literally spilled into their
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gallery spaces. In contrast to the past, weaving would now enter the museum on other terms, not
in the form of a ready-made object, such as an article of clothing or an element of interior design,
but rather as a material form detached from a sense of utility. As such, woven materials became
free to be examined against no other surfaces other than their own. Hence curators rediscovered
the haptic and spatial forms of a textile, realizing it as an object with “artistic” potential.

The Met’s "Fiber Revolution”: American Textiles, ’48:
American Textiles was the first exhibition in a major art museum to valorize contemporary
American textiles on their own terms—not as wearable or furnishing textiles but as objects with
their own unique feel, appearance and form. The exhibition opened on November 24th, 1948 and
closed less than two months later on January 2nd, 1949. It was organized by John George
Phillips, Jr. and partly financed and promoted by the trade publication American Fabrics
(perhaps equivalent to Women’s Wear today). The framework of the exhibition as a “progress
report on one of the nation’s major industries” would eliminate the need for a strong curatorial
direction.348 Instead, a three-member jury solicited participation from fabric houses and
manufactures, who were requested to submit formal applications or “Official Entry Cards” with
an attached fabric swatch that had been made in the past 10 months (i.e. from 1948).349 From the
500 applications the museum received, around 200 were selected and displayed.350
The broadband orchestration of American Textiles – from its very organization by the
Met and the American Federation of the Arts to its promotion by American Fabrics magazine
American Textiles ’48, exhibition brochure, 1948, n.p., Thomas J. Watson Library, Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York.
349
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and the New Jersey State Museum and its reception, attracting significant attention from the
press and major department stores – made it the cultural coup d’état on behalf of the United
States that it intended to be.351 Americans would now replace Europe and, in particular, the
French as the textile capital of the western world, becoming an independent center of production,
organizers of the show thought: “American Textiles, ’48 presents an industry that has reached
maturity and is able to function in the postwar world without the stimulus of foreign inspiration,”
the exhibition catalog stated.352 Indeed, the American textile industry had made a significant
impact over the last couple of decades primarily through the invention of synthetic fibers and
their application in wartime and everyday uses.353 Promotion from a cultural institution was
believed necessary to sustaining such leadership, if not helping advertise it to the public. The
newspaper reporter Chas E. B. Dickinson writes to this effect, expressing matter-of-factly that
“not having promoted the industry, the principals involved have had no opportunity to get a fully
adequate idea of what has been, and can be, accomplished.”354 American Textiles, then, was a
red-carpet debut and “should be a source of pride to all Americans, particularly to all executives,
engineers, designers, educators, and workers whose united efforts have made possible the fabrics
shown.”355
By 1948, when American Textiles opened, Anni Albers was a year away from her first
(and any weaver’s first) solo exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art. She was also a year away
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from ending her tenure as a professor of Art and head of the weaving department at Black
Mountain College, where she had spent the last 15 years. By 1948, Marianne Strengell, too, had
reached the pinnacle in her career, having spent over a decade teaching at Cranbrook (and in the
last half of that decade spearheaded Michigan’s first state-accredited program in weaving). In
1948, Strengell was also nearing completion of her largest commission with Eero Saarinen on
the General Motors Technical Center and had become a key textile consultant to American’s
largest automobile and upholstery manufacturers.356 At the opening of American Textiles,
Dorothy Liebes, like Albers and Strengell, could look back on what was the first half of her
professional career and trace its steady climb upwards. She had successfully moved her studio
from San Francisco to New York City, where she employed over a dozen assistants and received
enough commissions allowing her to work full-time as an independent contract weaver. Thus,
while the Met’s “red-carpet debut” of industry-made textiles would appear to some as the start of
a new era in American design, those who had been immersed within it for the past decade likely
saw it as a midcareer retrospective. Indeed it must have registered as a kind of victory for
weavers who had championed hand weaving as a means of prototype designing for machine
reproduction.
As the Met highlighted production in the American textile industry, it brought about
special attention to aspects of construction unique to the work of the weaver-as-designer. A brief
introduction in the brochure-catalog states several reasons for launching the exhibition, one
being that it aimed “to suggest the dimensions of a vast, many-sided industry,” made possible by
“prodigious effort” in “the technique of production…”357 These efforts, which may have
included aspects of mass production—perhaps, machine engineering and the development of
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high-tech tools—are spelt out further in the judges’ criteria for selecting and awarding certain
textiles, which emphasized design in weaving. Judges, the New York Sun reported looked for,
“quality of weaving, good use of design and color and progressive styling and weaving
methods.”358 Because these criteria were made in relationship to textiles produced for industry,
that is, for mass production, likely by power looms, it is safe to say that “progressive styling and
weaving methods” as well as “quality” was analogous to the use of hand weaving (as a means of
testing fabric, construction and texture) in the design of prototypes for mass production. That
being the case, the rubric for prizes awarded at American Textiles reiterated the fundamental
core of Albers’s, Strengell’s and Liebes’s teaching.
The Met saw itself as presenting an extraordinary exhibition for another important
reason. While historicizing the recent production of the American textile industry, it also
believed to be presenting the future: “The exhibition,” the catalog stated, “is further significant
in that it illustrates one of the most revolutionary developments in the long history of weaving.
This may be called the Fiber Revolution.”359 It is hard not to avoid the association between the
“Fiber Revolution” and the Fiber Movement, which develops a little over a decade later in the
United States and precisely through exhibitions that take place in New York.360 Comparing the
differences between these two ideas/events is not my intention, but I think it is interesting to
consider that the Met in capitalizing Fiber and Revolution and in its very use of the word
“revolution” is attempting to identify a new era, which indeed becomes further legitimized as a
new movement in the early 1960s by artists trained in weaving who exploit the materiality of
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their constructions to the point of rendering them not functional. As for weavers in the late
1940s, the “fiber revolution” serves to renew the significance of the weaver as a concept maker
in the process of weaving (not as an individual responsible for translating a cartoon).
What the Met meant by a “Fiber Revolution” in the catalog appeared to be very
straightforwardly the variety of fiber available on the market. Stated in the catalog following the
mention of a fiber revolution was simply this: “Other ages may have produced finer designs,
others may have evolved more intricate weaving systems; but no past age has rivaled the present
in the variety of the fiber content of its materials.” The text goes on to explain that “classic
fibers” are still in use but that new, man-made fibers have been developed and that “the use of
these new yarns, both independently and in combination with the classic ones, explains in part
why entirely new fabrics with properties unknown to the past are now available to the American
public.”361 Upon hearing “new fabrics” today we tend to think of new fashions or novel styling,
such as beaded leather or frayed denim. In 1948, “entirely new fabrics” were ones that had
genuinely never been seen or felt before. While the fibers of these textiles may have existed
since the late 1930s, it was weavers utilizing them that bought about cloth that could easily be
considered invented. Ultimately, then, the “Fiber Revolution” had been waged by chemists and
weavers together.
Acknowledgement of weavers as being critical in the fiber revolution came in the
recognition of the “stylist” by cultural critics reporting on American Textiles. In paraphrasing an
anonymous manufacturer who had worked as “a designer, styler, and what not,” Chas E.B.
Dickinson writes that “the most important work of all…is that of the styler.” The styler
according to him “determined whether or not the mill ran for the ensuing manufacturing period.”
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Lamenting and coaxing, Dickson concludes “There are very few really good stylers.”362
Effectively, what he means is that there are very few really good weavers. The problem in using
the word weaver at this point was the confusion created between the manufacturer and the
designer, who both wove, one more mechanically than the other. The expression “stylist” is
equally ambiguous. It tends to connote a person concerned with arrangement and appearance.
Although the weaver-as-stylist certainly would be attuned to arrangement and appearance, this
was also a job that in weaving mostly dealt with construction, or the architecture and building of
fabric. It was someone who understood fiber relationships, not just for the sake of aesthetics but
also for the purposes of designing a high-functioning utilitarian material.
The expression “stylist” is closely related, if not synonymous, to what Dorothy Liebes
had termed, “the blender.” In Liebes terms, blending denoted the use of a variety of different
fibers in one textile. Because of the availability of so many new fibers, blending essentially
became a new skill in weaving in America in the 1940s and 50s. One had to not only understand
fibers, but also understand weaving patterns and structure in order to know how and what to
blend.363 Overwhelmingly, the press reception from the exhibition comments on blending by
writing on the importance of styling in weaving. While, the journalist Chas E.B. Dickinson used
the exhibition as an opportunity to remind Americans that quantity and volume had been the
focus of the textile industry, as a result of the ever-growing population of the nation, he urges
that quality not be forgotten and that the country – as the exhibition is a testament of – has only
recently developed a better sense of how to manufacture good woolen textiles. In goading
Americans to achieve more, he cites the instance of the French, who “regard the industry more
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from the art point of view than is noted here [in America].” He suggests that American industry
might do more to focus its attention on the “styler,” saying “the industry is dividing itself in a
manner that indicates the styler will be in increased demand and at the moment he cannot be
found.”364 Though not mentioning “styling,” other press critics discuss innovative fabrics as
those made from a combination of different fibers. A reporter at the D.C. Times Herald penned
details of a fabric woven with cotton, rayon and lurex, in which “a unique effect is gained by
combining these novelty yarns rarely used together.”365 The Philadelphia PA News spoke of the
variety of fabrics and the price of some “blends” found in the exhibition. Giving an example, the
newspaper writes: “Cotton for strength and rayon for gloss is an effective upholstery fabric
combination”366
Styling not only included the mixing of fibers, but also the creation of texture.
International America described skills of texture designing as the “modern methods of weaving,”
which “advanced styling to the point where traditionally simple fabrics take on an air of new
luxury and fashion.” The newspaper gives an example of such a material, which it describes as
having both a flat and puckered surface.367 Styling in texture also concerned mimicry. Pointing to
the fabric “Skytop,” designed by Dan River Mills, the New York Sun gave an example of a
“textured weave,” which “provides the answer to the demand for a cotton fabric with the
appearance and texture of wool.”368 The Yardstick, a New Jersey fabric store, devoted a window
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display to a handful of fabrics it considered the best of the Met’s “Chosen Fabrics of the Year.”
Its selection was based on emphases, it saw in modern fabrics, such as color, texture and
durability.369 Each of these components indicated that the weaver-as-styler had played a strong
hand in the development of materials—where color could be merely selected, texture and
durability were products of a weave structure and construction techniques.
In a closer look at the Official Entry cards one begins to see how in focusing more
generally on industrial production, American Textiles also came to be an exhibition about
weaving as a unique process of construction. Each entry card was a one-page application form
that asked the textile firm to state its name, name of fabric submitted, “content of fabric with
description,” “type of weave” and “information regarding background and development of
fabric.”370 (Fig. 4.1) The requests tell of the museum’s predominant interest in the
manufacturer’s means of producing the textile—power loomed or hand woven or machine
printed or hand printed—as well as decisions made in regards to the construction of the fabric. In
other words, what tools were used to make it mattered as much as the weave pattern used.
Unsurprisingly, the vast majority of the fabrics selected were power woven. Some textile
companies specify the name of a weaver responsible for the design in their response to the
question of the development of a fabric.
After over a decade of teaching hand weaving as a means of prototype designing, Albers
and Strengell, as heads of weaving departments, must have felt some satisfaction and sense of
professional competence knowing a major art museum had acknowledged the success of a
weaving method they had taught. Perhaps, they even heard John. G. Phillips speak about “How
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the Metropolitan Museum of art Helps Promote Textile Prosperity” on a radio program
sponsored by the J.W. Valentine Company. In the broadcast Phillips spoke of American Textiles
as part of the museums efforts to educate the public about the types of new materials being
developed. He also spoke of the Museum’s textile study room “where designers and students
could handle materials and compare various fabrics.”371 Because viewers of American Textiles
could not touch materials on display, a study room facilitated the tactile experience—a fact that
would have pleased any textile educator, but particularly modern weavers who registered texture
as the next horizon in fabric design. In the wake of a “fiber revolution,” where creative textures
arose partly from the use of new fibers in an infinite amount of weave structures, feeling as much
as seeing a fabric had become important.
In its selection process, the Met appeared to stress the importance of texture. This is best
conveyed in the type of information it requested in the entry process. Apart from questions
concerning how the fabric was made, the Met asked that each submission by a manufacturer or
fabric company contain a swatch the size of a passport photo. A swatch of such size suggests that
the Museum had less interest in the pictorial or ornamentation qualities of fabrics. (See for
example Figure 4.2, a swatch showing only a small section of legs cut out from a larger printed
fabric). Rather what the museum could, however, discern in a small swatch is a material’s
construction and texture.
The Met archived all 500 Official Entry cards submitted for American Textiles, including
those not accepted. All the cards still have swatches attached to them. In viewing a random
section of of several hundred of these cards, I felt the swatches. Although it would be impossible
to prove – because how does one measure and record tactility – it is tempting to say that the
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fabrics selected for the exhibition felt more pleasant. Certain weave structures, such as corduroy,
satin, velvet, crepe and even plain weave combined with certain fibers can have a dis/pleasing
sense. Sometimes this can be noticed visually. Jury-selected velvet swatches, for example, when
rubbed both upward and downward felt smooth; a few velvets not selected retained their
silkiness when rubbed only one way. Lots of stiff fabrics, rough and scratchy fabrics were
rejected as well as many shiny and glossy fabrics that were less malleable. Plain woven fabrics
ruled out above the more elaborate and traditional weaving and embroidery of brocade and
damask, which tended to have less textural dimension and contrast.
One jury-selected swatch in particular stood out. Titled “George Washington’s Choice”
this swatch made by Bates Fabrics, Inc. was intended as a bedspread (Fig. 4.3). It is plain woven
with “twisted tufts.” The tufts, each with an organic shape that likens them to small pieces of
popcorn, appear of equal size and crop up seemingly at random over the otherwise flattened
surface of the fabric. Bates Fabric describes the material as being woven on a power loom in a
style “which is the nearest thing to hand tufting.”372 The description gives way to a sense that the
particular style of weaving, determining texture, could be visualized: in other words, that one
could physically see that the tufts indeed appeared as if made by hand (when actually they were
not!).
In comparing fabrics on their own terms, the Met jury brought increasing awareness to
the construction of woven materials. This was only amplified by the Museum’s desire to
foreground production of the American textile industry and even more specifically, the work of
weavers and machines and thereby, their differences (sometimes made clear in the example of
the machine’s mimicry of the weaver’s handiwork). As a result, the textile itself in American
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Textiles was subtlety reconceived as a material significant and valuable for its formal textural
properties that could be experienced much like the tactility of sculpture.

The Making of “Fine Craftsmanship:” Designer Craftsmen U.S.A. at the Brooklyn
Museum:
“Wonderful as the machine is, it cannot think. For this indispensable activity industry must turn
to the designer craftsman.”373
Based on the title Designer Craftsmen U.S.A., one could think that the Brooklyn
Museum’s two-part exhibition series recovered the prominent role of the craftsman/designer that
the Met’s American Textiles exhibition had left under-acknowledged or suppressed altogether in
a celebration of the industry’s manufacturers. The same could be said of the focus on craft,
which may have seemed eschewed by the Met only to be foregrounded by the Brooklyn
Museum. But neither of these ideas would be true. In fact, and as shown in the section above, the
concentration on industry in American Textiles generated a new interest regarding the role of the
weaver as a maker-designer, rather than as someone merely integral to a production team. This
was only amplified in Designer Craftsmen. The Brooklyn Museum also continued to follow in
the Met’s footsteps in its celebration of an Americanness in craft production and in its attempt to
situate it in the context of the nation’s recent history. In contrast to the Met, however, the
Brooklyn Museum mythologized the role of craft and the craftsman, thereby laying out a whole
new set of terms by which to understand the importance of weaving.
Designer Craftsmen U.S.A. opened on October 22nd, 1953 and ran through January 3rd,
1954. It was organized by the Department of Decorative Arts. This section relies on the catalog
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to make sense of the show.374 The catalog includes a lengthy essay written by Dorothy Giles for
the “Executive Committee,” in which the quote above features as well as photographs of a
handful of prize-winning objects (the Brooklyn Museum again follows the Met in organizing an
exhibition as a competition), including a bowl, casement cloth, drapery, bottles, a pitcher, a
dining table and a buffet-dining table, upholstery and a rug. With the exception of printed cloth,
all the winning textiles photographed for the catalog were woven.
The quote above features in Giles’s essay “The Craftsman in America.” It contains many
ideas about who the designer craftsman is. “He” – in keeping with Giles text – is essential to the
production of goods. He is the opposite of the machine and defined in relationship to it. One
might begin to wonder if the task, or even expectation of the craftsman to represent the thinking
component in life’s equation would have ever manifested if the machine had not been invented.
In The Invention of Craft, a seminal text theorizing the development of craft, Glenn Adamson
argues along those lines, conceiving craft as a set of phenomena and characteristics that emerge
in a dichotomous relationship with industrial achievements in the 18th and 19th centuries. Craft,
he argues, comes to be or represents for society all that the machine, and what comes with its
mechanization, is not. (Adamson also exposes the fallacies behind this logic.)375
This section echoes Adamson’s point as it attempts to refine it in the context of 1950s
America. It uses Giles’s catalog essay and photographs to illustrate how ideas of craft and the
craftsman develop in opposition to those of the machine, but also how they develop along similar
lines of thought. Adamson’s pendant text Thinking Through Craft picks up in the 20th and 21st
centuries to examine how craft has been commonly represented as fine art’s Other.376 While not
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disagreeing with this assertion, I make the case that with Designer Craftsmen one also sees how
craft comes nearer to art, by being separated from its meaning and significance as a functional
object. In this section, I demonstrate the process by which that happens on a rhetorical level and
through photography, showing how an abstractionism and temporal and physical extraction – a
removal of the craft object from a specific time and place – occurs. As a result of this distancing,
the craft object is no longer connected to a specific time and place that tie it to its everydayness,
where, as a mundane object, it retains meaning through utility. Instead, it acquires meaning
through what it stands for and performs for society in relationship to advancing technology.
Although this section departs from others in terms of the materials (text and photography) it
focuses on, it attempts to show that the way craft is being defined corresponds to how
perceptions of weaving shift. A renewed focus on a textile as a three-dimensional instead of a
two-dimensional form takes place within the same breadth, as a result of the increasing
contextualization of craft alongside art.
The Designer Craftsmen catalog features black and white photographs of prize-winning
objects from the exhibition. The objects varied, as described above, representing the range of
mediums judged and on display. The photographs of the objects also varied. Except for the
textiles, all objects are pictured in an open space—perhaps the studio space of the
photographer—so that the entire form of the object is seen. Images of textiles, however, are
represented in close-ups (Figs.4.4 - 4.8). Without a background, the scale of the fabrics cannot
be determined. Two photographs, one overlapping the other slightly and showing a distant and
close-up of an upholstery fabric by Lilly E. Hoffman portray the textile’s overall form, size,
structure and texture (Fig. 9). Yet, even the photograph of the upholstery at a distance gives the
reader little evidence about its three-dimensional form and relationship to space. Whereas other
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craft objects are photographed within plenty of negative space, woven objects are entirely
transformed by the camera; taken out of context through the camera’s lens that not only captures
a part of the whole but depicts them as standing upright, parallel to the picture plane, not in a
natural viewing position, as for instance, on the floor.
Photography works in the Designer Craftsmen catalog to aestheticize the textile,
disassociating it from a space and place where it denotes utility. Dorothy Giles’s rhetoric, which
dislocates craft from a specific place and time, equally has the power of reducing the functional
importance of the craft object. In Dorothy Giles’s text craft is made to represent a panoply of
ideas, ostensibly rooted in a present moment. Contemporary craft, according to Giles expresses a
quintessentially “American style.” The Americanness of this style is contingent on a particular
time, namely a time in the postwar moment where a number of events coalescence. Giles cites
the long “silence” caused by World War I and II, the Great Depression in between and the
beginning of the Atomic Age as events which had caused a period of unproductivity: “dreariness
has been the vogue… deliberately turning their backs on beauty and on hope… artists have
seemed to take a perverse and infantile delight in occupying themselves with what is sordid,
unpleasant and even obscene.”377 This, as Giles implies, is not the time of contemporary craft,
nor, by extension, the representation of an American style. The turns of phrases Giles uses
suggest that contemporary craft has a particular aesthetic; formal characteristics which are
“pleasant.” The notion that an aesthetic is what sets contemporary craft apart from earlier designs
arises again in Giles claim that: “Awareness of beauty is fundamental. It is as necessary to the
craftsman as a true ear to the musician.”378 The consequence of situating an American style in a
historic moment, only to then characterize it as a set of subjective “principles,” has the effect of
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dislodging craft from a context. Validating craft through an aesthetic formula only works to give
it a timelessness, contrary to what Giles has in mind in tying contemporary craft to a particular
moment in time.
Giles anchors craft to the present primarily through defining it against the machine and
mass production in the 1940s and ‘50s. In one instance, she suggests its reinvention altogether:
“challenged by the machine, they [craft objects] are discovering a new usefulness and a new
leadership.”379 In not fleshing out this statement further, one has difficulty interpreting what kind
of leadership role Giles sees craft playing: and what kind of “new usefulness” other than its
most significant one as a utilitarian object would craft have? One possibility, mentioned in
another section of Giles’s essay, lies in the idea that contemporary craft projects an image of
America as a unified nation composed of diverse peoples: “one must be impressed by the
diversity of national and racial inheritances represented by these contemporary American
designer craftsmen.”380 The belief in craft as a hallmark of a united nation, which has dissolved
racial and national barriers is made possible, she finds, not by political change and social justice
of the moment, but rather by the ancient origins of craft’s history, which can no longer be parsed.
It is impossible and futile to track down which group of people contributed which skills,
according to Giles, or rather, it’s no longer necessary because exchanges of ideas and techniques
between cultural groups have been occurring since the dawn of mankind. In craft, Giles
recognizes a “common humanity,” in which all people share a part through passing down
traditions.381 Again, Giles finds herself in an odd rhetorical situation, where she wants
contemporary craft to have relevance to a particular moment in American history, but by
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invoking all of history to do so in generalizing sweeps, she mostly removes craft from a specific
time and place.
More than craft, the craftsman in Giles text is made to perform a precise role for society.
The element of competition in the exhibition partly necessitated the defining of this role. Judges
of Designer Craftsman had to agree on a specific set of ideas about who the designer craftsman
was; what he did; and how he affected change in society, in order to evaluate all the participants
fairly. (And, as the title states, the exhibition was very much about the craftsman himself.) In her
essay, Giles shares the judges’ consensus of the craftsman as “one who creates out of basic
materials, from his own designs, by his own skill.”382 These terms place an exceedingly large
interest on the individual. This emphasis is most strongly expressed in comparisons between the
craftsman and industry.
To provide a fuller picture of the craftsman, Giles explains his work and practice. She
differentiates the craftsman’s workshop from industry, but only insofar as to differentiate the
purpose behind craft and the object of industry. To her, the craftsman’s studio or workshop setup tells nothing about craft or the craftsman. In other words, the set-up of a studio and that of a
factory could be the same. The difference between the work of both professionals lies in “the
purpose behind” the making: “The craftsman cannot compete with industry. His forte is to create
the unique, custom-made object for a special situation or person. It is his to do what industry
cannot do. His to produce what is choice and what, by its nature, cannot go into mass
production.”383 In not specifying what this would mean one can only speculate. Perhaps, what
“cannot go into mass production” is not yet reproducible by the machine, in which case the
craftsman task would be to understand the machine better than anyone operating it, so as to know
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not what, but how, it cannot copy and to proceed forward with the making of a craft objects as
the imprint of a machine’s deficiency.
Another passage suggests that Giles interprets mass production as repetition. For she
makes allowance for craft’s own: “repetition within reason is legitimate,” she explains, because
craftsmen have an obligation to the public and need to make a “good profit.” He may “meet a
demand which he has created” but then must be careful not to repeat too much as it “dulls the
creative faculties,” in which case the “craftsman loses more than he gains.”384 Without realizing
it, Giles places an enormous weight on the craftsman as a result of contrasting him with industry.
Upon reiterating that “industry, dependent upon the machine, must always follow, imitate,
repeat” she concludes that “originality, invention, the audacious casting away of old forms to be
replaced by new, constant experimentation—these rest with the artist and craftsman.”385 She
continues to embellish the notion of the craftsman as a figure of high status (again by way of
comparison), saying “his prestige is sustained by his own inability to turn himself into a machine
and to turn out goods strictly according to pattern” and that “he cannot evade his own nature
which leads him to regard each work of his hands as an individual effort into the creation.”386 In
rendering such an image of the craftsman by way of contrast, Giles makes his task in society
larger than life, much like the machine which he is being defined against. On these terms, the
craftsman is then required to not only act as a singular force of nature – again like the machine
which doesn’t require assistance (a leveling makes the comparison fairer) – but possess “skills”
that are nearly inherent, as in natural talents.
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To make the craftsman not subservient to technology but an equal, if not better,
component, he is cast in the same light as the machine merely to prove that he is indeed better.
The result catapults the craftsman onto a new playing field, in which he is made to act as a type
of God – eternal, ancient and unifying – thereby being and representing much more than industry
could. Such a case Giles perhaps feels is necessary to make as a means of protecting the
importance of humanity. Craft, then, appears to Giles as a type of salvation, a maintenance of
order in the face of something almighty and unknown. In needing to locate sanctity in craft, Giles
assigns the craftsman a sacrificial role, not too dissimilar from ones given to religious prophets.
For the craftsman “the giving of self to the work on the wheel, the bench, the loom, is the course
of satisfaction which is the craftsman’s richest reward.” That this reward “is independent of
success, fame, and financial returns” and that “it is what keeps him working at his chosen craft
despite his own knowledge and, frequently, the advice of his family and friends” makes his
activity in life appear as a duty of higher calling. In another area, Giles characterizes the
craftsman’s work as divinely inspired, again invoking a language often associated with religious
figures, and doing so through a comparison with the machine: “the machine has no joy in its
labor and none to impart to its products.. mark that word—joy. It is the mystical bond which
unites the craftsman to his work. It is the gift of the Spirit to his hands. Like all spiritual gifts, it
cannot be captured or controlled, bought or sold.”387
Other prophet-like motifs surface in Giles characterization of the craftsman. She notes
how his presence “enriches the community life.”388 But, yet, he is also a lone figure, requiring
“privacy… he must have peace of mind in which to gestate and bring his ideas to birth.”
Furthermore, he does not enrich community through creating community or giving a valuable
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possession to it but simply through his being or existence alone. This notion takes form in Giles
idea that the craftsman education extends beyond practical training. Rather it encompasses “the
education of the whole man, or the purpose is defeated,” which is to say the craftsman must
develop intellectually, psychologically and emotionally, among other things and exist as a person
of esteem.389 It also forms in the idea that the craftsman act on his own accord, not following the
stylistic direction of a group, which is “destructive to the individual craftsman.” “Freedom of
expression…and reliance on the self, on the worker’s own experience, inventiveness, sense of
design…. are essential to all sound craftsmanship…these ideals, being profoundly American,
preserve and develop all that is best in our craftsmanship.”390 Thus, for the craftsman to achieve
the expectations placed on him, those making him an exemplar American, he must assert a sense
of independence, working without the aid or collective labor of others. It is interesting to
consider that the notion of the machine as a singular force, churning out objects without any
helping hands is not dissimilar from Giles perception of the craftsman.391
The amalgamation of factors—the machine, the wars, the formation of a cultural melting
pot—that have brought about a new sensibility in American craft would make it seem tied to a
very specific place and time. However, craft is no more placed in the present time of the 1950s
than it is quickly removed by a likening of the craftsman to a figure who possesses an inherent,
nearly divine-like qualities, creating his work without the help of (a specific) society or new
tools. This temporal and geographical dislocation occurs not only through comparisons between
the machine and craftsman, but also through Giles incessant summoning of the past.
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Throughout her essay, Giles profusely and variedly invokes the past – “all the crafts are
ancient”392— and makes a variety of references to past times. From the oldest and most
historicized history— craftsmen “could not but be sensitive to the genius loci, that Place Spirit
which all primitive peoples in whose society the craftsman holds an honored place, equally with
the Greeks of Art’s golden age”393—to more recent Arts and Crafts notions associating craftsmen
with medieval guilds. Giles highlights the spread of crafts knowledge from the “caravan routes to
Cathay, through the bazars of Samarkand, to medieval fairs, over the Andes, and on Yankee
clipper voyages to the Far East…”394 In colonial America, craft skills came from England and
the Rhineland. She links the French pastry chef Georges Auguste Escoffier and the Brillat
Savarin cheese to the “first fire-resistant clay cooking-pot. She sees the magic in the connection
between the ancient and the new as similar to a genie that comes from an Arabian bottle.395 The
analogy cast contemporary craft as something unbelievable, which forms within the ordinary
utilitarian object. Yet, the analogy oddly cancels out the importance of function, which it initially
tries to applaud in craft, instead, making the craft object a thing of wonder and surprise on a
visual level—for a genie is something that amazes us through its very existence, which we
register first visually.
Locating origins provides a way for Giles in conjunction with the Brooklyn Museum to
contextualize craft, giving it relevance and respect. Yet, in explaining the significance of
contemporary craft through the past, the craft object acquires an allusion of timelessness, which
eradicates possibilities for the evolution of its form or design through technological
innovations—ones, for example, that would definitively tie it to a specific moment in time, in
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particular, the moment of the 1940s and 1950s, in which the American’s industrial achievements
had begun to shape everything about design. In acknowledging the work of weavers as artists,
but ignoring them as designers within industry, she presents a less than relevant catalog essay,
which veers on an essentialist, unrealistic reading of the craftsman. As such, it conceals the
extent to which craft emerges as a conceit: indeed it shapes craft into an idea more than a
practice or object with distinct features or materiality. In calling on the past and in abstracting the
image of the woven object in photography and through contrasting the craftsman with industry,
the Designer Craftsmen catalog removes craft from a specific time and place. In doing so, utility,
as significant to the meaning of craft, is ejected. Instead of being important through context and
usage, as in, for example, a coffee cup that one drinks from daily over a period of time, the
object of “fine craftsmanship” holds meaning through society’s adoration of it on purely
aesthetic and symbolic terms.396 Ironically, Giles’s concludes her essay by suggesting that “if
fine craftsmanship is to survive in an industrialized world” it must be made for the home, not
“museum shelves.”397 Upon moving into the museum, the craft object is subjected to a kind of
death. As understood in the catalog photography and Giles’s essay, its significance as an
everyday functional object is swapped out for its relevance as a placeholder of human
achievement. These conditions make it ripe for the continued exploration and exploitation of the
sculptural form of textiles, which occurs in Textiles USA at MoMA.
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Introduction to TEXTILES U.S.A.:398
The cover of MoMA’s Textiles USA catalog is a black and white photograph taken from an aerial
perspective showing six different fabrics, which appear to have been casually thrown on top of
one other like laundry in a basket (Fig. 4.10). However, the casualness of their folds belies the
careful orchestration of the pile. Each fabric is juxtaposed with other fabrics which differ in
texture and construction. In the absence of color, chiaroscuro is enhanced, showing off the rich
texture of each material item: a gauzy loose web-like cloth snuggles around a tightly bound but
porous net-like fabric; a wooly chevron twill fabric lies side-by-side a waffle-patterned and
polka-dot cloth with a high sheen. It is impossible to know exactly what these textiles are
intended for. Their lack of relationship to a utilitarian object subverts their meaning as
functional, utilitarian objects, which reinforces the idea that the photograph’s colorlessness is
deployed specifically for the purposes of capturing the sculptural qualities of a new fibrousness.
Textural diversity is shown for the very sake of it.
Before the opening of Textiles USA, MoMA announced a handful of objects that would
be included in the exhibition. To be displayed was “a cotton guide blanket used in making paper,
polyethylene cloth used in air conditioning machines and laundry bag material as well as printed
drapery fabric, handwoven tapestries, upholstery material and silk, cotton, wool and synthetic
fabrics used in men and women’s clothing.”399 Pay close attention to the way these materials are
listed: almost every textile is described by the fiber used to make it and its intended function. It
was simply not enough to state “a polyethylene cloth,” the museum felt inclined to provide more
specific information about that cloth, “used in air conditioning machines and laundry bag
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material.” An exception to this descriptive formula is “handwoven tapestries.” That the
production of hand weaving need to be paired with the object form of a tapestry, suggests that
behind the making of an object lie its purpose and meaning. Hand weaving thus wasn’t denoting
practice or tools as much as it was connoting intrinsic value. The difference between what these
descriptions tell and what the photograph on the catalog cover tells speaks to a larger paradox of
Textiles USA. In celebrating the American textile industry and in wanting to show off the
remarkable functions of modern textiles, MoMA exploited the sculptural qualities of the woven
form, conceiving the significance and value of textiles in highly unexpected ways.
Textiles USA opened on August 29 and ran through November 4. It was the first
exhibition MoMA had organized devoted specifically to contemporary American fabrics and its
promotion of American commercialism was in plain view. Curated in the spirit of “Good
Design,” Arthur Drexler, director of the Department of Architecture and Design, announced in
one of the few press releases that the exhibition displays “useful objects available to the
public.”400 In tandem with commercial interests was the priority to praise the achievements of the
American manufactures, much in the same way the Met had done. “The purpose of the
exhibition,” René d’Harnoncourt, MoMA’s director stated “is to demonstrate the tremendous
scope, quality and beauty American textiles have attained in the last decade, and to focus public
attention on the contribution to the arts of our time made by a vital and progressive industry.”401
Daniel Fuller, President of Fuller Fabrics, who helped generate support for the exhibition prior to
its opening echoed Drexler and d’Harnoncourt’s ideas that Textiles USA paid homage to the
American industry and delivered vital public knowledge:
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“TEXTILES U.S.A. is the first attempt to my best knowledge and belief to secure public
recognition as an industry…It is difficult to over-emphasize the importance of this kind of public
presentation, and its far-reaching influence. To start with, TEXTILES U.S.A. is national, not
local…It glorifies the fabrics of America in a way that is far beyond the capacity of individual
mills or groups of mills. It focuses the attention of all manufacturers and merchants on the
importance of fabrics in American life. Above all it gives the consuming public, at long last, a
picture of the great fabric world.”402

In keeping with its earlier interests in using the exhibition as a means of steering popular
taste in contemporary design like the Met and the Brooklyn Museum, MoMA presented Textiles
USA as a competition. The exhibition was organized by Arthur Drexler (Kaufmann’s and
Johnson’s replacement in a new consolidated Department of Architecture and Design) with the
help of Greta Daniel, an Associate Curator. A team of technical advisors and a separate sevenmember jury, consisting of leading figureheads in textiles and design (including René D’
Harnoncourt, MoMA’s director; Philip Johnson, architect and Chairman of MoMA’s Committee
on Architecture; William Segal, publisher of American Fabrics Magazine; Anni Albers; Clair
McCardell, fashion designer; and Mary Lewis, fashion director at Sears, Roebuck and Company)
determined the fabrics to display.403 Manufacturers and designers were invited to submit samples
of their work from the past ten years. Out of 300 entries submitted, 180 fabrics manufactured by
111 firms and designers were chosen by the above-mentioned jury. As it had done for the Met,
the big trade publication American Fabrics (now rebranded as American Fashion and Fabrics)
co-sponsoring the exhibition devoted a whole issue to the show, in which it featured
advertisements by participating manufactures, short biographies of weavers and mini essays on
topics of fashion and textile production.404 The following two sections of this chapter examine a
series of press releases, sections from the exhibition catalog and forms of textile display to
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demonstrate how the museum in attempting to highlight the functionality of new materials
defines their significance in highly expressive and formal terms.

“Pure Textile Design:” Studies in the Making of Fabrics:
Upon the opening of Textiles USA, MoMA publicized its exhibition checklist. Below is a random
sampling of object descriptions from the list. Items are separated by a backslash:
“William Heller, Inc., New York City, Dress fabric. Carcasonne. Wool. Jacquard weave. Raised surface
design. Dark blue. Designed by Benjamin Heller, 1956. / Goodman & Theise, Inc., New York City, Dress
fabric. Silk. Satin weave. Gold. 1919. / Roy Ginstrom, Cedar Falls, Iowa. Screen and casement fabric.
Scallops. Handwoven. Linen. Openwork panel with hand tied warp thread groupings. Plain weave. Natural.
1955. / Boris Kroll Fabrics, Inc., New York City. Upholstery fabric. Alabaster. Spun silk, linen, Bemberg.
Four shaft satin weave. Light beige. Designed by Boris Kroll, 1955.”405

On their face, exhibition checklists are no more than a list of items identifying the title of an
object, the artist, year(s) of completion, materials and dimensions. Like fact sheets, they are
written with uniformity and objectivity. At first glance, the exhibition checklist for Textiles USA
appears as standard as they come, listing all the above-mentioned elements. Yet, when it comes
to material descriptions, variations occur.406
Descriptions such as plain weave, satin and velvet, for example, identify weave
structures. Some descriptions also include the fiber of the weave structure, such as “silk gauze,”
or the performative qualities of a weave/knit structure, such as “elasticized jersey” (jersey being
the knit structure). Other descriptions, such as “openwork with hand tied warp thread groupings,”
tell of an approach to working with fibers on a loom. Making is also identified by tools. For
example, Boris Kroll designs an upholstery fabric using a four-shaft satin weave and Geraldine
Funk creates a window shade using a two-harness loom. Such descriptions point to the
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complexity of defining a textile: for is what determines material form the product of fiber, the
weave structure, an approach to using tools or is it the tool itself? Descriptions also indicated
when a textile was hand woven or hand screened, making power loom weaving or machine
printing the default production method. Pronouncing the hand making but not the machine
making had the effect of valorizing the former over the latter: the act of identification connotes
significance.
The proclivity to use descriptions related to the construction of a textile as a means of
describing what that textile is very proof of the architectural quality innate to the woven form.
There is simply no other means of ekphrasis when one is pushed to truly describe a woven
material, particularly one free from engagement with the frame of a chair, for instance, or the
curtain bar and window on which it might hang. In putting into dialogue textiles-as-material
objects, Textiles USA invigorated a comparison and an analysis that yielded deeper
understanding of the woven form as a three-dimensional form. This section analyzes MoMA’s
press releases, showing how the museum brought increasing attention to the texture and form of
woven materials and in the process imparted a new system of aesthetic values.
The fabrics of Textiles USA were separated into three categories: home furnishings, apparel or
clothing and industrial textiles. Needing a criterion by which to explain the rationale for selecting
and awarding prizes for certain fabrics, Drexler stated that the materials chosen were those
considered to be “technically and aesthetically exceptional.”407 A discussion of aesthetic
exceptionality never arises again in the literature published by the museum, but notions of what
signified formal beauty are found throughout judgments expressed in press releases and
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manifested through display decisions (I’ll return to these shortly). Quality, however, is defined
explicitly by the museum.
MoMA reevaluates the terms of quality in exhibition literature. In one press release, the
museum writes “the difference between American textiles and those of other countries is the
sheer quantity in which they are produced and distributed.” The quantity, it was believed, led to
the market’s ability to create competition—in turn, improving the quality of fabrics: “quantity
can and does create a new conception of quality.”408 The idea here can be translated in other
terms: mass production guaranteed a greater degree of experimentation, which was conducive to
innovation. Quality was thus less a factor associated with material possibilities—say, for
instance, the extent of durability or softness—than it was being defined as the possibilities
afforded within new production. Concrete capabilities required of a weave structure or a single
textile were replaced by more abstract ideas existing around what textile production could do for
society and, by extension, the economy.
In other passages, the museum acknowledges that ideas of quality are never static but
instead shift over the ages as society’s values change. In previous generations, the museum
notes, people valued durability and longevity in a fabric, expecting it to last for more than a
decade. At the present, the museum writes, “our technological economy requires us to replace
our possessions regularly, and that we enjoy doing so, has encouraged us to yield some aspects
of quality in favor of others…durability for example could come second to other more important
qualities of fabric, such as ease of maintenance in wash-ability, quick dry and no ironing…” By
these standards, the museum argues that quality is hardly something tangible that could be
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experienced in formal properties of the textile. Rather it is experienced as a by-product of its use
and created by advancements in science and technology within the textile industry.
If the question of quality was glossed over or vaguely defined when it came to formal
characteristics of materials that was merely because it had become the biggest elephant in the
room. This is most apparent in MoMA’s discussion of synthetic fibers. In addressing manmade
fibers, the museum mentions that they had not yet “developed a distinctive visual and tactile
character able to match in appeal, to most people.” Additionally, “synthetics lack a quality of
their own.” Synthetics could, however, imitate natural fibers, the museum reported. Such
remarks only naturally lent themselves to a contemplation on the very idea of textile form
itself—that is, texture. In the advent of synthetic fibers, which had no intrinsic form, shape or
texture, it was the form, shape and texture of organic fibers that was beginning to take center
stage. The museum brought textural form directly into the foreground, as the single most notable
feature about a textile.
Where MoMA ignored materiality in understanding of quality, it brought it back in areas
where making was concerned. A press release states: “in this exhibition the product of the
individual hand weaver in most cases will not be recognized because of its sensitivity to minute
variations; the machine can achieve that, too.” By way of explaining achievements of power
looms, the museum establishes formal differences between machine- and hand-woven items,
suggesting that “minute variations” are exactly what distinguishes hand weaving. This idea
shows up again in MoMA’s comment on the aesthetic effects of industrial textiles: “they seem
beautiful largely because they share the precision, delicacy, pronounced texture, and exact
repetition of detail characteristics of machine art.”409 The sense here is that industrial materials
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(all made on machines) inherently retain formal qualities of the tool which makes them. It is
unclear if the museum in making the latter statement fetishizes mechanical precision, seeing it as
a favorable esthetic or is merely attempting to discern how technological advancements have
widened the diversity of forms produced by machines. Either way, the statement underscores the
idea that inherent forms can be found in specific types of production. By using hand weaving as
a standard by which to judge the improvement of machine weaving, if only to suggest the
machine’s versatility, hand weaving automatically assumes value as a practice giving rise to
unique textural forms.
Although Textiles USA predominantly featured the work of manufacturers and fabric
houses, individual designers were also recognized and textiles they had made independent of
contract work featured in the exhibition. Arthur Drexler was thus tasked with responding to the
work performed by the independent weaver. In one press release he professes that much of the
individual craftsman’s work has been usurped. But he concludes optimistically, saying that this
has resulted in the emergence of the textile designer as artist: “When he is not designing for
machine production the craftsman is free to explore what now might properly be called ‘pure’
textile design.” Pure textile design Drexler says is “useless.” That pure textile design was
“useless” meant designers could be productive on another front—that of art, Drexler found. The
textile craftsman is now free to work with material without being restrained by limitations s/he
encounters in the process of producing something functional.410 That Drexler identifies pure
textile design as symptomatic of advanced technology, not just as an art form that has stood
independently alongside mass production, is indicative of his startlingly new perception of the
possibilities for weaving to be seen as a practice and medium with purely formal and aesthetic
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value. By saying that textile designers might pursue “pure textile design” when “not designing
for machine production” also indicates his awareness of hand weaving as an activity reserved for
art making. With these thoughts, Drexler opens a fresh ideological space for (hand) weaving to
be interpreted as an art form—now possible, according to him, because machines have advanced
to the point of overtaking the weaver’s need to construct anything utilitarian by hand.

Rain, Clouds and Umbrellas: Forms of Display in Textiles USA:
At the entrance to Textiles USA four rows of rope made of twisted yellow and black polyethylene
(i.e. plastic) plies hung from the ceiling slightly obfuscating the title of the exhibition on the back
wall (Fig. 4.11). The overall effect gives the impression of sheets of rain. Considering that
weather had inspired other displays, such as a giant fabric umbrella, a “tear-drop shaped”
configuration and a fabric bunched up in the form of a “cloud,” it is plausible that the architect
Bernard Rudofsky, an architect who oversaw the design of the installation in the museum’s first
floor galleries and on the garden terrace, intended for the exhibition entrance to feign a storm, an
apt analogy to the outpouring of innovation the American textile industry had recently showered
on the nation.411 Because the rope curtains hung not quite parallel to each other, they created
unevenly-spaced aisles or passageways into the galleries. An inattentive visitor could easily
become caught in the “rain,” as seen in a photograph from the exhibition opening—another
playful and relevant metaphor conveying the impact of American textiles on people of the nation
(Fig. 4.12).
Since the concept of a rain curtain goes unmentioned in exhibition literature, it is
tempting to see the installation as another, very plausible metaphor—as a giant loom. Due to the
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number and size of ropes held by each overhead beam, the installation appears to cite parts of the
loom. Together the beams act as giant harnesses and since there are four hanging (a fifth layer of
rope appears draped on the back wall), they could refer to hand weaving, in which a four-harness
loom was commonly used. The beams with ropes also mimic warp threads, turning visitors into
interactive weft fibers that moved over and under warp as they weave through the exhibition.
Upon entering Textiles USA, then, the viewer would embody the weaver. If Rudofsky had not
conceptualized the viewer as a weaver, he most certainly intended for the museum-goer to
engage with textiles as fantastical, three-dimensional forms, and in the case of the entrance
display, as environments. In demonstrating the marvelousness of textiles as materials, MoMA in
conjunction with Rudofsky used exhibition displays to tell a story of weaving as architecture.
If the installation of rope at the entrance of Textiles USA was designed to exaggerate the process
of weaving on the loom for museum-goers, the garden terrace installation magnified the
apparatus of the loom and woven cloth (Fig. 4.13). On the edge of the terrace a structure
resembling scaffolding was installed with three equally spaced bars spanning the width. Woven
over and under the bars were large swaths of alternating black and white automobile top fabric
(probably used for convertibles), which formed a textile wall on the outer edge of the terrace.
The entire structure enlarges the interaction between weft and warp fibers on a loom. That hard
metal bars comprise the warp (or weft, depending on how you look at it) makes clear that
weaving is an action or process above all, independent of materials or with specific-materials
being irrelevant. The grand scale of the structure also points to the textile as a phenomenon to
experience spatially as much as it is a surface to see or touch.
The phenomenological dimensions of textiles were explored in other noteworthy displays
inside the museum. In the first-floor galleries, five different kinds of textiles – used for men’s
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suiting and chair and automobile upholstery – were strewn over the floor. The fabrics had been
treated with a special soil retardant and visitors were invited to step on them or perhaps, as with
the entrance display, were forced to encounter them as they traversed the space.412 As such they
became familiar with the woven fabric as more than just a decorative carpet but now as a floor or
of an environment that responded immediately to human activity.
As if object labels were not enough—and it is not clear if MoMA used them in Textiles
USA—Rudofsky with the museum devised unique forms of display to impart ideas of a
material’s purpose and high-tech capabilities to the museum-goer. In one large gallery appear
several twelve-foot faceted columns, extending from floor to ceiling (Fig. 4.14). Each facet of
every column is covered with a different fabric. The display is a clever use of space and means
of exhibiting multiple pieces at once. It would have also been an appropriate way to demonstrate
or at least allude to the function of the materials, i.e. were they intended for sound insulation or
furniture upholstery. Attached to each fabric facet was a swatch bearing the invitation “Please
Touch.”413 Regardless of whether these fabrics were meant to muffle sound or act as upholstery,
MoMA, through the faceted display device, had also interpreted them as materials of a larger
haptic environment where physical contact was expected. Disassociated from utilitarian objects,
such as a chair or couch, and juxtaposed together—a format conducive to comparison—the
fabric materials lent themselves to being viewed on their own terms. With the faceted column
display, the museum had seized an opportunity to concentrate on texture, permitting the
museum-goer to enjoy a sensory experience as well as a visual one in its physical examination of
the construction of textiles.
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Another and different type of columnar construction conveyed one material’s texture and
construction in a manner that exploited its performative abilities (Fig. 4.15). These column
displays were built using a tubular elasticized material (similar to a nylon panty hose leg) that
stretched from floor to ceiling. To expose the extremeness of their flexibility, a circular ring
device inserted in the middle of the column expanded the fabric radically, showing off its
sheerness, tautness and tension strength. The inverse occurred in other displays; one in which
fabrics were bunched together and pinned to two sections of a wall – their pillow-like relief
makes them appear like biomorphic clouds hanging in the sky (Fig. 4.16) – and another in which
a silky fabric lay in a casual manner, as if dropped on the top of the pedestal and encased in clear
box (Fig. 4.17).414 Such displays made apparent the performative, even potentially functional
qualities of textiles, such as their thickness or compactness, as seen in the folds and ability to
hold a bulky sculptural form rather than fall flat.
Depicting the performance quality of materials continued to be the main point of display
devices of larger-scale textiles. Two regulation air force parachutes suspended from rafters in the
exhibition, one made of “brilliant Day-Glow ribbon” and another woven in pale orange and
white nylon.415 Both installations captured the materials reaction to light and wind. The webbed
form of the Day-Glow textile, hanging on bars in the garden terrace, acted as wind vents of the
parachute (Fig. 4.18). The suspended form of the material distinguished it from awning material
and suggested the inverse of a parachute in midair. On another parachute indoors, edges along
the fabric’s rim were pinched and pulled at different angles, lifting the material into air in a
contorted manner (Fig. 4.19). Rather than have the viewer observe the entire surface area of the
material (which could be done through hanging or draping the fabric on a wall), Rudofsky
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created a display that directed the viewer’s attention to its diaphanous quality and the silkiness of
its texture. By making evocative the parachute’s amorphousness and materiality, Rudofsky
effectively transformed the object of a parachute into a spatial form, even if an abstract one.
Thus, in attempts to demonstrate the technical savviness of contemporary American textiles, or
what I call a material’s “internal functionality,” MoMA’s curatorial approach had the effect of
exploiting materiality in elaborate displays. Different from a textile’s visible functionality, such
as its usefulness as upholstery or covering cracks in a wall, a textile’s internal functionality gets
at the performative qualities that occur from the technical advancements of the fibers themselves,
finishing processes or devised from a weave structure of a textile. A material’s internal
functionality is best observed as that textile is being used in a more temporal way. This was
particularly relevant in the 1940s and ’50s when innovations in synthetics, dyeing, finishing and
machine weaving affected properties of a material that were invisible to the naked eye, but were
reactive to light, wind, water (including mold and mildew), for instance, or the heat of an iron or
cigarette ash. Novel modern textiles could withstand the tumble of a washing machine or
provided greater insulation. Thus “internal functionality” describes the innovation not
necessarily in relationship to another object form, such as chair frame, but rather in the properties
or makeup of the textile itself, which included fiber and weave structure.
Another way in which MoMA showed off the reactive properties or action of a textile’s
internal functionality was with the use of lighting features. Display devices using special lighting
sources demonstrated properties of reflecting cloth. One such example is Rudofky’s use of light
boxes, which were covered with translucent fabric. As light flashed on and off, visitors could
“see how dramatically the fabric changes its appearance.”416 With trends in modern architecture
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that praised expansive glazing, one could see how a fabric’s reaction to light would come into
increasing focus. While replicating the passing from day into night and vice versa for the
purposes of conveying a material’s transformative properties, MoMA simultaneously devised an
installation that made the fabric into a thing of phenomenological amazement.
When a fabric lacked reaction to light, the museum crafted a display to give it allure. A
23-foot diameter umbrella best exemplifies this curatorial move (Figs. 4.20 and 4.21). Similar to
a color wheel, the circular umbrella featured different triangular pieces of fabric (perhaps around
20 pieces), which were placed next to one another, showing a gradation of color. It is unclear if
the umbrella represented waterproof fabrics or served merely as a weather-themed frame that
best showed a variety of fabrics of different color. In either case, the giant fabric umbrella
transcends the notion of a textile as an elaborate structure with an architectural quality. One can’t
help but see this display as something surreal; mise-en-scene from a Broadway adaptation of
“Alice in Wonderland,” where objects ordinarily appearing smaller dwarf Alice, creating a new
perception of bodily space.
For Textiles USA, MoMA in conjunction with Rudofsky chose exhibition displays that
matched their efforts to render beautiful, extravagant and technologically advanced textiles—an
effort that celebrated American manufactures as much as it promoted the fruits of their labors to
the consumerist interests of a public audience. In attempting this challenge, the museum
extracted most textiles from their everyday contexts, as articles of clothing or materials wrapping
the form of another object and exposed them on new terms—terms that defined the textile more
sculpturally and spatially, underscoring its texture and performative qualities and its haptic
significance, as a material to be admired through touch. With that, the museum subtlety revalued
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the aesthetics of a woven form, emphasizing its importance as a material with physical
dimension.

Conclusion:
The history of exhibitions that I have just described documents a period of new reception to
textile production in the United States. As I have shown, from 1948 to 1956 each of these major
New York art museums—the Met, the Brooklyn Museum and MoMA—draw heavily on one
another, borrowing a curatorial model of an exhibition-as-competition in which prizes are
awarded by a jury composed of industry experts and museum staff. They all also displayed
mostly the textile material itself as opposed to a fabric object. While the impetus for these
exhibitions derived from the reality that the textile industry had advanced, it was also motivated
by the belief that those advancements were transforming the textile material itself and, by
extension, society’s relationship to it.417
Thus, while modern weavers, such as the ones highlighted in this dissertation, and I
would argue all weavers, were/are aware of the architectural and sculptural nature of weaving
through their very practice of making it, it was the museum exhibition at midcentury that
exposed the architectural truths of the woven material. In doing so, they shifted how the public
both saw a woven fabric and how they perceived or experienced it. (One can look at a textile in
many ways, but it is in the act of looking that a framing device, such as an exhibition can heavily
determine what is seen.) In how weaving was viewed through the lens of the exhibition in the
1940s and 1950s, the weaver Ed Rossbach put it best: “Woven structure, like architectural
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structure, was being exposed.”418 From there, it came to be perceived as a three-dimensional
form with haptic significance.
Thus, the meaning of modern weaving in the United States presented itself as twofold.
On the one hand, it was synonymous with a style change: surface ornamentation and imagery
vanished, giving rise to emphases in texture, whereby structure was rendered clearer through the
predominant use of plain weave (though hardly comprehensible for a non-weaver). On the other
hand, the way in which weaving was interpreted shifted. As American Fabrics ’48, Designer
Craftsmen and Textiles USA narrated the story of textile production, they drew the museum
visitor in to observe more closely the import of new textural surfaces and fabric functions,
compelling that same visitor to think differently about what was seen. Instead of seeing the
speckled qualities here or the verticals and horizontals there, the visitor encountered form, the
contrast of relief, the textural qualities and in certain display instances, the textile-asenvironment. As such, the tapestry on the wall became the wall (hanging); the carpet on the floor
became the floor itself; and the textile-as-painting emerged as a sculptural relief.
In 2016, on a search to understand weaving in the 1950s and 1960s I interviewed Dolores
Bittleman, a self-identified fiber artist who had a career in weaving during that time. Bittleman,
however, talked about her work over many decades. At one point, she conveyed to me a
fascinating anecdote. She told me of a time when she visited the Metropolitan Museum of Art to
hear a lecture on woven carpets from the Far East, given by Thomas Campbell, then director of
the Museum, who also specializes in tapestry history. Bittleman spoke of her frustration with the
way Campbell displayed the objects. As a weaver, she said, I wanted to see the textile
“horizontally,” not just hung up in a vertical position like a painting. Bittleman explained that by
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viewing the textile from the side as it lay flat on its “back” she could better understand its
thickness, its structure and characteristics of the fiber. Campbell, however, had shown the textile
objects vertically, preferring to focus on their pictorial qualities. 419
The anecdote goes to show that weavers from any period—the 1950s or the 2010s—are
by nature of their practice attentive to a material’s structure and curious of its construction. At
midcentury, then, as the craft aspects of weaving became analogous with the style of modern
weaving, the weaver found her place in history, finally, as a maker-as-designer, not just as a
reproducer of patterns (although there is skill and creativity involved there, it has remained
unacknowledged). While men, who had worked in the textile industry and who filled most if not
all lead positions in manufacturing, continued to be celebrated (before being lauded also as
artists-cartoonists), the individual, contract-based female weaver, often previously characterized
as a hobbyist, now also found esteem. There was perhaps no one who understood better what that
moment meant than Anni Albers. As she realized the greatness of the time, she seized on it,
sensing, too, it had peaked and was nearing an end. To historicize and memorialize the triumph
of weaving in the United States, Albers wrote her second book On Weaving in 1965—the subject
of which makes a proper ending to the story of modern weaving and an appropriate conclusion to
this dissertation.
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A Conclusion Via Anni Albers’s On Weaving
In 1965 Anni Albers wrote her second and last book On Weaving. It comprises ten chapters
addressing a range of topics—including advancements in loom technology, weave structures,
draft notation and aspects of design in weaving—which tell of weaving’s long history and teach
the craft practice. Art and design historians have understood the project to objectively examine
the techniques and history of weaving from ancient times until the present.420 As Briony Fer
says, On Weaving is “a technical handbook and a history of world weaving over four thousand
years.”421 For this, the book has been praised as a “bible,” a founding, definitive treatise on
weaving, worth republication in 2017 in an expanded edition that included three essays
contextualizing it as such.422 Recent interests in better situating Albers within art history—
examples being not only On Weaving’s republication, in which numerous curators and art
historians (such as Fer) have contributed essays, but also the 2018 Tate Modern exhibition Anni
Albers—have brought more attention to the book, helping to underscore its importance as a
means of understanding weaving practices and, to that end, Albers’s own work. Yet,
interestingly, little has been done to consider On Weaving within the context of textile history
itself (which is also that of industry history). This conclusion seeks to show how in doing so—in
contextualizing On Weaving within textile history—a subjectivity and bias, emerging from the
conditions unfolding within a period of modern American weaving, color Albers’s writing. The
argument I will make in what follows is that the text is as much an embodiment of a particular
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historical moment (from the perspective of the ending of that moment in the early 1960s) as it is
a historical account. Unlike her first book, On Designing (1959), in which Albers compiled
essays composed decades prior to the book’s publication, On Weaving is mostly the product of
her thinking in a particular moment in time—the early 1960s.423 Despite all attempts to bring
Albers’s work into the light what I believe makes the book most significant comes not in
understanding it as timeless, as a book of facts, but rather through understanding its temporal and
cultural specificity. The themes and ideas that characterize the book’s modernist inflections also
recapture the main arguments of this dissertation. Thus, as I demonstrate how On Weaving serves
as a product of a western history in its modern moment, I also come to my own conclusion,
bringing full circle the central ideas laid out over the past four chapters of this dissertation, which
have defined roughly three decades, from the late 1930s to the late 1950s, in American weaving.
At the time that Albers wrote On Weaving she was 66 years old and had mostly stopped
weaving, taking up printmaking instead. Due to her transition away from a four-decade career in
weaving, one might presume her book to be seeped in autobiographical elements. However,
Albers affords such an explicit reading only to a minor extent, featuring examples of her own
work in illustrations and in expressing her partiality toward Peruvian weaving.424 In general, she
abstains from indulging in a chronicling of her career as a weaver and teacher. Instead, she writes
with a matter-of-fact, pedagogical voice about the history and practice of weaving, with the
hopes of reaching an audience of “not only weavers but also those whose work in other fields
encompasses textile problems.”425 A universalist tone in combination with a great deal of factual
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content she presents obscure strong partialities concerning the practice of weaving found in
much of her writing. To be sure, she never acknowledges the course of instruction she prescribes
to the weaver as representative of a highly specific methodology (which I’ll return to shortly).
It is perhaps telling that On Weaving has attracted the attention of art historians and
curators over the last several decades.426 Certainly, working alongside her husband, Josef, a
painter, and her teaching within schools, such as the Bauhaus and Black Mountain College,
where students were trained in the fine arts has made her work more subject to aesthetic analyses
from the art world than that of other weavers. Yet, On Weaving has a particular lure for artists
and art historians because of Albers’s framing of the project as one in which she is concerned
“with the visual, structural side of weaving rather than dealing with the problem of warmth, for
instance, or such new attributes, developed by chemistry, as being water repellent, creaseresistant, flame-retarding, and so on, that are invisible.”427 Setting aside issues pertaining to the
function of fabric (or at least claiming to do so), Albers focuses on—as she articulates twice in
the quote—the visual and visibility of weaving.428 Thus, On Weaving could easily be
summarized as a book about how a weaver’s practice affects the look of fabric as much as the
feel and performance of fabric. For as much as Albers dwells on the visual, however, her project
is not a rescue mission, helping to pull weaving out of industry and migrate into the arena of fine
art. Rather, her desire in articulating the visual form in weaving is in response to the very
concerns faced within the textile industry; namely, the realignment of skills due to advancing
technology and the importance of learning how to adapt to such realignments through
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understanding weaving well. What I am suggesting is that the impetus for On Weaving evolves
out of the work being done within or, in consideration of, the textile industry.
An important precedent to On Weaving is Mary Meigs Atwater’s book The Shuttle-Craft
Book on American Hand-Weaving, first published in 1923 and addressed more in depth in
Chapter 1. Unlike On Weaving, Shuttle-Craft has hardly received any attention by art historians
and curators despite both books sharing the same goals in providing a discursive survey of
weaving history and a guide as to how woven textiles are (or should be) made. When compared,
one quickly discerns that while they both aim to objectively convey the practice of weaving, they
offer two very different approaches, reflecting the philosophies of textile design in their time. For
this reason, these two texts make for fascinating bookends to the history of modern weaving;
Atwater’s marking a period of an older production style in weaving and Albers’s highlighting the
new and modern approach. In order to illustrate how On Weaving encapsulates a modernist
philosophy to weaving, situated within the context of the American textile industry, I compare it
with Atwater’s Shuttle-Craft—a history and methodology of American craft weaving, from
which it seeks to break.
A central theme throughout Atwater and Albers’s books is construction. Chapters, for
instance, in Shuttle-Craft are titled “Design of the Fabric; Setting Up The Loom; The Plain
Weave; and Origins and Developments,” essentially mirroring those in On Weaving. Similar to
any makers manual, Atwater and Albers’s texts explain the technical sides of tools and materials.
However, in explaining the manifold ways tools and materials can be used to make art and
design—which is to say, how one’s creativity may be expressed in the process of weaving—
Albers and Atwater could not differ more. Indeed, a key distinction between Shuttle-Craft and
On Weaving concerns the location of artistic expression in the process of weaving.
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For Atwater, expressive potential lie in the design of patterns, the making of a pictorial
image. At the turn of the twentieth century, this approach and style of weaving, commonly used
in the making of coverlets, was the most common type of decorative and expressive weaving in
the United States. To design a coverlet pattern, one needs to write and follow a draft—the
blueprint and code that helps a weaver weave the image. After deciding upon a design and
making the draft, the process of weaving on the loom becomes more or less perfunctory; the
construction is routine, even mechanical. The important point here is that aesthetic decisions,
such as those regarding color, composition and shape, which determine the visual image woven
on the loom, are made prior to the actual set up and process of weaving.429 That discussions of
texture figure into Atwater’s book in only very minor ways results from her focus on visual
patterns and pictorial and illusionistic qualities. A strong pictorial focus—say, in the
representation of intricate linear forms—naturally precluded discussions of texture, at least as a
means of expression in weaving. Variations in texture would create a blurred effect upon
viewing the pattern from a distance, therefore Atwater found little need to discuss it.
In On Weaving, one finds Albers much more attentive to the creative possibilities
permitted in the process of loom/hand weaving itself. In fact, much of the history she chooses to
recount, such as the various technological advancements in weaving, can be attributed to her
desire to illustrate to the reader how a weaver’s artistic freedoms can be and have been expanded
or retracted due to different types of inventions on the loom. For instance, in her second chapter,
titled “The Loom,” Albers narrates the evolution of the warp-spacer, a tool which functions to
evenly space and separate warp threads on a loom. First beginning as a simple stick or batten, the
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tool became more refined, developing into a larger wooden frame or beater and then eventually
into a metal mechanical reed. Yet, the purpose of Albers explanation is not merely to chronicle a
history of the loom. As she explains the iterative evolutions of reed making, she points out how
they have acted upon the appearance of the fabric being made. The latest advancement—that of
the mechanical reed—she describes as having yielded greater symmetry in the gridlock of woven
fabric, observable in evenly space warp and weft threads. While not disparaging of the more
technologically-improved device, Albers insinuates its artistic limitations, referring to it as
“artificial.” She explains that without warp spacing devices (both heddles and the reed) weavers
have more artistic control over the arrangements of warp allowing them to create “imaginative
gauze weaves.” 430 (Gauze weaves have a unique attractiveness because the weaver has
incredible flexibility in manipulating warp threads, which is nearly impossible to do or extremely
limited on all modern hand and power looms. See Figures 1 and 2).431 Thus, as Albers interprets
the warp spacer as something that has assisted industry by increasing the rate of speed at which
cloth can be produced and creating an appearance of accuracy in the perfect symmetry of cloth
lines, she also views it as obstructing the weaver’s artistic freedom, at least, one avenue of it.
In the same chapter on the loom, Albers explains the invention of the compound harness
as a tool that enabled the rendering of illusionistic images in weaving. By permitting more
advanced threading options and a greater ease of manipulating them, the compound harness loom
allowed for higher quality tonal gradations which could be used to enhance depth perspective
and volume of forms, creating more realistic images. The draw loom (essentially an advanced
compound harness loom) led to “a new era of figure weaving,” Albers concludes.432 While
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explaining technology’s ability to alter the appearance of the woven form in one area, such as in
creating a pictorial design, Albers notes, again, that the weaver becomes restricted in other areas,
primarily in the development of texture and structure. Quoting from Luther Hooper’s HandLoom Weaving, Albers writes “the mechanical perfection of the loom, in common with all
machinery, in its degree, lessons the freedom of the weaver, and his control of the design in
working.”433 Thus, a recurring theme over the first few chapters in On Weaving, in which she
narrates weaving history and expands on tool/structure usage, is the weaver’s artistic potential
and the extent to which the weaver is able to manipulate the appearance and form of a fabric.
Through a historical analysis she is able to lay the groundwork for the argument, arriving in the
later half of On Weaving, as to why weavers in the modern period, who are faced with the power
loom weaving, should strengthen their knowledge of weave structure to impact the visual form
of the fabric object instead of affecting solely its pictorial motifs.
By the time that Albers moves to the United States, power loom weaving had taken over
the textile industry, weaving faster and more affordably fabrics in plain weave (i.e. basic cloth)
and those with patterns (i.e. more decorative fabrics). Mary Meig Atwater’s teaching, which had
helped to maintain and even revive hand weaving through emphasizing pattern weaving, had
come to appear as futile in the face of industry’s pervasive use of machines capable of
reproducing patterns. As pattern books were exchanged more easily between factories and
cartoons/imagery designed by fine artists (not weavers) continued to be popular, the ability of the
weaver to contribute to both the making and design of weaving seemed to wane. Though the
replacement of laborers with machines in the textile industry cannot be refuted, the process of
weaving itself was undergoing a transition as a result of various technologies that required a
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reskilling of weaving. And a new approach to weaving became needed. Like Marianne Strengell,
Dorothy Liebes and others, Albers heeds this historical moment. The very first chapter,
“Weaving, Hand” in On Weaving gives an overview of the history of technology, in which she
concludes that despite advancements, hand weaving has not been made obsolete, rather it
continues to be relevant, albeit for different end goals—the latest of which concern prototype
designing: “industry is turning to hand weavers for new design ideas, worked out on hand
looms, to be taken over for machine production.” 434
As has been discussed as a key theme throughout this dissertation, weavers in the modern
period became integral to the textile industry through their experimentation with fibers and
weave structures in the design of prototypes for mass production. They explored structure with
new fibers, invented novel textures and, in the case of Dorothy Liebes, played with a range of
colors in abstract designs. The need for weavers to develop prototypes not only arose in
relationship to machine technology but also the invention of synthetic fibers, which had to be
tested through weaving, to understand how they functioned and appeared in cloth. Such
experimentation necessitated studies of construction and fiber analyses that lent the weaver new
roles: as a technician or craftsman, working to build a structurally-cohesive form, and as an
artist, developing the appearance of a form through structural work and through blending
different fibers in specific weave structures—a process that Marianne Strengell deploys most in
her work with architecture firms and Dorothy Liebes utilizes for styling for textile manufactures.
Thus, why portraying weaving history as a constant negotiation between the weaver and
technology is significant to Albers has everything to do with the particular weaving approach she
argues for—one that concentrates on form development. Indeed, as space opens up in the textile
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industry for the weaver to experiment with fibers in prototype designing, Albers sees both the
elements of structure and texture as fundamental to the weaver’s craft and artistic practice. In
fact, her entire weaving methodology revolves around structure and texture as the primary
elements in the design of a woven form. It is important to note that these elements have always
been inherent to weaving: no weaver can overlook the primary elements of building a textile.
Understanding structure and texture are also essential to the making of all types of woven
objects, from rugs to pictorial tapestries, so, again, no weaver can avoid a basic knowledge of
these elements. However, what makes Albers approach uniquely related to a modern moment is
her examination of these elements on their own terms, uncoupled from the creation of a pattern
or picture and in no as-yet-specific relationship to function.
One begins to observe Albers’s attention to visual form in her explanations of the three
basic weave structures—plain, twill and basket—found in her chapter “Fundamental
Constructions.” For example, in describing plain weave she goes beyond a simple analysis of its
construction and how it looks to explain it as “the one [weave structure] most conducive to
aesthetic elaborations.”435 Variations of basket weave, she states, create optical illusion of
space.436 In the chapter, “Modified and Composite Weavers,” Albers again writes to articulate
the potential for artistic rendering in the development of the fabric’s structural form: “It is
interesting to note that where the functional aspect of the basic structure is moderated, aesthetic
qualities frequently move to the foreground—in fact, they often are the very reason for the
structural change.”437 Each of these examples in Albers’s writing point to her attention to the
visual changes that occur in form design.
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In Bauhaus Textiles, Sigrid Wortmann Weltge contends that Weimar textiles must be
examined from a visual point of view instead of a technical one because of Bauhaus weavers’
background in aesthetic design.438 Certainly, the Bauhaus was more an art school than a factory
and Albers, indeed, never let go of the idea that weaving can be an art form. (In fact, this
thinking becomes amplified in her work and writing in the 1950s and 60s and is an inherent part
of the transition that defines modern weaving.) Yet, at the same time, it is precisely her aesthetic
training and knowledge that causes Albers to return to the technical as a starting point in the
pursuit of legitimating weaving as a visual medium and, in many ways, a formalist project.
The formalism that I will demonstrate Albers asserts contrasts with that of a
Greenbergian formalism (i.e. the making of an artwork that continuously references its making
and materiality, typically in a self-conscious manner). In contrast, the formalist logic abound in
Albers thinking pertains to the very identity or ability to identify the creative agency within the
weaver’s practice. Though this could be said of abstract expressionist works of art, which have
been most closely linked to Greenberg’s notion of medium specificity, the difference in Albers
form-focused approach concerns a much more practical reality—one in which technology is
interrelated and omnipresent. In other words, that Albers vehemently fights for the positioning of
the weaver as an artist and designer specifically through emphasizing the importance of form439
creation is a direct result of her knowledge of industry technology. Thus, in contrast to the
arguments made by Wortmann Weltge and T’ai Smith that Albers’ theorization of form
originates from her training at the Bauhaus, I contend that it derives just as much, if not more,
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from her familiarity with the conditions of modern American industrial weaving.440 Closer
studies of form were indeed fundamental to the development of prototype designing, particularly
as new or different fibers were being explored by American manufacturers in the late 1930s
onward and as cloth production surged again in a postwar era. In fact, prototype designing
opened up an artistic space by allowing for the designer to investigate materials and structural
relationships without immediately having to form a concrete plan of what or how to design.
Indeed, it would have given the weaver an opportunity to interpret the visual effects of structure
and texture on their own terms, thinking about them as isolated from an object form.
Albers’s Chapter 8, “Tactile Sensibility,” best reveals how her ambitions to define a
weaving practice centered on form design extends from her awareness not just of technology but
rather its application within industry. The processing of materials for industrial production serves
as one of the problems affecting weavers at the level of fabric design: “our materials come to us
already ground and chipped and crushed and powdered and mixed and sliced, so that only the
finale in the long sequence of operations from matter to product is left to us: we merely toast the
bread…No need—alas, also little chance—to handle materials, to test their consistency, their
density, their lightness, their smoothness.” Although in the reference to bread and toast (and
later “dough”) it sounds as if Albers is talking about cooking, these processes are the exact same
ones used to make plastic. It might be useful to take a step back for a moment to consider the
work of Dorothy Liebes at this time, whose weaving style was greatly determined by industry.
Ultimately, it consisted of blending the wildest of industry-made fibers, ones in which the colors
and textures were more often than not determined by industry. As a result, she simplified her
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weaving structures and rightly claimed anyone could pick up weaving; it was easy.441 (By the
same token, one could say that anyone could cook in the 1950s, considering the pre-prepared,
boxed and canned foods that one only need sprinkle garnishes on, which may have been on
Albers’s mind when formulating the metaphor in the quote above).
Albers goes on to describe modern industry as “Janus-faced,” as it makes easier laborious
processes but, simultaneously, “bars us from taking part in the forming of material and leaves
idle our sense of touch and with it those formative faculties that are stimulated by it.”442 Thus,
she deduces that modern industry has numbed our sense of touch, deteriorating our tactile
faculties, our touch intelligence, because it has reduced the extent to which we practice craft
making in the production of goods. On its face, such an argument intuitively makes sense,
although it could be debated since we may actually be touching and feeling a more diverse range
of materials that would enhance our understanding of specific material textures (consider for a
second all the different materials blends in a fabric today, such as that of stretch jeans, with a
specific percentage of elastance, cotton and sometimes polyester, and the subtle differences in
their feel). Certainly, however, one could definitively say that modern technology with its
delivery of mechanically spun fibers and the diverse weaving possibilities with machine looms
would have reduced the range to which the weaver could explore texture in the making of
factory-made fabrics. Indeed, it sidelined the craft of the weaver and spinner as form creators.
Using the pronouns “we” and “our,” Albers appeals to the tactile experience of all
humans, yet, her thoughts have a way of relating back to the weaver’s work in modern industry:
“We touch things to assure ourselves of reality. We touch the objects of our love. We touch the things we form. Our
tactile experiences are elemental. If we reduce their range, as we do when we reduce the necessity to form things
ourselves, we grow lopsided. We are apt today to overcharge our gray matter with words and pictures—that is, with
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material already transposed into a certain key, preformulated material, and to fall short in providing for a stimulus
that may touch off our creative impulse, such as unformed material, material ‘in the rough.’”443

Out of her insightfulness, Albers draws an interesting conclusion—a distinction to be more
specific—between the logic of “pictures” and “material;” the former concealing, even perhaps
suppressing the importance of the other. Albers coaxes us, then, to recognize an imbalance
supposedly affecting our experience of objects, where pictures or words (perhaps even sight
alone?) interrupt and distract from the experience of tactility, weakening our tactile intelligence.
Following this section, Albers begins to urge for a new approach to weaving, one that she feels
will rebalance the disproportionate emphasis on “pictures” in textile making of the recent past.
The concept of matière becomes a critical springboard for Albers’s in defining a new,
modern philosophy to weaving that prioritizes tactile thinking, but not necessarily the actual,
physical feel of material. “Matière,” she writes, is “the surface appearance of a material” that
pertains to the sense of touch. It evokes a “tactile perception.” Different than the actual feel of
texture, matière is how texture appears to feel. In her understanding of matière, Albers hits on a
significant difference between texture in painting/printing and texture in weaving: “The structure
of a weaving, as well as the fibers chosen for the work, can bring about an interesting surface.
There is an intricate interplay between the two. A knowledge of textile construction is thus
essential for matière effects.” The last sentence of the quote makes clear that matière in weaving
involves more than materials of the medium—the fibers and loom or, as in painting, the mixing
and application of paint—it concerns the structural design, the interlocking of warp and weft in a
particular way. Seeing the structural design as significant to the creation of surface appearance,
Albers proceeds to build upon the idea of matière to define a modern practice of weaving,
sculpturally.
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Crucial to the understanding of Albers’s interpretation of matière is realizing that the
term, for her, does not operate in conjunction with the making of an image or picture. Rather, she
thinks of matière, or at least only writes of it, as existing as a singular quality of three
dimensionality, not as a means of creating a two-dimensional illusion or the representation of an
object form. In other words, matière in weaving functions as a process of designing texture
through weave structures, which may or may not imitate the surface appearance of another
material. Albers has no intention of suggesting that matière may be something the weaver creates
to devise an illusion or render an image more realistic; it is not indexical, in other words. Rather
texture serves to reference the fiber structure itself or the texture of the fiber being used, or allude
to another fibrous materiality, but not to disguise itself in the depiction of a recognizable,
pictured subject/object. For example, a weaver using certain fibers and structures could weave
the image of a black cat into a fabric, modeling the cat’s form to create the illusion of it standing
in space, on a ground plane. Albers completely avoids thinking about matière as a means of
building images within a picture plane. In her understanding, texture—real and perceived—is
taken on its own terms, always being defined through the rendering of an abstract sculptural form
rather than through illusionistic figure-ground relationships.
Albers understanding of color further demonstrates her interests in sculptural versus
pictorial form. Writing about color as a “distraction” or a “by-product,” she emphasizes its
relationship to illusionism and thus its irrelevance to the work of the modern weaver, who she
feels must be a designer of real versus pictorial form. She brings this point home in a critique of
woven images designed by fine artists: “When color in weaving moves into a first place,
suppressing the main textile ingredients, we find a regression of the art of weaving. Examples,
historical and contemporary, may be found in some of the pictorial tapestries woven from
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painters’ designs—Raphael’s, Picasso’s, Rouault’s, etc. Many of these works, lacking in textural
and structural interest, have moved to the very edge of the weaver’s realm, and, though perhaps
impressive as pictorial compositions, they are often of little consequence as pictures or as
weavings.”444 Further to the point of Albers’s formalist logic is the following quote, which
epitomizes her weaving methodology: “a sculptor deals mainly with volume, an architect with
space, a painter with color…a weaver deals primarily with tactile effects.” While this notion
compartmentalizes the activities of artists in an overly simplistic manner, it reveals the modernist
prescriptiveness of Albers’s thinking in regards to weaving as a practice in form versus image
making.
To those who lack knowledge of weaving, On Weaving’s Chapter 8 on tactile sensibility
could be perceived as conveying an inherent knowledge of the process of weaving. Naturally,
knowledge of texture and structure would seem to be the utmost priority to anyone working with
fiber. In actuality, such an approach, especially one with flagrant disregard to the pictorial
possibilities of weaving, are striking. Also, that Albers wrote about tactile sensibility without
ever once (in Chapter 8) mentioning function, or form-building in relationship to a physical
(utilitarian) object must have struck an older generation of weavers in her time as peculiar.445
Weaving, even tapestry, was generally not considered fine art by the art world in the early 1960s,
it always had a functional obligation, even when hanging on the wall.446 However much Albers
embraced weaving as a purely aesthetic medium and encouraged the comprehension of fiber and
structure for the purposes of exploring matière, she equally circumvents defining her approach as
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a new means of making fine art and never quite states that to weave is to sculpt. Indeed, she does
not use the term “sculpture” to render her weaving methodology clearer.
In Albers’s mind, weaving had already come a long way. On Weaving, her last book and
major publication, took into consideration four decades of Albers’s own professional experience
weaving and teaching weaving—a period that saw the fading of pattern weaving, pictorial design
and non-textural oriented fabrics. Achievements in industry, developments in education and an
experimental phase within commercial spheres brought about a new dawn in weaving between
the 1930s and 1950s that Albers sought to define in On Weaving. Little did she know her book
signaled the beginning of an end of this period, and that a new path out of an industrial space she
had always perceived weaving to occupy would lead to weavers to the arena of fine art. The rise
of the fiber art movement must have seemed tenuous to Albers in the early 1960s. She probably
could not have predicted the impact of the movement, which was already on the rise, as much as
her work spoke to those within that movement and her chapter on tactile sensibility could be seen
as one of its key founding philosophies. In On Weaving, she continued to be rooted to the idea
that weaving, at its best, was architecture or architectural. In that very notion lie the conceit that
any weaving structure intrinsically held utilitarian properties; that no matter if a textile were to
be pictorial or sculptural; to rest on the couch or hang on a wall, that the endless possibilities of
structure could be pushed to the design of spaces or cover the surfaces of volumetric forms.
Four years after Albers publication of On Weaving, the exhibition “Wall Hangings”
(1969) opened at the Museum of Modern Art in New York. Curated by Jack Lenor Larsen and
Mildred Constantine, the exhibition is viewed as the first major collective debut of fiber art in the
United States. Louise Bourgeois, a sculptor and former weaver, was commissioned to write a
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review of the show, which historians have interpreted as a dismissive critique.447 In her review
Bourgeois wrote to have “found the [fiber] medium incompatible with the art of the sculptor.”
This, of course, could not have been read as any less than troublesome for the curators and artists
represented in “Wall Hangings.” However, it is worth keeping in mind that Bourgeois was of the
same generation as Albers and that Albers, too—despite all her efforts to formalize an aesthetic
language and approach to weaving—had yet to tie it directly to sculpture. Like Albers,
Bourgeois, who had a professional knowledge of weaving, understood the possibilities of
structure and, thus, likely saw the medium’s ultimate potential to lie in its extension as
architecture. In her review, she recounts childhood memories to convey her understanding of
weaving as “flexible architecture” and “moveable walls,” or as designed for the “protection for a
cow giving birth, and as blankets for horses.” 448 Again, like Albers, Bourgeois is not content to
allow weaving to stop and dwell on itself as sculpture; to a weaver who understood the medium’s
intelligence in structure, sculpture may have been seen as a crippling of the medium, a means of
denying it the ability to realize its full potential as an architectural form built by the inherent
logic of age-old weave structure—blueprints or codes of form. This idea comes across in
Bourgeois critical statement that “Wall Hangings” “could have been a little wilder.” She
continues, “I could think for instance, of all kinds of turned shapes – cubes or any threedimensional forms that could have been used. The pieces in the show rarely liberate themselves
from decoration and only begin to explore the possibilities of textiles. They can be woven into
any shape and made rigid by spraying. They can be stretched over armatures, draped, and
pulled.”449 While seemingly undermining weaving as something that cannot be the “art of the

For example see Elissa Author’s comments in String, Felt, Thread, 33.
Louise Bourgeois, “The Fabric of Construction,” Craft Horizons (March/April 1969), 89.
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Ibid.
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sculptor” she implicitly lauds weaving in a whole other way as three-dimensional, architectural
form.
In a sense, Bourgeois held the same modernist view as Albers in her concept of weaving
as design and as something that had an allegiance to function through the very means by which it
was made—through structural engagements of warp and weft. It was a craft knowledge that
formed the basis of applied design or architecture. Considering this, Bourgeois’s criticism reads
more as an expression of confusion in the transitions weaving had begun to make in the 1960s.
Yes, to be a weaver-as-artist/sculptor was not bad, but to an earlier generation of weavers—such
as those mentioned in this dissertation—who from the mid-1930s to the late 1950s had seen
themselves regaining importance within the textile industry, the turn toward art may have been
seen as an odd abandonment of a new moment in time, in which the weaver had gained a new
status, as a designer par excellence.
What this dissertation has shown is that modern American weaving arose from a
confluence of factors that began with socioeconomic changes within the first half of the
twentieth century. In the introduction, I outlined a historiography of weaving, illustrating how
increasing attention to and documentation of the economic side of weaving moved in parallel
with studies of weaving technology, helping manufacturers and those in support of their work,
such as the government, better understand the rationale for acquiring advanced machines as a
means of increasing growth and production. While championing the industrialization to come
before and after World War I, these histories also reveal the fragmentation between weaving as a
mechanical process and weaving as an arts and craft pursuit; the former performed within
industry and the latter performed by homemakers or small cottage industries outside the factory.
In the 1910s and ’20s Mary Meigs Atwater and other weavers of her generation abided by that
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concept, seeing weaving as a craft with traditions to be protected precisely by the confines of the
domicile. Anni Albers was one of the first weavers to problematize those ideas upon arriving in
the United States, pointing to how innovation lacked on both sides of the equation, inside and
outside industry. In her work and writing while at Black Mountain College she mobilizes a new
thinking to bridge the two worlds of weaving, teaching hand weaving as a practice in prototype
designing, in which the weaver would naturally have to relearn the basic concepts of weaving,
beginning through “free forming” and material analysis that, in the end, unlocked a new means
of expression in weaving.
Working and teaching in a very different region of the United States, without much prior
knowledge of Albers or the Bauhaus, Marianne Strengell expressed similar ideas at the
Cranbrook Academy of Art in Michigan. Her efforts to bring together an aesthetic training with
industry knowledge resulted partly from her weaving education in Finland, but in her
replacement of the Arts and Crafts foundation which had formed the school’s original
philosophy, with a industry-centered pedagogy she proved to be responding to the demands
found in modern American architecture and the automobile industry in the eastern midwest. As
the Master’s program in weaving at Cranbrook developed, so, too, did its curriculum, which
enabled students to explore the craft through historical, aesthetic and industry lenses. Thus, the
education at Cranbrook equally became key to the breakdown between two modes of weaving in
the United States—the one outside industry, represented in more hand-based work, and the one
inside industry, represented by greater machine-oriented labors.
The work of Dorothy Liebes acts as another crucial example of the aesthetic exertion on
industry-made textiles by a weaver. As Liebes’s employs her craft knowledge, working for
manufactures to design prototypes with new synthetic fibers, she becomes a style guide for
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consumers. Textile companies, particularly ones like Dupont, who both manufacture the fibers
and develop the products, allow for Liebes to make an impact firstly on the construction of
textiles—including what fibers and weave structure are used—which lead to her making the
majority of decisions regarding styling features, such as color and texture. That her name
becomes a well-known brand within the textile world by the 1950s epitomizes the modern
identity of the weaver-as-artist, albeit commercially—which is only one step away from the
weaver-as-artist in the art world (a relevant comparison is that of the pop artists, such as Andy
Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein, who follow the same route from aesthetic contributions in the
commercial world to gallery shows in fine art venues).
From the late 1940s to the late 1950s, major shifts in the textile world are noted by New
York art museums, which host exhibitions to showcase changes in 1) the productivity of the
American textile industry 2) new design features in textiles themselves and 3) the weaver as
craftsman and artist, holding a place now within industry, however short-lived. The focus on
woven textiles instead of fabric as clothing or utilitarian design contributes to shifts in the
perception of textiles as sculptural forms that parallel the changing philosophies in the practice of
weaving, from a process in drafting to one of free-form work on the loom.
In my efforts to capture both the production side of weaving (as seen in the work of
Albers in Chapter 1, Strengell and her students in Chapter 2 and Liebes in Chapter 3) and the
exhibition response to textile design, I have striven to illustrate the interdependence between
changes in practice, form and the perception of woven fabric. The retooling of hand weaving for
prototype designing, which is one argument and leg of this dissertation, contributes to modern
weaving as a form-oriented project, placing the weaver in a lead role within the artist-craftsman
spectrum—a second argument and leg of the dissertation. These two legs support the body and
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largest thesis developed here, which concerns form—its literal dimensionality and the
recognition of it by society. While all textiles have an inherent three-dimensional form, the
sculptural characteristics in modern weaving became more explicit and recognized. From the
mid-1930s to the late 1950s, as weavers focused their attention on fiber analysis and textural
studies in designing for machine reproduction and modern architecture, they exploited the
construction of the weave and its fibers, calling attention to the undulating surfaces, the porosity
and the textural novelties that while mostly employed in the design of utilitarian textiles would
inspire a new generation of fiber artists, designers and curators, who began to perceive weaving
as, above all, a sculptural practice, one that could even be performed on “any old hand loom.”450

450

Dorothy Liebes, Teaching (notes, Woman’s Day article), 1944-1959, Box 10, Folder 13, Dorothy Liebes papers
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